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Section r'
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'he Palestinian L4uthorit:
ory in tl2e West Bank a
1 Strip that are
.
..
..
.
.
. ,-..
.
unaer Ule limited control or the Yalestmian Autnonty (YA), as tne result or me Oslo 11 Interim
Agreement of 1995. The concept of an independent Palestinian state has been at the forefront of
regional and international attention since before the time of the State of Israel's creation in 1948.
When Israel was created, control of the West Bank passed from Great Britain to Jordan; ~~~~t
gained control over the Gaza Strip. The 1967 Six Day War between Israel and Jordan, Egypt and
Syria altered the political landscape by transferring control over all the area in the Palestinian
territories-from Egypt and Jordan to Israel.

.

The Gaza Jericho Agreement of 1993 and the sign~ngot the "Declarat~onot Pnnciples" by Israel
and Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) in September 1993, gave the PLO control over
territory in the Gaza Strip and the City of Jericho. The subsequent Oslo I1 Interim Agreement and
Paris Protocol Agreement of 1995, formally established the Palestinian Authority and created a
new set of economic and political relations between the PA and both Israel and Jordan. Through
these agreements, the PA further gained certain monetary, taxing, licensing, and police authority.
However, the political and economic destiny of the PA remains closely linked to Israel. A large
number of Palestinians are employed in Israel, which maintains certain controls over Palestinian
imports and exports and uolices all border crossines into the PA. Israel fiuther exercises military
and police presen
n most a~fthe are!a of the West Biink and about 11
territory of the
Gaza Strip.
G

he official definition of the areas under the PA excludes all military positions and Israel
zttlements within both the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. The West Bank and Gaza Strip
consist of around 6,185 s q w e kilometers (km2)and 2.65 million people. The West Bank
contains the majority of this area and people, G t h an area of 5,820 square kilometers1 and a
population of approximately 1.8 million. The Gaza Strip consists of an area of 365 square
kilometers and a population of about 850 thousand people. The PA's GDP as of 1994 was $2.5
billion or $928 per capita Per capita-GNPin 1994 was considerably higher (about $1,350) as the
result of the large number of Palestinians that work-in Israel. However, per capita GNP has
declined to less than $2,000 since the Paris Protocol, as the result of border "closures due to an
increase in political tension between Israel and the PA.
The Palestinian economy is largely based on agriculture and services, as shown in Exhibit 1.
Agriculture represents about one-third of total GDP; government and other services comprise
'>out40% of GDP. Industry and construction together account for less than one-auarter of GDP.
he PA hopes, however, to devel~
;e indusltrial and infrastnucture b;ase that is independent
1Source: A~oliedResearch Institute of Jerusalc

Bank, October 1998.
1

I), Tlie Status of tfte Environment in the

West

.
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of Israel during the remainder of this decade. There are plans to develop an airport and a seaport
in Gaza. There have been discussions of developing a steel industry in the PA.' However. the
environment of political risk and uncertainty that has prevailed during most of the brief history of
the PA has inhibited investors from making large scale industrial investments. Continuing trade
and imm igration restrictions have prevented the PA from developing airport and seaports
-a

ure of G
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1. Description of Subsector
Overall. the Palestinian Authority uses 926 MTOE of energy. On a per capita basis, the PA uses
about 350 kg of energy per person, placing it among the lesser energy intensive countries in the
Source: Palestinian Energy Research Council. PEC. Palestine Energv Profie.
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developing world. Of the total 926 MTOE of energy used in the PA in 1996. 278 MTOE was
used by the transportation sector. This energy use is outside the potential scope of this GEF
project. Of the remaining 649 MTOE of energy that is used outside the transportation sector, the
residential sector comprises 60% of total energy demand, as shown in Exhibit 2. The commercial
sector comprises 18% of total energy demand and the industrial sector represents 19% of total
energy demand. The government sector accounts for only about 3% of total energy demand.
nts for nearly 60% of all energy use outside of tlle trans1,ortation sector. As the
- accounts for more than 60% of all electrici.ty use, electricity use in the
residential sector accounts for about 36% of all non-transportation energy use in the PA, making
it the single largest source of energy demand in the country. Gas and oil comprise about 29% of
all energy use. The industrial and commercial sectors account for nearlv 213 of all oillgas
'emand.
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y and A:ssociatec Action rlan ( L Y S ~ ) ,SI
he Letter or rower aecr
the Chairman
of PEA and the President of the PA on July 6, 1997, provides the basis for a new organizational
structure of the PA energy sector. The LPSP separates policy and regulatory functions of power
3
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sector enterprises. Whereas the PEA previously had commercial roles for electricity supply.
transmission, and distribution, the LPSP seeks to refocus and reorganize the PEA to be the main
policy making body for the sector. PEA would continue to be responsible for energy sector
coordination and policy, particularly in the areas of rural electrification, regional interconnection,
energy conservation, and research. PEA would coordinate energy efficiency and conservation
responsibilities with the Palestine Energy Center (PEC), an existing independent agency focusing
on research and public education, and other NGO institutions working in this field. The new
organization of the PAS energy sector is described below under Institutional Framework.

3

1IIG

Yost Country Strategy
IIVC

-

-

major priorities for the k~

G I I G I ~XLW.
~

r are:

Institutional reform - to implement regulatory and structural reforms of the PA energy
sector as outlined in the LPSP
'

-

Efficiency improvement to increase the operating and technlca~efficiency of the
distribution utility companies through energy end-use efficiency, energy conservation.
and better load management
Network Rehabilitation and Upgrade - to implement ongoing network rehabilitation
and upgrade of the transmissions and distribution network.
Lural electrification. To electrify rural areas of the: PA inI order to develop the
gricultural, water supply, and other sectors in villages of the PA.

-

Independent Generation Sources - to obtain ne
upon the Israeli Electricity Corporation (IEC)

that do not re

These priorities and strategies for realizing them are largely articulated in the LPSP. Institutional
reform is ongoing and should follow the schedule outlined in the LPSP. According to this
schedule. reform legislation that is being prepared should be completed by October 1997 and
presented to the PA Council in November 1997. By early 1998. an independent PERC and three
new distribution companies (NEU. GREU. and SELCo) would be established. PEHL would be
created by early 1999.
Electric network rehabilitation and upgrades are being implemented according to donor
assistance programs that are discussed below. A rehabilitation project in Gaza that is being
completed has already resulted in large electricity line loss reductions. Other rehabilitation
projects should proceed shortly. A rural electrification project was initiated in July 1997.
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The PEA recently selected a BOT bid from a Palestinian investment group for a 200 MW power
project that will provide the PA its first major power source that is not connected with IEC. The
PEA expects to conclude a power purchase agreement with these investors by Fall of 1997.
hile the LPSP clearly indicates that energy end-use efficiency is a priority for the PEA and the
1 as a whole, there have been little concrete programs, specific targets made for energy
efficiency savings, or schedules for initiating energy efficiency improvements. The energy
efficiency savings targets and initiatives created through this GEF project would therefore
represent a major step within the PA towards the establishment of coherent and comprehensive
ise effici
str-ategyfoIr achieving ener

.

Prilor anaI

RnPP
Ongoing Asslsri-,,,

Th
beglnnlng to rec
ge amounts of technical ;and financial as:
for its ellergy
- . -.A
sector. most of which has oeen lor electricity distribution sys1t.m rehabilihiruon mu
expansion.
ce in the area of energy e
:fficiency
There has so far been little
-A

Non-Energy End Use Efficiency Projects
The PA h a s begun to recelve assistance ror aisrribution system rehabilitation and upgrades,
institutional strengthening, and management reform, through a number of donor programs. Most
of these programs have come about through the coordination of the World Bank, which has
established
an office in Ramallah and has committed itself to a long-term plan of assistance in
--.
the: PA. Most World Bank and other assistance has so far concentrated on distribution system
re1iabilitation. Other organizations working with the World Bank include development agents
Llrom Norway, Italy, and the European Investment Bank.
From these groups, nearly $75 million has been committed for distrilbution system rehabilitation
of which $20 million is now being spent for rehabilitation in the Gaza. This program of
assistance, which has been largely completed. has resulted in large improvements in system
efficiency and reductions in electricity line losses of- as much as 10%. Similar rehabilitation
jed for are& oft.he West
~jectsarce now bt
lee Exhil
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Exhibit 3:
Selected Donor Assistance for the Palestinian Energy Sector
Region

Southern West s an^

Project

Status

.-

Rehabilitatior!

Fund
conunitmerlts

Central w esr.,n
Rehabi~irarion
Bethlehem, Jerusalem,
Ramallah

Commiunents

Cost
Million $
A

LO.I

Donor

Italy
European
Investment
Bank (EIB)

Cent. West Bank,

bean

A a-t IIIIIIIVII p~dgram~ G ~~wk~~dtional
I
s t c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~will
l ~help
n i nelectricity
g
distribution companies
improve their operating efficiency. The World Bank will provide technical assistance in EDC
financial and corporate management to JEDCo, which will in turn sign an agreement with
SELCo under which JEDCo will assist SELCo with its financial and corporate management. In
this way, technical expertise transferred to JEDCo through World Bank assistance will be
transferred again to SELCo.
Energy End-Use Efficieny Programs

There has so far been only one significant donor-funded program in the area energy end-use
efficiency in the PA. That program involved a $0.5 million grant from the European Community
6
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to the PEC to perform energy end-use research and selected energy efficiency projects. Some of
ese projects have included numerous energy efficiency workshops and seminars, and ongoing
lot projects, one in Tibeh, near Jenin, and another in Sekar, near Hebron. The PEC hosts
asveral workshops each month, at which it provides advice and guidance to energy end-users in
the residential, co:mmercis11, and industrial sectors on how to use energy more efficiently. Under
th'e Tibeh and Sek:ar pilot projects PEC is providing energy efficient refrigerators and lighting to
re,sidential customers. Customer energy use and savings are being evaluated usina electrocute
enid-use monitoring equipment.

TIuough EU fund ing. PE(2 is also performing energy end-use efic:iency projects in the areas of
re:sidential buildin g thermid insulation and solar water heatt3r standairds.
In!

la1 Fran

..-.T DCD defines the ofli~lal

~ n h i b i 4.
t under
thle LPSP, the PEA would continue to be the sole agency responsible for the overall coordination
of the energy sector. as well as for policy formulation and system development. Specifically.
-:A shall have responsibilities in: (1) rural electrification, (2) regional interconnection, (3)
ergy conservation. and (4) research that cannot be realistically or efficiently commercialized.
le PEA would coordinate energy efficiency and conservation responsibilities with other
ganizatic3x1s working in the field, including the Palestirle Energ4y Centr
isting
3ependent agenc:y focusing on research and public education.
1 I IF L T X

~ L I U L L L A IUGI LUG

r A

3 CIICI.EY

JFLLUI, AJ 3 1 1 V W l l 111

'

lder the reorganiization, IPEA wil 1 divest iitself o f :function:s in:
,
L ,,,,I
r-neration,
vr
througl~
r;u~lr;iusionof cur~iractswith new private power genera-auun sources
uncler Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) agreements. After the end of 15 year BOT period.
the project could be transferred back to PEA. although arrangements could be made to
assign any contracts to another Dart'

Disrtribution. r ~ o u g hthe creation or rnree new cornmercraly onenrea regional un...,,,,
ont:in Gaza (Gaza Region Electricity Union GREU),and two in the West Bank (Niablus
Ele:ctricity Utility NEU. and Southern Electricity Company - SELCo). The Jeru!salem
---:-a
-Ele
- ~ t r i c i t y Distribution Company (JEDCo) is already established as a commt-rr;~al
area.
electricity distribution entitv in East Jerusalem and t

-

-

-

. .

,-""--'-riffs
and regulation. A IICW. indepet~ucl~~
rcgulaiury ~~11l111133l~11.
the Palestine
Ia
Encergy Regulation Commission (PERC) would report directly to PA government leaders.
WO uld establish tariffs based on commercial considerations, subject to the needs of
-- vulnerable segments of the populaition.
PE:A woul.d make recomnendations for PERC
bosud members. wt
i include:signific:ant repnesentaticIn of the, private sector. Board

7
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member would be approved by the PA government.

-

Exhibit 4: Proposed Institutional Framework for the Palestinian Power Sector YovJnSector
Public
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Agencj
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Palestinian Energy Authority (PEA)
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knergy
Conservation (PEC)
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-
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I

Source: Letter of Sector Policy, 1997
The PEA would I
terests il1 transm
uouph tlle establ
t of the I'alestine Energy
.
.
n~
*Transmission Company Ltd. (PETL). Once the r n oDrains its own independent transmission
assets, PETL, a transmission company organizationally situated within the PEA, would own,
operate, and develop a Palestinian transmission network. Another entity, Palestine energy
Holdings Ltd. (PEHL) would also be organizationally located within PEA. PEHL would ensure
the efficient management of national assets. PEHL members would be recommended by PEA
bwould have to be approved by the PA. in this regard PEHL may have some organizational
independence from PEA.
-L.

Institutional Capabilities of Major
- Program Counterparts

..

11 have ultimate
Ice to the Palestinian Pe:ople (U
The UNL)P Program o f ,
. many Palestinian groups will make strong
responsi~ilitiesfor execunng a program ro wnicn
contributions. The major counterpart that will have responsibilities for the successful
.1
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performance of this GEF project will be PEA. which will be the primary implementing agency
for this project and which will lead most of the work groups. It is however expected that PEA
delegates major auditing and technical responsibilities to work groups that are built around
existing Palestinian cadre in these fields.
Palestini

gy Authoritv (PE

PEA will be the primary implementing agency for this GEF project. PEA was established in
November 1994 and was granted concessions for generation, transmission, and distribution of
electricity and all other types of energy in the PA. PEA's original mission was to ensure energy
availability and to develop the PA energy sector. As mentioned above, PEA's original mandate
has been focused primarily along policy lines; many of PEA's generation, transmission, and
iistribution responsibilities are being delegated to private and public sector entities in the PA.
However, as the country's primary energy policy institution and as the signatory to major
~nternationalcontracts with private generators and multilateral donor agencies, PEA retains
:onsiderable influence within the PA. PEA will take on a major role in the PA's acquisition of
:he transmission network from Israel, the future rehabilitation and development of the P.4's
distribution system, and in the expansion of electricity supply to nlral areaIn additi
)ordinating these large international contracts, PEA has airectea ana produced
;everal studies of the PA's energy sector, including a study of the rehabilitation and development
~fthe PA distribution network, generation planning studies, and interconnection studies. PEA is
:urrently working to set up a specification and standards system for the energy sector. The PEA
employs about 30 pro'fessionals in its Ramallah and Gaza offices.
Palestinian Energy and Environmental Research Center (PEC)
,
organization that has national responsibilities for energy
I non-prc~ f i t non-governmental
-..J
iavlngs ana
renewable energy. Its responsibilities include formulating, coordinating, and
mplementing programs and actions. PEC is linked with universities and other national partners,
md with the European Economic Community (its primary funding agent), and other international
--larmcrs.
FEC has a staff of approximately 30 peop1e;located primarily in Nablus and in Gaza.
4bout 10 of these staff are engineers, of which about half have skills and prior experience in
mergy efficiency. PEC contains among the only professionals in the PA that have prior
experience with energy audits. In addition to the programs described above under Energy EndUse Efficiency Programs, PEC's other programs include:
--.

--A-

11 buildii~g themla1 insulirttion prc
nsulatior1
~ l a rheaLters sta

ition prcogram f'or the
9

r development of national standards for
national solar heating
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standards

-

-

national gas supply'for the evaluation of natural gias use at~dsupply options in the PA
electricity generation and transmission study, which will suggest and evaluate generation
and transmission options for the PA
regional interlinking of electricity grids study. to evaluate options for linking the PA with
Jordan and other neighboring countries
rural electrification program, which will evaluate tecchnical options and f inancial
mechanisms for increasing rural electrification.

Electricity Distribution Com~anies
This GEF project will also rely upon contributions and cooperation from four distribution
companies that have been working with PEA and the World Bank to rehabilitate and improve the
PA's distribution network. These distribution companies include one private company, Jerusalem
District Electricity Company (JDECo), which supplies electricity to East Jerusalem and to the
surrounding areas. JDECo is the PA's largest and first formally incorporated electricity
distribution company. JDECo will be a recipient of financial, technical, and management
assistance from the World Bank and will pass this experience along to the Southern Electric
Company (SELCo).
The remainder of these distribution companies are still in the process of being created fiom
municipalities, including the following three companies:

-

-

-

SELCo, which serves Hebron and the southern area of the West Bank. Currently, 70% of
the SELCo region consists of the municipalities of Bei Omar. Dahriyea. Dora, Hebron,
Halhul, and Yatta. Other, smaller entities in the southern area of the West Bank comprise
the remaining 30%. SELCo will receive financial and management assistance from the
World Bank through JDECo
NEU, Northern Electric Utility, wnlcn currently consists or tne ~'ablusmunicipality, but
will be expanded to include all of the northern area of the West Bank
Gaza Region Electricity Utility. which will serve the entire Gaza area. Gaza City
Municipality and other municipal entities currently serve this area.

These electric distribution companies currently retain electrical engineers and other individuals
that have expertise in assessing losses and in evaluating rehabilitation projects. They have less
10
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expertise in evaluating the consequences of upgrade and enhance projects, as there have not yet
been any major projects in this area. The ability of the distribution companies to accomplish
actions that are in the overall interests of the PA are limited in that each distribution company
justifiably has its own interest in mind. For this reason. working with distribution companies is
s;till best coordinated thrc
- 1st for thle next se
.ns
-

F project include:
Other counterpaxt s that vvill prov ide expemrtise for this GE:

-

Birzeit University, which may supply engineers and other technical experts that may
serve as audit assistance for the 300 energy audits to be conducted under Output 1.2.
Birzeit is a leading university with a strong department in electrical engineering, located
in the West Bank and with relations with other university experts in Gaza

-
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SECTION B
Section B: PROJECT JUSTIFICATION
The .PA has no economic domestic supplies of primary energy, with the exception of some
solar and biomass energy that supplies about 9% of the PA's total energy. The PA has no
economically recoverable oil, gas, or coal reserves and must import all of its 470 MTOE of
energy resources (about 10,OO barrelslday). It uses little or no hydroelectric energy and lacks
any significant hydroelectric potential. Furthermore, the PA lacks supplies of secondary
energy in that it imports more than 95% of its electricity from the
:lectric Company
(IEC) in Israel.
The lack of available energy supplies also contributes to relatively high prices for all forms of
energy. Petroleum prices are $4/GJ; gas prices are $5/GJ. The typical electrical user pays an
average of 14 c/kWh for electricity at the retail level. Retail electricity prices range from 9.5
ckWh in East Jerusalem to more than 19 c/kWh in Jenin.
The gross national product in 1994 was approximately $3,500 million, with a per capita
income of $1,350. This is less than one-tenth the per capita GDP of Israel. The combination
of the lack of indigenous energy resources and the low incqme of the population, the PA uses
a relatively small amount of energy per capita. Its energy consumption per person is only
about 350 kgoe, making among the lesser energy intensive economies in the developing
world. Per capita electricity consumption is only 600 kWh per person, equivalent to the
continuous operation of a 70 watt light bulb fore each resident. The PA's electricity
consumption is 30% less than that of Syria and 40% less than that of Egypt. The PA's per
capita electricity consumption is only about 118 that of Israel.
Electricity prices are likely to increase even more in the future, when Israel implements timeot'-use rates for wholesale power purchases by the electric distribution companies. Currently,
the PA buys electricity at an average wholesale rate of 8-10 clkWh that does not vary by time
of day. This rate does not take into account the fact that the PA consumes a higher percentage
of its energy at peak periods than do Israeli consumers. In this regard and all other things
being equal, consumers in Israel are subsidizing consumers in the PA. This crosssubsidization will end when time-of-use rates are implemented. Electricity rate increases in
the PA will accompany electricity rate reductions in Israel.
In spite of its low level of energy w and relatively high electricity prices,-a relatively low
level of eficiency characterizes the PA. The PA uses about 0.35 kg of oil per unit of GDP,a
level that is twice as high as the world average. Energy efficiency has become worse as
energy consumption has grown steadily during the 1990's. despite a decline in the PA's
economy since 1994.
Current Situation with Electric Consumption
Existing homes account for 68% of all electricity sales in the Palestinian Temtories. Nearterm, most growth in electrical demand will come from new homes, intensified electrical use

.
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in existing homes (including villages receiving new connections), and population-serving
businesses (such as food stores, restaurants, service businesses). Due to border closures,
difficulty in moving raw materials into the PA, and investment risks outside the housing
sector. near-tern industrial growth is expected to be modest. Thus the residential sector is an
ring efficiency in power use.
excellent target fc

.

l n e rcn reports rnar as of mid-1997,340,000 residents (42.000 - 50,000 househokas, wirn
household size averaging 6.6 persons in the West Bank and 7.8 persons in Gaza Strip) hav~
no electricity. The Bureau of Statistics, however, reports that only 2% of the population
(about 50,000 people, or 7,000 households) have no electricity, while another 400,000 people
have electric service that is limited to 8 hours per day. The future pace of village
electrification is unknown. but the general assum~tionis that many villages will wait at least
fi.ve years; before they recceive elec:tricity.
-1-
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Pnmary electric end uses are belleved to be retrigerators. lighting. space heating and possibly
water heating. Refrigerators use an estimated 35-70% of household electricity. depending on
the community and mix of electrical equipment used. Lighting is believed to be the second
largest use. Together these two end uses may account for 70% or more of household electric
consumption.' The West Bank housing stock is of mixed vintage; homes built in the last 10
years have central heat, which is primarily electric.' The estimated penetration of solar water
heating is 80% (undocumented). Beyond this, little analysis has been done of the primary end
uses of electric energy in homes.' There is an unknown proportion of residential energy
consumption from gas oil (kerosene), LPG and other fuels. A substantial amount of housing
construction has occurred in Gaza in recent years. If this continues there will be increasing
demand for electricity and household appliances. Approximately 5% of PA's total energy use
is estimated to relv uDon non-commercial fuels for non-electric vill---. I .

otential for Enc!rgy Eff iciency
There has so far been little or no research on the amount of energy efficiency that is possible
within the PA. The low degree of energy efficiency in practice, as measured by energy use
per unit of GDP, is indicative of a substantial amount of remaining energy efficientEY
potential to be tapped. Furthermore, the limited research that has been conducted sc3 far,
-- are
--- a--combined with information on the characteristics of energy using equipment in place,
I

and lighti~
ng accouna for 73%

A recent field research project in Morocco revealed that refi
residential electric use.

n was toldl consume'rs choose electric h~eat becaus;e the mur~icipalelelctric distriibution
'The missio~
I--.:-:-L
L-IA.
-- ---.:
companies are known- to or I--lrnlcrlr :rn-I
11 rawsunIan nuuscrlolus fall behihu un oavine their electric bill. whereas
fuel suppliers (e.g. LPG) demand cash irI advance before metking fuel deliveries
r-

L-

:--A

.
.
a

r

.

'some end use data may be avallabre soon trom prof. Moharnea Llara or tllrzelt unlverslty ulrougn
e results of his recent in-dept
I project on househc>Idenergy. This information was not available
'ring the July mission.
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indicative of a very high level of remaining energy efficiency potential in the PA.
The PEC has been conducting pilot projects in Tibeh, near Jenin, and in Sekar, near Hebron
that will evaluate energy efficiency potential in the residential sector. This study is measuring
residential electricity consumption before and after introduction of energy efficient equipment
such as high efficiency refrigerators and compact fluorescent lights. The results of this pilot
program are expected some time during 1998. The characteristics of energy using equipment
that is typical in the PA indicate that this and other studies should find a high level of energy
efficiency potential.
Discussions held in July 1997 by the UNDPIGEF missio
evealed that at least 40% of
consumers buy older models of used equipment from the lsraeli market. In Gaza this may be
as high as 80%, while in the West Bank it may be around 20%. These have much lower
efficiency than the more energy efficient new models available on world markets (and
probably fiom the Israeli market). The most energy efficient new refrigerators manufactured
for industrialized countries may consume as little as 27% (a 73% savings) of the energy
consumption of the older models bought on the second-hand market. Compared to the typical
new models sold in industrialized countries, new energy efficient models can still save 44%
of electric consumption. Since households consume 68% of all PA electricity, and
refrigerators account for 40-70% of this electricity, refrigerators alone account for 30-40% of
the PA's entire electric consumption. If households adopted compact fluorescent lamps in
place of incandescent lamps, lighting energy could be reduced by 66% - 80% per light
fixture. The savings would be 50-60% in fixtures that now use fluorescent tube lamps if these
were changed to CFLs, and by 25% if watt-saver lamps and energy efficient ballasts were
used.
Residential electric consumers pay 0.33 to 0.52 NIS per kwh (the equivalent of U.S.$0.100.15 per kwh)for electricity. One might think that such high electricity prices, relative to
-local incomes, would provide significant consumer motivation to use energy ef'tic:ient
appliances and equipment.
However, this does not appear to be the case in Palestine. Purcha:ses of enlergy eff
household appliances and equipment do not occur due to four barriers:
1.
2
3.
4.

Energy efficient equipment is not readily available in the local market
Lack of consumer awareness of the benefits of energy efficient models in reduced
running andcosts, and therefore there is a lack of consumer demand for these models
Lack of product labeling information to help the consumer determine if a model of
certain equipment (e.g. refrigerator, water heater) is energy efficient or not
Tendency of consumers to buy on first cost basis, and ignore the promise of long term
savings in running costs from energy efficient models; in parallel, limited use of credit
or installment payment tenns to remove the first cost barrier of buying energy
efficient models.
Ir

--

SECTIC
Industrial and commercial sector customers use little energy efficient equipment, because of
Jifficulties in maintaining this higher-technology equipment properly. The pumps used for
Jomestic water supply and irrigation are largely old and inefficient. In most countries facing
these conditions, it is typical to identify the potential for non-residential facilities to improve
their energy efficiency by 15-20%, and even higher in many commercial facilities such as
office buildings, hotels, retail and food stores. One study of street lighting performed by PEC
found a potential for a 67% improvement in street lighting around parking lots and factori
.n the Ni~ b l u arc
s

1. Problem to be Addressed

- the Barriers to Energy Eff~cien

The PA's low level of energy efficiency has resulted from the relat~velvlow vriorltv that has
been giv
ergy efficiency and to several im
to greate!r efficie
Low PI-iorityOJ Enerm End Use Efficiency

Improvix~gthe ef
;y at the end-user level h.it> IIVL UCCII LI prliority foir either t
. ..
. - .
private or public sectors in the PA.In the public sector, government agencles and multilat~
development banks have focused most of 'their attention upon two issues:
1.

Reducing distribution losses, which have been until recently as high as 40%. The
World Bank and development banks in Italy. Nonvay. and other countries have so far
3r
disbursed about $20 million dollars for distribution improvements in Gaza. Anotht60 milli
mmitme,nts have been approved for othe~
r regions; in the West Bank.
-~

L

-~

Ibtaining a supp:ly of ene:rgy that is indeplendent of the state of Israel. PEP1just
oncluded a 15 ycEar BOT agreernent for e lectricity supply from a Palestini.an
investment group.

In the private sector, few if any customers have given much attention to improving energy
end-use eficiency. In meetings held with industrial and commercial sector energy end-use
customers stated that their energy use decisions were nearly all focused upon supply side
options such as obtaining back-up generation to obtain electricity service at a lower cost o
with greater reliability. Business:s had to be repeatedly reminded that ene:rgy effic
even an option for helping to sol1ie energ:y problems.
I

Due to the relatively low priority given to improving energy efficiency, there is little energy
end-use and energy efficiency information and a very low level of awareness of energy
efficiency potential among energy end-users There is currently only limited information

.

-
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available on energy use. Through the efforts of PEA and PECJ there is currently published
information on fuel consumption, electricity generation, generating capacity, peak demanc
and energy prices, both throughout the territory and on a local level. Some of this energy I
information is available on a sectoral leve!
As mentioned above, PEC and other groul?s are or~ l ynow beginning to ass
.. . .
efficiency potential. Information that is available now is only indicative of a large amount of
energy savings potential that exists in the residential, industrial, commercial, and government
sectors of the PA. There is little or no systematic information on energy consumption by type
of equipment or the energy use characteristics of the type of equipment that is being used
and/or is now available in the PA.
A lack of information on energy consumption and energy efficiency potential poses barriers
to potential energy efficiency product and service providers. In an environment where the size
of the market is unknown and where business opportunities are poorly defined, potential
energy service providers have little or no ability to develop market strategies. They
furthermore have little or no idea of the energy efficiency concerns of potential customers,
energy consumers. potential energy efficiency providers, and electricity sector planners.
Potential energy service providers therefore have very little basis for developing business
strategies. Not surprisingly then, there are no private sector comuanies currently engaging in
energy service provision.
A lack of energy efficiency market information also anects energy consumers. Without basic
information, consume~shave little basis for making informed judgments about such issues as
the trade-offs between initial purchase costs and life cycle energy costs. Most customers are
not even aware of all their energy use equipment options. Policy makers and energy planners
have little ability to evaluate the potential role of energy efficiency in meeting the PA's longterm energy needs.
A wareness.

In part due to this lack of energy efficiency market data,'customers have relatively little
awareness of energy efficiency potential, the availability of energy efficient equipment, an1
the associated savings on running costs.
Customers lack awareness of energy efficiency potential on all levels. lacking:

-

-

Awareness of overall energy efficiency potential
Awareness of simple maintenance and operating procedures that can save energy at
practically no cost
,Awareness of low-cost mei
tpacitor fittings or lighti:ng efficiiency
-

~

I

'see: Palestine Energy Profile: Electriciy Energy Status in the Gaza Strip: Ana&tical Stu&: and The

Present Status of Electricity Services in the West Bank
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improvements
Technolc,gy awm
F the energy efficiency that might be achieved thrc
investments in ne:w equipmerit.

-

This lackc of awareness means that consumers are not considering possiblc: energy efficien
retrofits of existing facilities and that consumers pay little attentiatn to the energy 1use
,.
.
implications or equipment purchases and business investrnents.

;IICIC I I ~ V C UCCII few or no systematic efforts to ilnprove (:ustome;r awarenless of potential
energy savings in any of the sectors, other than a series of seminars and outreach program,
performed by PEC. For more than a year. PEC has provided several forums each month at
which business and industry leaders or residential customers can receive guidance on energy
savings measure!s that thc:y can implemerIt.
*..*:--I
These forums have had at least three limi~auu113.
First,
only a 3i11a11portioll UI LIIC p v p u ~ a ~ ~ o n
has received the type of guidance that such forums can offer. Forums for the commercial and
industrial sectors have not yet been well attended. according to PEC. While forums for the
residentiia1 sector have been well attendei
,000-2.08we only
c:ountry (>fmore than 2.65 million.
..

.

-

-

-

~

Second, the forums have not necessarily been provided in the most targeted way possible.
Energy savings forums can be more effective if they can target the largest potential source
energy use and/or savings. However, careful targeting of forums has not been possible,
because data on energy use and potential savings is just now becoming available-in the PA
through the coordinated efforts of PEC and PEA. Because this data has not historically bet
available. PEC has had to adopt more of an ad hoc approach to forums than they otherwise
would have.
Third. forums need to be coordinated with more one-on-one programs such as can be
provided through energy audits where energy service professionals can meet with energy
users at their facilities and provide specific energy savings advice and recommendations
targeted to their facility. To be truly effective, audits must also be directed to the financial and
technical decision-makers at energy use facilities. Finally. audits require a program of follcDWup to ensure that energy savings recommendations are maABusiness Barrier.

There is a relatively strong pool of Palestinian business representatives, both inside and
outside the PA that offer relatively high level of business acumen and that give a high prio
to customer service. However, leexists of the veq specific:business issues that are essentis
a viable, long-term energy efficiency business.
4ore so than mo
uccessful. busin~

csses, provision of energy services is a relationship business. To 1:
ed a strong relationship with potential customers so that they can
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identify and understand energy use problems, work effectively with maintenance and
operating staff, and find creative solutions to energy efficiency problems.
In highly developed energy efficiency markets, the advanced "relationship orientation" of
energy services results in "performance contracts" under which customers payments for
energy efficiency services depends upon the value of verifiable and measurable energy
savings. The energy service business thus stakes the financial future of its business on its
ability to deliver savings. To be successful, performance contracting requires outstanding
cooperation between the energy service business and the customer. Energy service companies
much have access to customers' facilities to install and use energy savings verification
equipment:Customers and energy service businesses need to have a strong, contractual
understanding about how to measure savings and how to deal with unexpected problems that
might change the value of savings significantly (e.g.. a decision to operate equipment much
more or less than originally planned).
C

r Cost 1

ive Barr iers

Nearly all energy use decisions in the PA are made on the basis of equipment's inltia~cost.
When buying new energy use equipment, Commercial businesses, industrial managers,
government leader, and residential customers all make decisions in order to minimize initial
costs. The environment of considerable political and economic uncertainty that exists in the
PA has contributed to a short-term reasoning that promotes very poor long-term energy use.
In the government sector, for example, the majority of procurement rules favor equipment
bids with the lowest initial costs. Government procurement policies either consider life cycle
energy implications of equipment purchases very badly or do not consider them at all.
Equipment Availability Barriers

Consumers face two types of equipment purchase restrictions that influence them to buy
energy inefficient equipment. First, consumers and vendors are restricted in the equipment
that can be imported because of trade restrictions that persist under the current Paris and Oslo
protocol agreements. The electrical equipment available for sale in the Palestinian Territo:
heavily controlled by Israeli regulations for technical specifications and the country of
original manufacture. For example. there are explicit limits on the numbers of specified
equipment that can be imported from Jordan and Egypt each year without regard to Israeli
trade and import regulatiod.
Most equipment sold to Palestinians is also sold in Israel, understanding the'energy efficic
of Israeli equipment is therefore important. Israeli electrical appliances are not subject to
minimum energy efficiency standards. Instead, this equipment is subject to regulations that
require revealing the energy consumption and environmental impact information, which a
consumer can then use (or not) to select individual appliances. There is'a requirement that all
refiigerators, air conditioners, and washing machines offered for sale in Israel must display a
label that informs the consumer of the energy consumption of that individual model. There is
18
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also a Green Mark program that awards a symbol to appliances and equipment that have a
minimal impact on the environment. One of the criteria for awarding this Green Mark is
energy efficiency. An estimate of the current energy efficiency of new appliances that
Palestinians are buying depends on whether the equipment is bought from Palestinian shone
or in Israel; if the latter, then efficiency depends on how the Palestinian consumers respon
the energy consumption labels, and whether Hebrew labels can be understood.
Thus it i!1 not imlmediately apparent that import regulations and trading rules necessarily have
either a 1~ositiveIor negative effect on the energy efficiency of residential equipment available
line the exact na.ture of
in the Palestinian Temtory. An investigation is required tr
barriers to the purchase of energy efficient new appliance:
In addition, many appliances and equipment are bought in the Palestinian Territory on a used
basis. with most of this equipment formerly used by Israeli households. The used equipment
commonly sold ranges in age from 5 to 10 years; and is sold at 25-75% of original cost,
depending on the equipment's condition. For Palestinians buying used refigerators, air
conditioners, or washers from Israelis, the degree of energy efficiency will depend on the
dates Israel's informational standards were put in place, the age of the used equipment
entering the Palestinian market. and the degree to which Israeli consumers originally chosc
energy efficient (lower operational cost) equipment.
It is espelcially tnae for bclsinesses and industry that even in cases 7where ecpipmen t can be
--- maKe
---I-imported, certain taxes, certification, and other requirements can
purchasing Impone,
equipment difficult.
-A-

?---A-

The exact nature and extent of these restrictions and their effect on energy errlcient
equipment imports is poorly understood, because there have been no systematic studies
examining this issue. Until these problems are better understood, resolving them viill be
difficult, and some energy efficiency barriers will remain.

.

Second, a lack of equipment maintenance capabilities in the west ~ a n and
k tiaza influences
many industrial and commercial sector consumers not to purchase energy efficient equiprn
with computer or other electronic components. Consumers may appreciate that such
equipment is more reliable, cost effective, and has lower life cycle costs due to its hinh
energy efficiency. However, businesses are often reluctant to purchase this equiprrlent,
because they have no access to competent maintenance assistance in the West Bank or Ga;za.
"he maintenance abilities that exist in Israel are often not useful, because of their h .~ g ncosr or
le threat that maintenance workers will not be able to travel frdm Israeli due to frequent
order closures.
a1.e..

I

There is a shortage of debt to finance energy efficient equipment purchases and bu
investments at low rates over medium to long term. Debt is rarely extended for pel
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longer than 4-6 months. There is no commercial lending such as mortgage lending. While
Palestinian banks have had money, they have been unwilling to make loans in face of the
political risks undermining the current situation in the PA. As a result. consumers have to
pay 100% of the up-front costs of new energy using equipment. Because energy efficient
equipment generally costs more than inefficient equipment, consumers must choose to spend
more of their own money in the future in order to realize future savings. The mission heard
reports that Palestinian consumers buy mostly on a first-cost basis, and are reluctant to spend
more for higher quality (therefore including most energy efficient) equipment. The GEF
project formulation mission was informed by one equipment vendor that consumers may be
willing to spend more up-fiont to buy quality for some "performance -criticalwequipment
such as space heaters, to minimize break-downs and the associated loss of comfort. Only in
these cases was there a perception of value for a higher-cost, quality piece of equipment.

.

Even equity has been in short supply. despite the large pool of expatriate capital from
Palestinians outside the PA. Palestinian investors have been wary of making large-scale
investments due to the climate of
: political uncertainty that has prevailed since early
1996.

-

Donor agencies are interested in making loans in the energy sector. However, there has been
little or no consideration given yet to financing energy efficient investments, because no
tangible energy efficient projects have so far been identified. It has taken several years to
ideand finelectricity distribution loss reduction projects. Municipalities, PEA. electricity
distribution companies, and others have just begun identieing energy efficiency projects.
Power Factor Incentive Barriers
.

.

Consumers currently have few price or regulatory incentives to improve power factors.
Because most municipal and other distribution company rates do not include penalties for low
power factors, customers often use capacitors and other equipment that cause low power
factors and high electricity line losses. Distribution companies wind up paying for lower
power factors through penalties that are charged by IEC.The PA as a whole pays for lower
power factors through increased distribution line losses and lower efficiency.
From a regulatory perspective, there are no standards governing the quality of capacitors i,,
lighting. motors, and other types of energy using equipment. Consumers therefore are free to
purchase new and used equipment with poor capacitors. The poor quality of power factors in
turn leads to low power factors and high distribution line losses.
Distribution Systenl Technical Project Evaluation Barriers

The PA currently lacks the capability to evaluate and prioritize new distribution line projects.
PEA, municipalities, and distribution companies have so far been pre-occupied with the
enormous problems of retrofitting the system. These retrofit efforts are beginning to,show
large benefits in terms of lower losses in the Gaza area and should reduce losses in the West
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Bank within the next 1-2 years. Now that some of these retrofits have been completed and
others have been funded, the PA needs to turn to new challenges in terms of investing in new
projects.
The experience of distribution retrofits indicates that completing new projects will take time.
Both the PA and the donor agencies have a limited capacity for providing and using funds
over time. The PA therefore needs to prioritize projects effectively, to make sure that the
projects with the largest social benefits are completed first. However, the PA lacks the
computer software and technical expertise to evaluate projects effectively. To be effective,
this expertise needs to be centrally organized rather than regionally distributed. Otherwise.
the municipalities and distribution companies with the best software and greatest degree of
technical competence will be the ones that get done firqt
Demand-,Side Poi

anning 1

The vast set of problems facing the Palestinian electric system has dictated that poliver
planners focus first on repairing the antiquated distribution system ("fixing the majior leaks in
a sieve"), developing plans for two initial independent power projects to supply affordable
power to Gaza. and commencing steps to improve distribution operational efficiency through
consolidated regionalized companies supported by commercial management assistance. There
is no capability within the PEA at this time to assess the potential to either reduce demand or
slow its growth through customer-initiated energy efficiency, system load management, and
targeted investments to reduce distribution losses. To turn the potential to improve efficiency
and cut system losses by 15-20% or more into a true resource, PEA must eventually adapt its
energy forecast methods, conduct resource investment analyses that include demand-side and
distribution system options, analyze the customer segment and equipment factors contributing
to peak loads. and create a planning process that allows all resources to compete for limited
investment funds. Until local evidence is pr'oduced of the efficiency gains that can be
achieved, and at what cost, it will be difficult to include th~
ese optic>nsin the power planning
agenda.
2.

Expected End of Project Situation

The GEF project will attempt to make significant prugrras in removing each of barriers to
energy efficiency presented in Section 2. The strategy outlined in Section 4 removes these
barriers, while simultaneously achieving energy efficiency improvements and greenhouse gas
reductions. There are thus two aspects to accomplishments of this GEF project that should be
evident in the end-of-project situation removed barriers and capabilities for responsive
action.

--

The GEF Project will acccomplish the folk

-

remove barriers to. energ

removed information barriers by collecting information on energy eficiencjl

potential and business opportunities and disseminating this information to potential

..
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energy service providers, equipment vendors, and residential, industrial. commercial.
and government sector customers;
removed customer awareness barriers by providing 400 energy audits and 25
customer energy efficiency awareness seminars in the industrial, commercial, and
government sectors with recommendations for energy savings, and public information
campaigns to promote consumer purchases of energy efficient equipment:
removed business barriers by performing three energy service company
demonstration projects, providing business seminars on the experience of these
projects, and providing vendors with information about efficient.products and their
market demand to assist in planning inventories of efficient equipment;
removed consumer cost perspective barriers by working to implement "life cycle"
government procurement policies that consider energy use implications of all
equipment purchases;
removed equipment availability bnrriers by implementing a pilot program for
maintaining energy efficient equipment, urging reforms in trade policies currentl!
inhibiting the acquisition and use of energy efficient equipment in the PA. and
stimulating market demand for efficient products from local vendors;
removed_financialbarriers by identifying as many as 100 projects in nee^ "1 r u l c
advising sponsors of these projects on how to obtain finance, assessing the types (
financial incentives needed to stimulate greater energy efficient equipment purchi
instituting hire-to-purchase terms for efficient refrigerators and other equipment, and
introducing a leasing program for efficient fluorescent lighting;
removedpower factor incentive barriers by developing capacitor regulations and
power factor penalty rates that will influence customers to improve power factors and
reduce electricity line losses;
removed distribution system technical barriers by helping authorities to identify and
assess distribution line efficiency improvement projects;
removed resource planning barriers by producing information and offering training
needed by power planners to incorporate demand-side and distribution investment
options into power investment plans.

While removing these barriers, the GEF project will simultaneously achieve the energy
savings and greenhouse gas reductions described in Section 5. Important capabilities that will
be created include:

-

expanded inventories of efficient appliances and equipment available fiom local

vendors

-

fi nancing tools thiat assist people t o reflect
. ..
their equipment selection

r-term pc

:e of savrings in

s that can offer relations]hip-baseld energy service:s to CIG power 1users
I

-

planning capabilit.ies within PEA 1
resource plans.
arget Bc

The targe't benefic

-

-

-

Ier DSM[ and distri butior1 investnnents in

ries

f the prcgect willl include

industrial, L ~ I I I I I I G L L I ~ lcsidential.
L,
and ~ O L G I I ~ ~ Isector
I C I ~ ~C I I C I ~dsers
~
who take
advantage of energy efficiency information and technical assistance offered through:
energy audits. energy efficiency awareness seminars. the energy efficiency center and
promotional activities:
local and international privare sector and local NGOs involved in energy services
consultation, design, installation, financing, and management, specifically regional
counterparts will be encouraged in the Palestinian market, for example through the
associated project in Egypt;
b~
new ene
:ient equ
that will be available in the ~alestinian
-I!'marKer as the result or me GEF Project s rrade reform errons
ana
me pilot equipment
ram. as Ywell as firom any financial incentives tmay result infrom the
rn,aintenar
G EF proje
-A -

.
. 3 Al

'

-

re1cipients of financing from multilateral and other sources that ma) result f rom the
GEF project's efforts to identify and assist energy efficiency prolects in need of
lance; a~
LA.S staff

and organization that will receive training and capacltv bui~aingUnder th-

EF proje
PIroject atraregy and

Implementation Arrangen

roject S

Overall Strategv
The overall project strategy is to undertake an initial set of activities that will target the
greatest opportunities for improving electrical energy efficiency, reducing the growth of
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demand for electrical power. and as a result slow the rate of greenhouse gas production from
the power sector and certain direct use of fossil-based energy. The strategy will entail
removing barriers to achieving this efficiency, using channels that can sustain themselves
beyond the project completion, and creating an institutional framework to champion
continuing attention to efficiency opportunities through government policy, power sector
planning, trade regulations, and exposing the financial self-interest of efficiency actions by
both electric consumers and energy services and equipment businesses.
This strategy has been developed to reflect both the PNA's Letter of Power Sector Policy
(LPSP) and the goals and guidelines for the GEF's Operational Programme #5 of the GEF
Operational Strategy. The LPSP establishes several new principles to guide future
development and oversight of the power sector. These include:

-

-

Separation of the policy and regulatory functions from the commercial functions of
power enterprises, with these activities to be assigned to PEA. PEC. relevant
institutions, and regional distribution companies, respectively.
Increased commercialization of distribution companies. with a transition toward
private sector ownership or participation of both generation and distribution, with
'minimal government financial support.
Increased operational and technical efficiency of the distribution companies through
end-use efficiency, conservation, and better load management.
Retention in the public sector of certain functions such as policy and system
development (including investment promotion), as well as for certain conservation
and research functions that cannot be realistically or efficiently commercialized.

Unlike the case in Egypt. little has occurred in the Palestinian Territory in the way of energy
efficiency research. analysis of potential, capability-development or pilot projects. Yet, there
is an acceptance and eagerness to.pursue efficiency initiatives that stems from the high levels
of professional education in the PA. and exposure to some of the programmatic concepts and
approaches being adopted in other countries.
For these reasons, the Palestinian UNDPIGEF project is designed to learn with and fiom the
experiences of others in the region, undertake a limited number of projects that will both
establish the significant potential and merits of efficiency locally, and actively engage
implementing and cooperating organizations that have not previously addressed energy
efficiency activities. In the process, this project should build local capability. establish models
for wider application to electric users and their electrical end uses, and create a focal point for
continued policy leadership and action within key organizations. An overview of the project's
four immediate objectives and theirexpected outputs is presented in Figure 5 below.

'
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Strategv bv Obiective
Objective I: The strategy for overcoming barriers in the commercial. industrial. and government
(CIG) sectors is to:
1
first, remove information and awareness barriers to the PEA, end users, and supporting
businesses about the potential for energy efficiency improvements;
2
second, to produce documented energy efficiency improvements and greenhouse gas
reductions from no or low-cost measures; and
3
third, in the process, to develop a strong information base that can help focus and guide
future user and business awareness activities to target the most promising operational and
technological improvements for efficient energy utilization.

1 and 3 above will produce the desired 11ong-ternI impact on gree

E

gas reduction.

This will be accomplished through a coordinated program of information gathering, customer
audits, customer awareness forums, and business advisory services to help businesses to provide
efficiency services and equipment to CIG facilities.
Objective 2: This objective will address the domestic market that is responsible for'68% of all

-

electric use in the PA. This objective will target the two largest domestic electric uses
(refrigerators and lighting) and achieve increased user adoption of efficient refrigerator and
lighting technologies through

-

rnodifica.tion of trade regulations that currently restrict thle availal3ility of energy efficient
proaucts,
building awareness among consumers of the benefits of tlhese products and the relative
energy use of individual models, and
developing financing mechanisms that can help consumers manage the higher first costs
of efficient products in order to receive the longer term benefits of lower electric bills.
.-->..-A-

In the process, this objective aims to enlist the ongoing involvement of electric distribution
companies in lighting leasing services; refrigerator manufacturers, vendors. and lending
organizations in hire-to-purchase arrangements that can produce positive cash flow for
consumers who purchase efficient refrigerators; and government energy policy and equipment
standards organizations to use their authority to champion further improvements in energy
efficiency.
Objective 3: The strategy for re1ducing 11osses on the distribution system is to upgrade the skills
of existing engineers in the newly organizing regional power distribution companies (NELCO,
JDECO. SELCO, and the Gaza Region Electricity Utility [GREU] area) to undertake
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measurement, simulation analysis, and priority setting to develop better plans for distribution
system improvements. This will support preparation of investment proposals for consideration by
the regional electric companies and international lenders and donors. Assistance will be directed .
as resources permit, at the GREU and/or NELCO where the greatest losses occur. This objective
will also reduce technical electricity line losses by improving operating practices through the
development of a codes of practices and standards that will be used by distribution companies
throughout the PA. The findings and experiences of this approach will be shared with other
engineers in the through information channels such as seminars and newsletters.

Objective 4: The strategy here is to establish a high quality, accez;sible information systenn that
reports both the potential and actual achievements of.energy effic:iency, and can supply thle
~ U I I G
analysts,
~
power planners
information needs of a wide range of audiences including.--I:-.,
electric distribution companies, businesses interested in energy efficiency products and se:rvices.
and consumers. This system will be used to reduce many information and awareness barriiers to
L- ...--I*
energy efficiency. Much of the contents of the information system will be developed by tllr;
WUIK
activities of Objectives 1-3. Objective 4 will establish a common framework for data definitions.
reporting, and quality that will guide the collection of data in the other objectives; this will then
be compiled in a format for use by others. Execution of this strategy will require ,preparin;
formats for data, identifying and developing effective channels of communication with tsu
audiences, and assisting others to deploy mechanisms that apply this information to energ
policy and power plannil
,

- .

Stratecv for Overcoming Specific muriel,

The lack of priority for end use energy eflciency will start to be overcome with the initiation of
this UNDPIGEF project, and its emphasis on identifying and quantifying achievable levels of
energy efficiency and GHG reduction. Assigning the information management role to PEA will
ensure the organization charged with administering power sector policy and guiding power
system development develops the information it needs to perform its assigned responsibilities.
Objective 4 is singled out as one of the project objectives to ensure this receives PEA'S fu111
attention. The creation of the Project Coordinating Committee and the Business Advisors
Council will elevate the attention paid to energy efficiency and create accountability for PEA,
PEC. and the Ministry of Industry and Trade and Economics. (See Outputs 4.3,4.5, and 4.6.)
!nformationbarriers must first be remolved ,in oxmder to identify and effectively px*ornotee
:fficiency through other initiatives. Plamlers nee(i a greater understanding;of energy use a
.,
savings potential. Existing information on energy use and savings potential must be orgar
and understood. New data must be collected on equipment energy use and on energy savi~
potential by sector and region. This barrier will be removed by first compiling data on enf
consumption and prices, efficiency poten~tial.and energy using eqluipment options (See 0
1utputs
1.1 and2.1.)
3'
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This information would be organized in a way that is useful to energy consumers, energy
efficiency product and service providers, and policy planners. This information would be
provided to consumers, providers, and planners in several seminars and other outreach forums
that are part of Objectives 1 and 2. PEA will perfom1 part of this responsibility through its
energy information network and will publicize and distribute this information to target audiences
for energy efficiency information. (See Outputs 1.3, 1.4, 2.1.2.2. Objective 3, and Outputs 4.14.3.)

Customer awareness barriers will be removed by a coordinated program of audits and customer
awareness forums for CIG users, and by a public information campaign and refrigerator labeling
system for consumer households. (See Outputs 2.3 and 2.4.) The specific content of these efforts
will be influenced by the energy use and savings information obtained by Outputs 1.1 and 2.1.
The CIG data developed in Output 1.1 will also be used to help select a group of customers for
an energy audit program. These customers would be selected based on the size of their energy
usage and the degree to which their energy use and savings problems were typical of those
throughout the PA. The information from these initial audits would then be use to refine PEA'S
base of knowledge about energy savings potential in the PA. By combining information collected
under Output 1.1 with information from the initial audits conducted under Output 1.2, PEA could
select a target audience and an agenda for a focused group seminar program of energy savings
that would provide more relevant advice that targeted the largest energy problems for the largest
energy users. (See Output 1.3.)

Business barriers would be removed through a combination of energy efficiency market data
given to businesses to stimulate their participation in offering products and services; removal of
trade barriers and restrictions; and demonstration projects and seminars that show the potential
service providers how to establish customer-oriented. energy service businesses that can profit
from selling efficient equipment (refrigerators. lighting) or from offering performance
contracting. These demonstration projects will inform businesses about new ways to work with
customers; it will rely upon the business acumen of established international experts as well as
the experience of other businesses in the Middle East. The seminars will report on the successes
and failures of these demonstration projects and provide business knowledge that is lacking
throughout the PA. In this way, this portion of the GEF project helps to contribute to increased
inventory of efficient products among retail sales outlets. as well as the establishment of one or
two ESCOs in the PA by the year 2005. (See Outputs 1 .l. 1.4. 1.6,2.1,2.2.4.1, and 4.6.)
Consumer cost perspective barrie
led through efforts to develop and implement
"life cycle" government procurement policies and new forms of ccInsumer credit for purchase of
energy efficient products with higher first cost. Under a life cycle procurement policy the
government would make equipment procurement decisions based not only on initial cost (as it
28
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does now), but on the full cost of uwnlng mu upcrating equipment during its life, including the
costs of energy. Similar policies that have been implemented in the U.S. and other developed
countries have radically improved the energy efficiency of equipment purchased by
governments. These policies have also provided a positive example and a cost calculation
methodology for private sector companies to emulate. A similar principle applies to consumer
credit that stretches out the payment terms for equipment, and allows the extended payments for
the higher cost equipment to be more than offset by monthly electric bill savings.
This GEF project will assist the PA to 'develop life cycle government procurement policies by:
developing a clear and easy-to-use cost calculation methodologies that the government can
implement through regulations; and urging government leaders to implement these policies
through an organized lobbying campaign. For residential consumers, the project's information
campaign will stress the idea of the life cycle benefits of efficient products The project will also
develop labeling system to help consumer identify refrigerator operating efficiency and cost. a
hire-to-purchase loan program for refrigerators, a lighting leasing program for energy efficient
fluorescent lamps. (See Outputs 1.5,2.3.2.4,2.5 and 2.6.)

Equipme
ability blarriers will be removed through two programs. P irst, this t i k ~
project
will take steps towards eliminating trade barriers to equipment that is highly energy efficiei
whether made in Israel, obtained from Egypt or Jordan, or imported from more distant c o u ~
Elimination of trade barriers might involve negotiation of trade agreements with Israel,
prohibitions on "dumping "old inefficient equipment in the PA. adopting or impro~
ling upo
certain Israeli technical, energy, and environmental standards for equipment. (See (Dutputs
2.1 and 2.2.)
Second, equipment availability ba
ill be removed by implennenting ia pilot program for
..
maintaining energy efficient equipment. This program will provide trainlng to equipment
maintenance specialists for a few select types of energy efficient equipment that are import;ant to
the PA's overall use of energy. This program will provide maintenance expertise to the PA that
will encourage greater use of equipment that be maintained by Israeli firms today. (See Output
1.6.)
.

.__--

Financial barriers will be removed through four activities. This project will help potential CIG
energy efficiency projects to obtain funding by providing coordination and advisory assistance.
PEA will act as a financial coordinator by compiling a central list of as many as 100 projec*:L3 1
11
the commercial. industrial, and government sectors that need finding. ~ h i central
s
list will
encourage multilateral development banks. private foundations, and others to provide a dedlicated
block of energy efficiency funds in the PA. The project will also facilitate the provision of
financial advice from international energy efficiency finance experts on how the sponsors c,f CIG
investment projects can develop stronger projects with lower risks that will have an easier t:ime
btaining financing. A refrigerator "hire-to-purchase" loan program will be developed to support
urchase of energy efficient new refigerators, and a lighting leasing program will be
29
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administered by one or more electric distribution companies to enable more consumers to
purchase fluorescent lamps, and especially compact fluorescent lamps to replace incandescent
bulbs. (See Outputs 1.7,2.5, and 2.6.)
Power factor incentive barriers will be removed through a two-part program of pricing and
regulatory reform. First, this project will assist PEA to work with electric distribution companies
to develop power factor penalty rates and encourage the use of these rates by the distribution
companies. The penalty rates will attract attention to improvements that can be made to existing
facility equipment to improve power factor. Second, this project will help PEA to work with the
Ministry of Industry and the Ministry of Trade & Economics to develop capacitor regulations for
all new electrical equipment where power factor can be a problem. These standards will ensure
that consumers buy only new equipment that maintains a high power factor level. thereby
helping the distribution company to minimize losses. (See Output 1.8.)
Distribution System technical project evaluation barriers that inhibit the rlnancing of good
power distribution projects will be removed by providing to PEA and one or more electric
distribution companies the instnuneniation, computer hardware and software, and technical
training needed to evaluate and prioritize potential distribution system investments. The
assistance fiom this GEF project will allow PEA and the distribution companies to act as
informed decision makers to identify and select the best investment projects from competing
demands for distribution system investments. The experiences and benefits of the one or two
participating distribution companies will be shared with other distribution engineers through
seminars and newsletters. (See Outputs for Objective 3.)
Demand-Side Power Resource Planning Barriers will be removed by first producing
information fiom the CIG and residential equipment activities. and the distribution system loss
analyses that can be used in resource planning. Then this information will be applied through
training activities with PEA power resource planners to identify techniques to incorporate this
information into their existing demand forecasts. resource expansion plans, and investment
priorities. (See Output 4.4 and 4.5.)
Implementation Arrangements

This project will be executed by UNDPPAPP, with implementation responsibility assigned to
the Palestinian Energy Authority (PEA). As is described below. specific work assignments will
be made to other entities through sub-contracting arrangen1ents.PEA is the implementing agency
in charge of.all work groups. It is however expected that the Auditing and Technical Services
(ATS) Work Group as much as possible comprises existing national cadre, especially that which
is available within PEC.

UNDPIPAPP Responsibilities. The UNDP/PAPP will hold the execution responsibility for this
30
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project. Under this arrangcmcni, UNDPIPAPP will uc ~cs~onsible
for selecting the Project
Technical Director in consultation with PEA, reviewing all staff assignments proposed by the
PTD. administering all major contracts (smaller contracts below a specified dollar value may be
delegated to the PTD or the PEA), and other customary execution duties including project
administration. disbursements. financial tracking, procurement of major equipment. and
supplying guidelines to the PTD regarding procurement of supplies and certain sub-contract
:rvices.
nd/or
EA Role. At this time there are two core organizations with the knowledg
lthority to conduct the majority of activities for this project. These are the pales tin la^ ~11crgy
.uthority (PEA) and the Palestinian Energy and Environmental Research Center (PEC). In the
alestine National Authority's Letter of Sector Policy for the Power Sector, signed July 6, 1997.
--le PA has assigned responsibility for overall coordination of the power sector development. and
the associated policy formation and administration, to PEA. PEC is an existing independent
agency that will continue to focus on research and public education for energy efficiency and
conservation. It seems at the moment that PEC will establish specific administrative ties to PEA
and will be integrated into the PEA organization. In light of the above, it is clear that PEA takes
lead implementation responsibility of the current project, keeping in mind the need to utilize
existing national cadre within the PA, especially the cadre that exists or exi
h the PEC.
Furthermore, it is advisable that the project draws on PEC experienced stafi wnen h e project is
in need of technical know-how, entrepreneurial capabilities, and experience in mobilizing public
seminars and community meetings. Emphasis should however, be placed on "institutionalizing"
long-term resident knowledge. policy analysis and interagency coordination, and large scale
follow-through on implementation strategies at PE
This project contains many activities that require a curno~nauunUI expenlse -- tecnnical.
financial. regulatory. and promotional. Thus PEA must be assisted on trade and regulatory i
by selected staff from other Ministries such as the Ministry of Industry and the Ministry o f '
and Economics. For specialized requirements, PEA must ci111 upon the assis;tance of nationa1
expertise (as the one that exists with PEC),,outside experts fiom thf :PA. sulrroundin.g region1. and
international consultants.
~

~

Project Technical Director. To etnsure all activities are carefully coordinated, a Project
- - Technical Director will serve
on a- full-time basis, be hired through UNDPIPAPP in consultarlon
with PEA, and be housed at PEA ofices in Ramallah. It is essential that the PEA participate:in
the selection of the PTD since this person most likely would be a candidate for employmenl: with
the PEA at the completion of the project. The PTD shall report administratively andI
substantively to the General Director (or an equivalent position should the organiza~
tion be
revised) of the PEA and to the UNDP Special Representative. The PTD should rep1ort to thc
UNDPIPAPP office on important. substantive issues. although the PTD would be responsible for
all day-to-day tactical decisions and would bear substantial responsibility for the overall success
.

..
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and failure of the project. Personnel assignments and contractual matters will be negotiated
among the PTD, UNDPPAPP, and General Director of PEA, consistent with the execution
authority of the UNDPPAPP. The PTD would be responsible for project administration,
financial tracking and procurement of equipment. supplies. and sub-contract services, although
the PTD would need to coordinate these activities with the UNDPPAPP, which may hold the
ability to overturn important decisions. The PTD is also to hold regular coordination sessions
with his counterpart in Egypt to plan, coordinate and implement regional initiatives between the
PA and Egypt on the subject matter of the project. This regional coordination role is a vital one
for the PTD to ensure information exchange and lessons learnt. The terms of reference for this
position be found in Annex 2.
Steering Committee. The project will have a Steering Committee comprised of senior level
officials or their designees fiom the key parties to the project's objectives. The PEA and
UNDPPAPP should agree upon the final composition of this committee at the time the project
commences. Members should include:

:ral Director
~ v u representation,
v
preferred PEC Chairman
gnee
Ministry of Planning & International Cooperation- Ministc
Ministry of Industry Director of Standards Department
klinistry of Trade & Economics Minister's designee
'alestinian Environment Authority (PEnA) - Chairman's designee
JNDPPAPP Unit Head of Environment, Water & Employment Generation
World BankIPalestinian Mission Energy Sector Advisor (to be invited, if interested)

-

-

The Steering Committee 'will meet no less than quarterly to observe general progress with the
project and offer guidance for its successfbl completion. Specific duties shall include review of
the annual work plan and budget, review of work progress and major policy initiatives. and
identification of problems and issues with suggestions on how the PTD might address or resolve
these. Positions are unpaid, but the project will support expenses directly related to participating
in meetings. The terms of reference for this committee can be found in Annex 2.
Staffing Arrangements. The combination of needing a wide variety of expertises and having
limited project budget dictates that work activities be assigned to individuals who will devote
only a part of their time to project activities. This means that virtually all staff time will be drawn
from individuals assigned to the project on a part-time basis who will have other responsibilities
with their employing agencies. The Project Technical Director, auditors on the ATS Work
Group. and a Director of Information and Promotion will be employed on a full-time basis
throughout the duration of the Project. The.Directors of the Business and Finance Work Group
and of the Economics and Regulation Work Group shall be employed on a full time basis for
considerable periods during the project. Other employees shall be employed on a part-time or a
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temporary basis. Project ~ I I U Srlave been buugt-~ruusing LWDP and PNA salary scales
(depending on the organizations providing personnel) for the portion of time these individuals
will be assigned to project activities. Terms of reference for all positions can be found in Annex
2.
Project location. The PTD will be housed at PEA offices in Ramallah. Although the majority of
project staff probably will be located at organizations and institutions in the West Bank, certain
staff should be assigned from each organization's Gaza office to support activities that take place
there, in view of the limited mobility of individuals between the two regions of the PNA. In
addition, it is hoped that two electric distribution companies will agree to ptuticipate: in the
lighting leasing program, with one of these in Gaza. Key personnel on the project will need 1travel
clearances to work in both the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

entation
and Organization. ExhiE:)it 6 disp)laysthe
Project Work Groups, St[aff~ng
.-" l'bF A
" .L- :-.
work groups that arc ~ c ~ ~ l n m e n dfor
e dthis project. It shows r c A a> LIIC I I I I ~ I C I I I C I I-L I I ag~rlcy
I~
(under the execution authority of the UNDPPAPP) responsible for achieving the objectives
described in this project document. The project activities will be conducted through four work
-oups COlnprised of st& and individuals from several organizationa. These are: Tec:hnical~rvices,1:conom]ics and Regulation, Business and Finance. and Injbrinatio:n and Promotion
-,

I

'

The anticipated responsibilities and membership of each work group are outlined below. Details
of each work group's responsibilities for project outputs and specific activities are described in
Section D Immediate Objectives, Outputs and Activities. Again it is important to emphasize that
existing experience at PEC should be utilized in both the Technical Services, the Information and
Promotion work groups, and also (but to much lesser extent) in the Business and Finance work
group. The PTD will have responsibility for the implementation of each of the four objectiveResponsibility for the individual outputs under each objective will be assign
work gro
which may call upon another work group for assistance on specific issues.

.

~sinessAdvisors Council, In addition to the project staf3ing. it is recommended tllat the
oject Technical Director, together with the PEA Cnairman and the NGO Represen,..t a t i.,v ~
Pr'~ferablyPEC Chairman, form an unpaid business advisors council to.PEA (that would include
thr:senior project staff member from the NGO). This advisory group should be given sufficient
nn
,.:stige and promise of useful information for business purposes to attract the kinds of business
leaders needed to ensure the project works now and after the project's completion. This could
facilitate the eventual success of market-based energy efficiency services in the PA. Participants
would receive the benefits of early access to the project's research on market, technology, trade.
and consumer decision issues, as well as the cost-benefit analysis of efficient technologies.
Additional business value would be obtained from discussions and insight into the market,
strategies. outreach techniques that are likely to secure energy efficiency purchases by domestic.
business and industrial consumers. The terrns of reference for this council can be found in Annex
7 1

--

~

~- -

-
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Composition of Work Groups

I. Auditing and Teclznical Services (A TS)
Responsibilities: Undertake research, analysis. technical consultations and technical training
needed to support activities involving efficient end use technology and equipment,
commerciallindustria1energy audits, and distribution system improvements.
Manager: Director, Auditing and Technical Services (A7TS)
ant'. --xrgy
En,
Members: Data Specialist, Audit Specialist, Audit Assist,--clllclcncy
EngineerfTechnology Analyst (it is advisable that PEA capitalize on PEC experience in these
areas)
Members Q?om within PEA): Energy Efficiency Engineer. Data Specialist/Statistician.
Distribution System Loss Specialist
Members (outside PEA): Regional Technology Specialist. International Auditorflrainer

.

As shown above, the ATS Work Group shall be comprised primarily of technical specialists. an
organization employing many of the leading energy eff~ciencyexperts in the PA and perhaos the
only organization employing individuals with prior energy efficiency audit experience. A
has limited cadre on issues regarding energy efficiency and conversation, it is advisable that the
UNDPIPAPP office leads the official implementation~executionof the recruitment and th,
activities of the ATS.Work Group.

2. Economics and Regulation
Responsibilities: Undertake activities relating to economic and regulatory aspects of equipment
trade. technical regulations and standards. Identify laws, regulations, or administrative practices
that would need to change to better support Palestinians' adoption of energy efficient equipment.
Ensure information from project outputs and ilccomplishrnents is transferred and applied to
power sector resource planning activities and policy matters, to administer PEA'S responsibilities
under the Letter of Sector Policy
Director: Economics and Regularion lrrom PEA srarr)
e
Members (within PEA): Rate Analyst, Power Resource Specialist (assigned from
planning staff)
Members (outside PEA): staff assigned by the- Ministry
of Industry, Ministry of Trade &
Economics. and Ministry of Finance (as Irequired), International Energy Efficiency Economist.
5

May be selected from Birzeit University. from PEA, or from some other university.
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International Resource Specialist. International Program Design Specialist.
TIhis work: group \%illalso
:chnical issues by the Technical 5
~.

Work Group.

3. Busir~essand Finance
Responsibilities: Design programs and services that enlist businesses and non-governmental
organizations to support energy efficiency services and equipment sales as private market
;pond
triansacti01ns. Deve:lop and offer informatio:n that as:sists the!je businc
to the busiiness op;portunitiies from energy e:ficienc:Y.

Director: business and Finance (from within or outside of the PEA)
Members: Domestic Energy Services Specialist. Financial Specialis
.llembers Cfrom within PEA): Financial Analyst
:blembers @-omotrtside PEA):. International ESCO. International Finance Specialisi
International Program Design Specialist
4. Inform,
~dPr~rnb..~..
Responsibilities: Develop and implement information management activities to pro]note anci
support achieving energy efficiency. Identify best communication channels to conve y
information about energy efficiency opportunities and benefits for target audiences among power
sector planners, business service providers, and elec2tricity c:onsumers. Com]pile data
information from Objectives 1-3 and organize it in formats usefbl for target audienc

'

Manuger: Director, Business and Finance (PEA)
Members (within PEA): Promotion and Outreach Specialist. Data Specialist/ Statistician.
Engineer, Economic and Regulatory Specialist. Resource P l m i n g Specialist
Members (outside PEA): Domestic Energy Senrices Specialist, Promotion and Outrc:ach .
Specialist, Ministry of Industry staff, Ministry of Trade & Economics staff. Internatiional
Consultants for Resource Planning, Data. I
Iutreach
unicatioins, and
Regional Consultant for Promotion and Ou
Note: the above work groups consist of like-activities by individuals drawn from several
organizations. It is not intended to conform to any specific organizational structure of PEA. If it
became necessary for PEA to integrate work group assignments under the direction of PEA
organizational units. the following assignm
ups mig
o the
July 1997 draft revised PEA organization.
oiect Dc

Work G

Project Technical Director
(Liaison to PEA Execut ive Dire1

tion under Discussion

Liaison to Cha
15

Office
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Technical Services
Economics and Regulation
Business and Finance
Information and Promotion

System Development Dept.
Policy & Research Dept.
Finance. Administration and Public Relations Dept.
Finance. Administration and Public Relations Dept.

Other organizations are expected to cooperate with the activities of the work groups on an unpaid
basis. These include equipment and appliance vendors who will contribute ideas on program
design for promoting purchase of energy efficient equipment; lenders and other credit-service
organizations who will contribute to the design of the refrigerator lending program; electric
distribution companies that will participate in the fluorescent lighting leasing program and
supply sales data for use in monitoring program impacts; and government energy efficiency
organizations from the region, including Israel, Jordan, and Egypt, that will be consulted
regarding regional approaches to efficient equipment standards, trade regulations. and/or training
collaboration.
Project Inception Activity. After the project has been approved and the project assignment is
formally dedicated. the PTD will prepare a detailed work plan that supplies more detail on
specific project staff assignments and the schedule than can be contained in this project
document. The PTD will also hold a meeting of the coordinating Committee and invited other
stakeholders to review the project's objectives, planned work activities. and ensure cooperation
from participating organizations. This meeting will also provide an opportunity to publicize the
project to invited stakeholders, such as engineering professionals, chambers of commerce,
equipment vendors. and consumer organizations.

5.

Reasons For UNDPIGEF Assistance

The proposed project will work to strengthen the capacity of the Palestinian National Autl
to implement and sustain long-term sound energy measures. that have a well documented
positive impact on both the global as well as the local environment. At the same time, the
project is in line with the PA's sustainable development objectives and its Letter of Sectoral
Policy which sets out the national policy for the development of the sector. In the PA, the project
is perceived as being a crucial facilitating factor and one of several catalytic steps for the
effective organization and efficient operation of the emerging energy sector.
Being in line with the objectives of the Global Environment Facility, the long-term goal of the
project is to reduce the growth in greenhouse gas emission resulting from the combustion of
carbon based fuels and the consumption of electric power. and thereby contribute to mitigation of
Climate Change.
The project funds are devoted to removal the of barriers as a cost effective mechanism o f ,
institutional strengthening and capacity building within the Palestinian Energy Authority in
36

specific. hence achieving the desired impact on the long-term growth of greenhouse gas
:missions. Furthermore. the project will support the energy sector on a broader basis by
nvolving the emerging regional utility companies and several other players in the Palestinian
a e r g y industry including NGOs and research institutions such as Birziet University.
:moval r
;m, will ensure the effective adoption of energy efficient
Specifically the t
measures in the Palestinian energy secror including the introduction and viability of energy
services and conservation in the private and public sectors. The project thereby conforms with
Operational Programme number 5 "Removing Barriers to Energy Eflcienqv and Enern?
Consen~ation" of the GEF Opera
trategy.
Through the barrier removal mechanism. the project will also address the need for greater
:ficiency. self-sustainability and for the introduction of appropriate technologies and concepts
vithin the Palestinian energy sector. Furthermore. barrier removal, institutional strengthening
and capacity building on the demand side of the Palestinian energy sector will facilitate the
implementation of follow-up "win-win" projects. Lastly, The project will also pro)videa policy
and action framework for meeting Climate Change mitigation objectives vvithin thle existin'g
system in a cost effective'way.

-

Even though the Palestin:ian ener!zy sectorr has considerabl.e donor activity, it does not. contrary to
this project. ensure the transfer, replication and widespread use of energy e:ficient technology
and concepts. The UNDPIGEF assistance provides a level continuity and project s;ustainability
that will set an exarn~lefor other donor Drogrammes.

Lnticipated grecrnhouse gas reductions
The GEF project at hand will, in the long-term. achieve sutbstantia
As shown below in Exhibit 7, CO, emissions cur'tailed by the year
tons per !

Exhibit 7
nate of Total Energy Savings and CO,
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90.9

14.0
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--

99.5
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Total

6.

265.0

Special Considerations

Due to the under developed energy situation of the West Bank and Gaza contributions of this
project can be significant and go beyond those of similar GEF projects. In particular this project
have three major considerations.
The first is capacity building of energy institutions in the West Bank and Gaza Strip that are
being presently formed: PEA, the four distribution companies, PEC and other organizations. The
project will assist PEA in many aspects including provision of consultants and experts,
monitoring equipment and know-how in drawing out codes of practice. regulations and standards
for distribution systems and energy consuming appliances and activities. PEC and other
organizations' cadre capabilities will be strengthened by assistance and expertise in carrying out
energy audits and public awareness campaigns and at a later stage the establishment of ESCOs.
The distribution companies will also benefit from a development of their planning capabilities in
distribution system design and loss reduction and the supof some monitoring equipment.
The second is assistance in fostering economic development in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
One of the many impediments to industrialization and economic growth is the very high cost of
energy, particularly electricity. By enhancing energy efficiency and conservation, as well as
reduction of energy losses, (by audits and other means) the industry can significantly economize
its energy costs, which will improve feasibility of industrial enterprises and encourage economic
activity in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
-

b

-

--

Relative to current el

' Based on
8

sumption

TOE

100% petroleum products in electricity generation.

Not assumed to create energy efficiency and CO?reductions independently. Rather, this objective
facilitates the overall achievement of efficiency and CO, reduction goals in Objectives 1-3.
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The third and last special consideration is that of regional cooperation. Due to its special political
circumstances the West Bank and the Gaza strip were isolated from the region. Practically all
countries of the Middle East and North African region have established many venues for
cooperation in energy matters, as well as prospects for electricity interconnection. The West
Bank and Gaza Strip remained isolated from such favorable regional cooperation. This GEF
project. being part of a regional project, will open new venues for the energy specialists and
institutions in the West Bank and Gaza Strip to cooperate with their neighbors, particularly in
Egypt through the associated project and learn of its experiences. Networking will be established,
as well as exchange of experts, joint seminars and utilization of already established energy
standards and codes of practice from Egypt. It is hoped that this project will be the first of other
regional GEF proiects that benefit the energv
-. sector in the West Bank and Gaza Striu and
r this sec:tor into the regional activity.
d

Zoordinlation Arrangemnents

l h e energy sector in the .West Bank and tiaza Str~p1s st111 In the formation stage. The success of
the project depends to some extent on a number of other coordination arrangements. These can
be national as well as international coordination. It is expected that this coordination will be
:age wllic
built-up during the institution bu
s taking place.
National Coordination

The initiation of the four distribution companies. as descx
section A-4. is e!
b r the
healthy development of the electricity supply industry in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. For the
achievement of certain targets of this project future coordination is required with the four
distribution utilities. These utilities will be responsible for a large proportion of final energy
distribution and their development as institutions is essential to significantly reduce distribution
losses (Objective 3) and allow for a program of demand side management. It is expected that
PEA. as the implementing Agency, will establish the required coordination with these four
distribution companies.
t

I

.

PEA shoula arrempt to cooramare with insrirurions lnvolvea in me energy sector. includin, ,
,
and its cadre which is deemed vital for the fulfillment of some of the project objectives. T
mobilization of these institutions and their cadre and experience. can play an effective rolc
achieving the objectives of energy efficiency and conservation through public awareness,
information dissemination as well as through energy audits and contact with the industry and
large energy users. PEA has previously coordinated with other institutions in organizing
successfully conferences. seminars. and other ver---- A
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National coordination will be achieved through a multi-agenc) Coordinating Committee that will
oversee this GEF project. It will be composed of representatives of PEA. the Palestinian
Environmental Authority, the Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation. the Ministry
of Industry, the Ministry of Trade and Economics. UNDP/PAPP, and the World Bank. This
Board will ensure the efficient implementation of the project through establishing proper national
coordination arrangements with the organizations and utilities involved in execution.
unbers of Commerce and Industry, which exist in every major city in the West Bank and
2aza Strip, may be able to serve as useful links for coordination with industry and major
commercial enterprises. Energy is a major concern for these institutions.
International Coordination

It is advantageous to coordinate this project with the activities of the World Bank and other
donors active in the energy sector in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Such activities. like the
establishment of the four distribution companies will significantly enhance the prospects for the
GEF project success. Some donor agencies have expressed interest in assisting in future energy
efficiency activities (1ike.the project for an energy bus proposed by the EU but did not
materialize yet). PEA has to ensure that there is no duplicaiion but coordination with any future
international activities that aim to assist the West Bank and Gaza Strip in energy efficiency.
As already explained in Section A-4, some international coordination can be accomplished
through regional coordination, particularly with Egypt which is part of this regional project.
Other countries in the region are also undertaking GEF energy efficiency projects and
coordination can also be established with them in the future.
8.

Counterpart Support Capacity

PEA and the UNDPIPAPP will receive the support it needs to successfbl~yexecute this GEF
project from sources both within and outside the PA. From within the PA. PEA and
UNDPPAPP will receive support from: (1) technical experts at PEC, (2) staff of the ministries
of Trade and Industry, and (3) experts from local universities such as Birzeit University. PEA
and LWDPPAPP will also work with the PA's four distribution companies that will both receive
assistance from PEA and this GEF project and will work to help identify distribution
enhancement projects and to develop a code of standards and practices. The capabilities of all of
these domestic organizations are described in Section A.4 under Institutional Arrangements. The
ministries of Trade and Industry. the Ministry of Planning & International Cooperation. and
PEnA will krther help implement many of this program's support.
From outside the PA. PEA and the UNDP,PAPP will receive support from oorn international and
regional consultants. International consultants will provide both: ( I ) training to PEA, PEC.
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distribution companies. and others. and ( 2 ) technical support for the successful completion of
objective:s.
l experts; include

-

-

auditltrainers. The GEF project will have the opportunity to utilize the substantial
technical expertise that resides at such institutions as DRTPC and the Tabin Institute in
Egypt. These specialists will provide training to PEC staff in audit delivery and will also
help execute initial audits of this GEF project (Output 2.2). The amount of assistance that
;s needed in this area is minimal. given the previous audit experience residing at local
ns such :is the PE
regional outreach experts. I hese experts could include'the same lirms that mav ~rovide
similar support to recently implemented GEF projects in Egypt and Syria.
regional experts in energy end-use technology and in distribution. These experts
could come from any one of the neighboring countries that have had tnore experience in
the autonomous operation of electric utilities than has been possible in the PA. Here
Egypt (especially Alexandria Electricity Distribution Company) and Jordan are the
obvious well placed candidates. Energy end-use technology experts could include firms
that have benefited from the substantial technical assistance that has been provided under
US AID'S ECEP project. These experts will provide training in the evaluation of
distribution system losses and in the use of distribution system design software. They will
also help execute several outputs in both (
:s 2 and 3 (Outputs 2.1 .-2.2,2.4,2.6.
3.1, and 3.2).

This GEF project will also gain regional support through attendance at seminars that are
discussed in more detail below-.
In addition to the Project Document Preparation Consultants that have already been retained for
this GEF project, the international consultants retained for this GEF include the following
positions

-

-

international ESCO specialist help implement pilot. customer-(~rientedaudit prlojects
and who will provide business advice on establishing energy efficiency bu:sinesses
(Output 1.4)
ance spcecialist - help idc
ojects inI need of ' finance and wil 1 help
.
.*
-.
guide local entities in tne successrid solicitation or loans. grants. or other types of
assistance (Output 1.6)

.
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-

energy efficiency outreach and promotion specialists - advise on energy efficiency
awareness forums for the commercial. industrial, and government sectors (Output 2.3).
and advise on energy efficiency promotion activities for the energy efficiency information
network (Outputs 4.1 and 4.2)
,

-

energy efficiency economist - advise on capacitor regulations and power factor penalty
rates (Output 1.8)

-

energy resource planner~spec~anst
- advise and tram YLA starr on the implementation
of energy efficiency information and concepts into long-term energy resource planning
(Outputs 4.3,4.5, and 4.6)

-

international energy efficiency data specialists - advise on the collection and use of
energy efficiency data for energy efficiency service providers (Output 4. I), and on the
structure of the energy efficiency network (Output

-

international energy efficiency evaluation specisr~~srs
- advise on ulr ~uritentof
information provided to energy eficiency providers (Output 4.1). and on the evaluation
of energy eficiency data (Output 4.3)

-

-

international program design experts advise on the overall program to provide
information to the residential sector (Output 2.1 and 2.6)

A full description of the duties and the qualifications for each of these positions is shown in
Annex 2.
9.

Regional Framework

This program will take place within the larger context of energy efficiency barrier removal and
business development within the entire Arab region. This GEF Project can benefit from
significant energy efficiency program market experience that has taken place in several
neighboring countries, especially Egypt.
The following provisions have been made to take advantage of energy eficiency activities that
are taking place in other countries.

-

PEA will have the opportunity to rcvlrw rrie type of information that Egypi ar~uurrler
countries in the region are maintaining and distributing on energy use and energy savings
potential, in order to promote greater energy efficiency. (Output 1.1, 1.3.2.1, and 4.1)

Audit experts from Egypt (e.g., the Tabin Institute. DRTPC)and possibly other countries
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in the region will be invi

rovide a1uditor tr:lining taI audit staff (Output 1.2)

Regional technology and promotionfoutreach ex1
1st likel! I from Elgypt) will also
s 2.2.2.4. and 2.6 (technology), and on 2.3 for
be used as consultants on O u t ~ u t 2.1.
promoticDn and outreach.

-

c+..e &.-.
hall
llvm PEA and other energy efficiency market practitioners will have the

opportunity to attend seminars or training being provided under the Egypt GEF project
for subjects of business transformation (Output 1.4), consumer awareness (Output 2.3).
energy labeling systems (Output 2.4), and the Alexandria lighting leasing Drograrn
(Output 2.6).

-

This GEF project will assess trade policies of Egypt, Jordan and other coi~ntriestllat
zncourage and impair energy efficiency, in order to determine the types 0f policies that
should exist in the PA (Output 2.1
' - I

-

.

-

1 similar
The list of projec:ts in nec:d of finance that PEA ic
will be ccoordinz
I:-*1- - *L-- --..
1
- - I -'-I
I~sisin oiner countries in order to generate a larger, rcglunal plpeline of projects m need
of assistance. thereby help potential funding sources to aggregate the market and create
more efficient funding vehicles. (Output 1.7)
(

Regional experts in distribution line loss and distribution project and system design will
be retained by this GEF projects as consultants in Objective 3.

These provisions are critical to the success of this GEF Project. The PA has yet to develop strong
institutional capabilitiesin the energy efficiency area. The expertise that has been developed in
neighboring countries represents a cost-effective resource to this project that will allow the PA to
develop these capabilities efficiently and expeditiously.

Section C:

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE

The PA has committed to a policy of sustainable energy development by incorporating
energy efficiency goals into its Letter of Sector Policy and by establishing PEA and PEC
as government and non-governmental agents to implement energy efficiency goals. The
PA's need to promote energy eficiency results from both environmental motives to
reduce greenhouse gas and economic motives to conserve energy in a country that has
little or no indigenous resources and that pays high prices for all of its primary and
secondary energy resources
To meet suppressed and still growing power and energy demands through reliable,
efficient and rational consumption patterns, thereby reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
protecting the local environment while at the same time reducing Palestinian dependency
on imported power and fossil fuel.
n i s UNDPIGEF project will contribute to meeting the above objective by removing
baniers to energy efficiency and conservation measures through the initiation of energy
audit activities, promoting energy services, encouraging sound energy policy,
encouraging maximum private sector participation and lastly by making key information
readily available to all players in the Palestinian energy sector.

-
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Section D:

IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVES, OUTPU'
ctives

1.

2.
3.
4.

Industrial/Commercia1/GovernmentSector Energy Efiiciency Improvements
Residential Sector Energy Efficiency Improvements
Electricity Distribution Line Project Identification
Energy Efficiency Center

Imorovement Targets (by the year 2005)
a total of 14%
I
ear 201(1, the four objectives wil1 reduce energy consum1
compared to current levels and reduce Cb? em~ssionsby 265,000 tons per- year.
3

--_I--

Objective 1: To improve indus
nmercial, and residential sector energy efficiency by
17% by reducing awareness, information, financial, busine:ss, tech1iology, and
other barriers to energy ef ficiency, eliminating nearly 80,O00 tons Iof CO, per
year.
o impro
:ntial sector energy efficiiency by
reducin~ginfornnation,
,.nancial, equipment, and other barriers to energy efficiency, thereby reducing
CO, emissions by more than 140,000 tons of CO, 1?er year.

..

Objective 3:

To facilitate a 2% reduction in electricity distribution line losses by iaentirying
and evaluating potential priority projects for multilateral development bank or
other funding, therefore reducing nearly 45,000 tons of CO, per year.

Objective 4:

To facilitate the above activities by promoting increased customer awarene~ sand
s
strategic actions by public and private sector enerw market oarticioants through
I energy efficiency center.

8

IMMEDIA~E;OBJECTIVE 1:

7

T~USTRLAWCOMMEKCIALIGOVEKNMENT
CTOR ENERGY EFFI
Y IMP1
[ENT

To reduce energy consumption by 1ov/o m the industrial, commercial, and government sectors by
the year 2005 through a four year program to: increase energy efficiency awareness; promote
development of an energy services industry; expand energy-efficient equipment availability; and
encourage energy-efficient consumer beh
7 A ~ ~ll~~lementing
G
agency responsible fok a ~ l l l ~ ~this
r n gO V J C G L ~ V Zshall be PEA, under the
txecution authority of UNDP PAPP. The PEA shall perform many of the outputs and activities
,f thisobjective with the strong support of Auditing and Technical Work Group. An
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Industrial/Comrnercia1/Government(CIG) Director within PEA shall be primarily responsible for
helping the UNDP Project Technical Director to execute these tasks. The CIG Director shall be
assisted by electrical engineering and energy efficiency specialists, business and market
consultants, and regulatory and policy analysts at various institutions, including Birzeit
University and the Palestinian Energy and Environmental Research Center (PEC)
Success Criteria
By the end of this project, PEA and its supporting institutions wil 1 have:

-

-

developed and made public available information resources on energy efficiency
opportunities in the industrial, commercial, and government sectors to facilitate the
execution of successful energy efficiency business strategies in these sectors
performed approximately 300 audits of industrial. commercial. and government sector
F-cilities to provic
mendations for lowlno cost energy savings
provided energy efficiency awareness seminars for industrial and commercial sector
customers on five different energy end-uses and made seminar information available to
all industrial and commercial sector energy users in the West Bank and Gaza Strip
performed demonstration projects and provided business seminars to provide instruction
on the development of successful energy efficiency businesses
lveloped! and helped implement "life cycle" government procurement policies that
Insider efficiency implications of all energy using equipment purchases

-

-

developed a program to enhance equipment maintenance capabilities in the PA in order to
increase the use of energy efficient equipment in the PA
developed a list of energy efficiency projects in need of finance and assisted the sponsors
of these projects to obtain loans, grants, or othef funding.
developed capacitor regulations and power factor penalty rates and begun to implement
these regulations and rates in the PA.

Summarv of O u t ~ u t s

Output 1.1

Energy efficiency market information (on topics such as the amount and type of
energy efficiency demand) that will assist potential providers of energy efficiency
equipment and services to assess, develop, and execute profitable business
strategies.
46
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O u t ~ u 1.2
t

Audits and energy savings advice to approximately 250 commercial, industrial,
cost energy salrings me'asures,
nd govenunent sector customers targetin
icluding those provided in Output 1.2.

Output 1.3

Public forums that instruct industrial, commercial, and government sector 'facility
managers to perform maintenance and other low/no cost energy savings measures
with respect to five different energy end-uses (e.g., lighting, gas combustion
analyzers, boiler settings, capacitors and power factor corrections)
.dvice on the successful conduct of an energy efficiency business to potential
lergy services providers through performance of demonstration projects and
resentation of examples fiom these demonstration projects and case studies from
ther couintries

Output 1

ife cycle ~ U V C I I U I I C I I LP I U L U I C I I I ~P~ O~ ~ ~ C ILIIS~L
C ~ C ; U I I = I U C I ~C I I C I ~costs
~
rsociated with the purchase of all energy-using equipment, and encouragement
F the adoption of these policies in the Palestinian Territory
.?*

---.a-

levelopnlent of a pilot trllining pr*ograrni~n energy
ice
~aintenar

~tequipment

Output 1.7

Development of a list of energy ef
lrojects in need c~ffinance and financial
tenadvisory assistance to energy efficient project sporA,,,,

Output 1.8

Capacitor regulations and power factor penalty rates and assistance in enacting
.'lese regulations and rates in the F '

nergy Efficiency Marbet Infon
Energy efficiency market information that will assist potential providers of energy efficiency
equipment and services to assess, develop, and execute profitable business strategies. This
information collected, assessed, summarized, and organized in this output will cover topics
including recent customer energy consumption patterns (by sector and end use) and energy enduse equipment characteristics. Based upon this information. this task will make estimates about
the demand for energy efficiency services by sector and rcegion.
PEA shall be the implementing agency responsible for achieving this output. PEA'S Information
and Promotion Work.Group shall be wholly responsible .for hosting all meetings with industrial
and commercial groups (Output 1.1.2) and for coordinating information fiom these meetings
(Output 1.1.7). It is strongly advised that PEA delegate to the Auditing and Technical Work
Group the data collection activities under Outputs 1.1.1 and 1.1.3 through 1.1.6. In this capacity,
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ATNG shall be accountable to PEA for the successful performance of these activities.
Information from this output will be used internally at PEA. All of the work products and
assessments from this output will be made available to the public through forums and at PEA'S
energy efficiency information center. The Auditing and Technical Work Group shall have access
to information from this output to the extent that such information is necessary for the successful
completion of activities any further activities.
Activities for O u t ~ u 1.1
t
'

.1.1

Compile public data available from statistics bureaus, university research, electric
utility connection data, import data. and other sources on energy end-use patterns
(e.g., by region, segment)

1.1.2 Conduct a series of 5-10 meetings and seminars with groups in the PA that may
have collected andlor used energy information (e.g.. universities, research
organizations, industry and commercial groups, multi-lateral development banks)
to:

-

discern status of any ongoing information collection activities
determine the type of information that potential energy efficiency market
participants will find useful.

This activity will help to:

-

-

increase the effectiveness of data collection activities
provide a forum for publicizing data collection and assessment activities
of this project
allow center to discern major energy efficieof business and industry

I. 1.3 Collect information on the ages, types, sources, and efficiencies of equipment in
use, and currently for sale (new and used) through surveys of industry and .
commercial businesses and groups. This data collection should be limited to 1020 major types of equipment in 10-20 different industrial and commercial
industries. The total demand of this equipment should be equal to one-half or
more of all the energy use in the commercial and industrial sector.
1.1.4

Estimate the potential percentage increase in energy efficiency by sector and
region based on the difference between the prevalent level of equipment
efficiency and a target efficiency that is based on the most energy efficient
equipment that may be available

-
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1.5 Enhance estimates of energy consumption by sector, equipment type, and region
developed in the above activities by conducting selected end use measurement
studies, and industry and commercial surveys
1.1 .b

uevelop estimates of potential for energy savings by sector, energy end use, and
region based on the energy efficiency potential discerned in Activity 1.1.4 and the
energy consumption estimates developed in Activity 1.1.5. Summarize findings in
a brief report that shall be made publicly available.

1.1.7

Supplement information obtained in Activity 1.1.2 on the major energy efficiency
businesses and industries by conducting surveys of industry and COInrnercial groups. Surveys shall discern both the level of interest and awareness
in energy efficiency and the types of concerns that industries and commercial
businesses have. Summarize findinggs in a bi:ief report on the energy efficiency
concerns and awareness of industry and conimercial businesses that shall be made
publicly available.
COIlcerns of

O u t ~ u 1.2:
t
Energy Audits
Audits and energy savings advice to approximately 300 commercial, industrial, and government
sector customers focusing upon lowlno cost energy savings measures in a few key industries and
energy end-uses. The energy audits provided in this output will be coordinated with the energy
efficiency awareness programs of Output 1.3. Phase I audits provided in this output will serve as
a basis for learning, thus will be shared with other participants in energy efficiency seminars.
ts at these seminars will in turn be asked about their interest in Phase I1 audits.
The UNVP/PAPPoffice shall be the executing agency responsible for achieving this output and
shall delegate all activities the Auditing and Technical Work Group, which will be responsible
for conducting audits and preparing reports. The Auditing and Technical Work Group shall
contract work to local universities (e.g. Birzeit University). PEA staff, and others, subject to the
comment and recommendations of PEA. Responsibilities assigned to Auditing and Technical
Work Group shall be reconsidered if the PA officially rescinds responsibilities assigned to PEC
~derthe LSP. The Auditing and Technical Work Group shall report to PEA on a regular basis
providing annual reports, audit results, and other information to PEA that shall reside at the
~ ~ ~ eefficiency
rgy
center. PEA shall also review and comment uDon the ~ l a develo~ed
n
by the
Auditing and Technical W'ork Group under Activity 1.2.2.
The 300 audits to be conducted under Output 1.2 shall be divided into Phase 1 and Phase I1
audits. The purpose of this division is to provide a formal means of coordination between Output
1.2 and Output 1.3. Energy Efficiency Awareness Seminars. The energy eficiency awareness
seminars' shall be based partly on the initial experience of the Output 1.2 audits, in the type of
end-uses discussed and the solutions for these problems shall reflect the Phase I Audit Program
A0
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experience. In turn, the initial energy efficiency awareness seminars conducted in Output 1.2
shall provide guidance for the Phase I1 audits. Furthermore, the types of problems experienced by
energy consumers attending the energy efficiency awareness seminars shall be targeted during
Phase I1 audits.

Activitir:s for 01
1.2.1 Develop specification for an audit program to evaluate potential energy savings in

300 industries and commercial businesses

-

-

identifying the types of customers and energy end-uses for which audits
should be conducted
defining the scope of audits (in terms of the types of equipment and
potential lowlno cost energy efficiency measures)
developing a schedule for performing audits in two phases (see Activities
1.2.4 through 1.2. )
describing the content of audit reports.

The types of customers and equipment chosen should reflect prevalent energy
end-uses in the PA and should probably target: industrial motors; commercial and
industrial lighting; and water pumping. The important industries and businesses
would likely include asphalt. wood, stone cutting, building materials, and textiles.
The selection of industries will depend upon the market assessment performed for
Output 1.1.
1 77

nevelop and execute a plan to develop auditing capabilities at the local lei '
'EC, universities ..)t h ough:

1.2.3

identification of staffing needs for an audit staff of approxi
auditors
.
recruiting, hiring, and training of staff
specification of overhead requirem

Prepare and deliver an auditor training program through development of course
outlines, preparation of course materials, and delivery of auditing courses. An
initial one-month, initial training course will be provided to auditors on the
'
performance of lowlno cost audit programs for selected energy end-uses a
industries in the commercial and industrial sectors.
This activity will endeavor to draw upon auditing expertise developed in Egypt
for trainers. Auditors will also receive a one-week follow-up training session after
50
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Phase I of this auditing prolgrarn at which time auditors will review problems they
have experienced anarecelve guidance on how to resolve these problems in the
future. After the beginning of Phase 11, auditor trainers will provide "trouble
shooting" assistance on an as-needed basis subject to the limitations of the
+r?iningbu '

I audits 1under Phase I
and contact potelntial recipients f
blicize 1
of this Output. Phase I audits shall comprise approximately 0.5 years of
ex!perience or approximately 50 audits. Facilities to receive audits under Phase I
shiall reflect important energy end-users in the PA and should be representative of
the audits that will be performed in both phases of this Output. Develop a
schedule for performing Phase I audits during a period of approximately one-half
year.
1.2.5

Deliver Phase I audits targeting lourlno cost: energy saving n
e
, ..
.
)arts for each audit that shall be slmllar In structure to tnose to be provlded
der GEF's energy efficiency project in Egypt. Like these audits, audit reports
dl:
describe energy savings potential
ass1ess costs and benefits of enerev
".efiiciency measmres
vide guidance or1 how to implement recolmmende

Ires.

,,so asin bgypt, two types of reports shall be prepared: (1) a briet, executlv
letre1 summary of findings, conclusions, and recommendations, describing tile
ecc~nomicand financial impacts of each recommendations; and (2) a supporting
report providing documentation for findings, conclusions, and recommendations.
Given the "low/no cost" focus of this program, the supporting reports do not need
to be extensive, but should provide sufficient documentation to provide credibility
for conclusions and recommendations.
b-

1.2.6 Perform promotion to encourage participation in Phase I1 of U I I ~~ U U A L pluglam,
using interested attendees at seminars provided in Output 1.3 as one potential
SO1lrce of recipients. Develop a schedule for performing audits at each facility.
rform 250 additional audits (Phase 11) and preparc:audit rc
ucture as the reports prepared in Phase I.

;ing a similar

with auciited cusitomers (one year after atidits). Follow-up assessments

led measiures performed iand not 1performc
51
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-

assess customers' reasons for performing or not performing measures
estimate (apprterms) the level of savings actuallv obtained as the result of
dits
ovide guidance to customers not installir
ures

1.2.9 Develop an ongoing record of experience from both phases of the audit program
that identifies the approximate level of savings potential due to specific types of
recommendations in different industries and end-uses. The record should also
consider the program's experience in persuading customers to implement audits,
providing lessons from the program on barriers to energy efficiency that
discourage customers fiom implementing program recommendations. The record
of experience should be provided at the energy eficiency center.
O u t ~ u 1.3:
t

Energy Efficiency Awareness Forums

Public forums that instruct industrial, commercial, and government sector facility managers to
perform maintenance and other lowlno cost energy savings measures with respect to five
different energy end-uses (e.g., lighting, gas combustion analyzers, boiler settings, capacitors and
power factor corrections) in 5-10 different industrial and commercial groups.
PEA shall be the implementing agency responsible for achieving this output and shall be the
official hosting agency for all forums. Within this capacity, PEA's Information and Promotion
Work Group shall be responsible for approving all: seminar invitation lists (Activity 1.3.2);
seminar agendas and materials (Activity 1.3.3); seminar publicity (Activity 1.3.4); seminar
follow-up (Activity 1.3.6). The record of the seminars maintained under Activity l.3.7 shall
reside at PEA's energy efficiency information center. PEA shall delegate to the Auditing and
Technical Work Group responsibilities for preparing seminar agendas. ATWG shall be
accountable to PEA for the successful performance of these activities.
Activities for Output 1.3
1.3.1

Identify nollow cost measures and types of industries and commercial
establishments to be targeted at forums based on energy end use market research
conducted in Output 1.2 and initial audits performed for Output 1.2.

1.3.2 Develop list of potential forum attendees from the industry and commercial
groups identified in Activity 1.2.1. Potential attendees should reflect a regional
diversity and concentrate upon the largest energy end-users and should include
participants in initial audits performed for Output 1.2.
1.3.3 Prepare agenda and seminar materials for each of the five different energy enduses. Agenda and materials should build upon workshops previously conducted
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by PEC and information obtained in initial audits performed for Output 1.2. The
information to be presented at the seminars should provide enough technical
information to end-users so that they have clear guidance on how to improve
energy efficiency for a number of end-uses. Seminar materials should be based in
-rt upon the input of international and regional energy efficiency experts.

through direct CIontact w
blicize s
sinesses, local chambers of commerce and other local organlzatlons
ly seven
total o f :35 semiriars overa t w o year peric
serninar for each energy end-use identified). Initial :seminars; for eacln energy endUS(:would rely upon international experts

1.3.6 Perform ongoing fc

-

1.:

I

from ea~chseminar to determine

whether attendees were able to learn and apply energv savinr$3
recommendations presented at seminar
:rgy saviings
the type of follow-up, if any, that attendees need to a
reccjmmendations, including any interest in receiving an audit under
Oulput 1.2.
hovv future seminars ma? be improv~

untain a record from seminars and semini
v-up for the ener;gy efficiency
.-.-....
b~llter,including: seminar proceedings, end-wcla I l l a J U I G I I--*,
G I ~aav~ng
~
priorities,
problems encountered by facility managers in the implementation of
recommendations and solutions to solve them. Use this information both as an
:-cormation resource to assist end-users in the future and to h e l ~guide future
act ivities.
11111

Ournut lad- &.-ergyservices Business Advice
Advice on UIC ~ u ~ c e s s fconduct
ul
ell ail ~ l ~ e r g
efficiency
y
busl11~3sLU yoicrlual cncrgy services
providers through performance of demonstration projects and presentation of examples from
these demonstration projects and case studies from other countries.
This output will provide potential energy efficiency providers insights into the unique aspects of
the "energy services" industry to provide guidance to potential energy service providers in the
PA about the types of companies that they may wish to create. The energy efficiency business is
unique in that it depend greatly upon close relationship between customers and service providers.
Energy efficiency providers can provide the greatest service to their customers only when they
have the opportunity to work closely with facility managers and others responsible for energy use
decisions. At the extreme under "performance contracting". energy efficiency providers receive
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payment only to the extent that their work results in defined, verifiable energy savings. In
exchange for this guarantee, energy efficiency providers obtain full access to customers' facility
and may even become responsible for all decisions that affect energy use at a facility. This output
will help companies work towards this relationship-oriented model.
PEA shall be the implementing authority for this output through its Information and Promotion
Work Group. The Work Group shall rely upon the expertise and experience of energy service
companies from Europe or the U.S. and potential energy service providers in the PA to help
implement demonstration projects and provide lessons from these projects at seminars. It is
advisable PEA shall assign responsibilities for one demonstration project to an external entity
(PEC, NGO or university). This entity shall furthermore be eligible to perform two other
demonstration projects under a competitive solicitation conducted by PEA. PEA may delegate
responsibilities for other activities under this output to other organizations as it deems
appropriate. All information collected in this.output shall reside at PEA'S energy efficiency
information center.
Activities; for Oulput 1.4
1.4.1

Obtain information on case studies of successful 'energy efficiency provision
through performance contracts and other relationship-oriented energy efficiency
provisions. To the extent possible, these case studies should include projects from
the Middle East region. One or two examples of such relationships already exist
in Egypt.

1

lect ~pproximatelythree facilities for energy service demonstration projects,
wing upon experience from initial Phase I audits performed in Output 1.2 and
energy use problems of attendees to seminars in Activity 1.3. One pilot projects
shall be assigned to an external entity. Selection of the other two pilot projects
shall be subject to a competitive solicitation. Facilities should include one or two
facilities each in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Obtain agreements from
approximately three facility managers to perform energy efficiency
improvements.

1.4.3

Develop specifications for energy efficiency improvements for the three facilities,
including:

.d

-

Types of measures recommended
Amount of energy to be saved
Schedule for implementing measurl
Access to customers' facilities
Procedures to verify savings

SECT
ipecifications should be based on follow-up visits to facilities at which
nternational ESCOs and potential energy service providers in the P.4 have the
opportunity to consult closely with facility managers about their energy efficiency
problems.
1.4.4

Execute demonstration pi

ver a six month 1lo one yczar peric,d, including:

- 11:
nevelopment of comprehensive
nplementation of energy efficienl
ures
litial verification of savings
avings I:
ecommendations for add
lring project execution.

-

1.

observa.tions made

)evelop a record of demonstration projects, describing tht:activities performed.
roblems encountered, solutions found. and lessons learne!d.
material:s for a sc

n the en1ergy effi

lat in:

-.

eneral description or an "energy errlclency busmess relationship
)nceptWand a discussion of the relevance of this concept to the PA
escription of case study projects from other countries
etailed record of experience from case st^
ltries
1.~).I

potential attendees for at least LWV seminars, one each in the
Jest Bank and Gaza Strip. Potential attendees should include businesses and
overnment officials with interests in energy efficiency. Perform all logistical
arrangements to develop these seminars.

1.4.8

Present seminars in the Gaza strip and West Bank. Use the conclusion of the
:minx to identify potential next ;steps ant
priorities for energy efficiency
~arketparticipants in the PA.

1.4.9

Prepare detailed record of case studies ancl seminar proceedings. Maintain this
record at the energy efficiency informatio~
I center.

I U C I ~ L ~ ISUIU
Y
LUIILX~

Sff~cientGovern

rocurenlent Pollicies

"Life cycle" government procurement policies that consider energy costs associated with the
ent of thle adoption of these policies in
purchase
nergy-using equipment. and- encc
the P.4.
-

PEA shall be the implerrienting 2
t

-

charge of implementing this output through the
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Economic and Regulatory Work Group. PEA shall work with domestic and international
consultants on an as needed basis in order to research life cycle procurement policies in other
countries and to prepare effective and enforceable guidelines.
Activities for Output 1.5
1.5.1 Assess current procurement rules with regard to ~quirementsto evaluate energy
and all other life cycle costs
I ~ requirements in
1S.2 IdentifL barriers, if any, to the implementation of IILC L ~ G cost
the PA. Barriers may include perceived complexities in evaluating life cycle costs,
lack of clarity with respect to existing procurement requirements, and perceived
difficulties in enforcing life cycle cost procurement (e.g., equipment warranties
provided for only one year). Identification of barriers should be based on
interviews with government procurement officials and an assessment of
procurement rules in other countries.

1 S.3

Develop draft, preliminary procurement guidelines for several categories of
government equipment. including computers, lighting, and vehicles. Procurement
guidelines should:

-

.

-

describe the cost items that need to be considered under life cycle
procurement
explain how bids should be prepared to allow evaluation of life cycle
costs, including any externality penalties for air pollution -or oil import
impacts associated with low efficiency products
describe how life cycle cost estimates can be enforced over time

1.5.4 Submit draft, preliminary procurement guidelines to selected government officials
for comment. Make appropriate revisions and prepare draft guidelines
1.5.5

Develop a promotion strategy to advocate life cycle procurement policies.
Promotion strategy should consider:

1S.6

key decision makers
important motivating factors
possible need for and role of promotional materials
information and communications channels

Submit draft procurement guidelines to appropriate government officials

1.5.7 Promote life cycle procurement policies in appropriate forums based on
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promotion strategy developced in Acti\.ity 1.5.5.
1.5.8 Make changes to procureme:nt polic:ies as needed in Iorder to ensure their
implementation
ergy Efl

Equipmrent Ma intenanr

tance s r~dTrair

ssessmelnt of the equipment maintenance barriers to the use of energy efficient equipment and
ovision of a pilot energy efficient equipment maintenance program.

PI:A shall be the implementing agency responsible for achieving this output through PEA'S
Rc:gulatoy y and Economic Work Group. This work group shall be assisted by international and
.".-..+ :.. +technical contractors specializing in the maintenance of energy efficiency equipment.
dolllF;3ClL;
Information obtained in this output shall reside at PEA's energy efficiency center.
Activities for Outvut 1.6
1.6.1 Assess the impact of the low availability of electrical equipment maiil~c11sulr;e

abilities in the Palestinian Territories on eornmercial and industrial customers'
chase and use of high efficiency equipment for 2-3 major classes of equipment
;., high efficiency motors, water pumps. The selection of this equipment will
deplend in part on the market assessment performed in Output 1.1 and 1.2) by
inte:rviewing equipment vendors and industrial and commercial firms and
organizations. These interviews mav be conducted simultaneouslv with those
performed in Activity 1.6.1.
\

C

1.6.2 Based on the assessment conducted above. develop a profile ot the hnds o t ~
equipment that would be purchased if there were better maintenance capabilities
in the PA. Compare this equipment to the type of equipment currently be used as
revealed by activities conducted under Outputs 1.1 and 1.6. Estimate in
approximate terms the potential efficiency gains for each type of equipment that
might be realized through better maintenance capabilities in the PA.

1.6.3

Select a type of equipment for providing technical as
anu iraining in
equipment maintenance on a pilot basis, based on the results of 1.6.10 and on an
assessment of the ease of providing maintenance skills in the PA (equipment for
which maintenance skills be more easily taught would, ail other things being
al. be more likely to be selected for the pilot prog;ram).
'

1.6

~elopthe: specific:ations for a pilot training progra:m by ide; I I L I ~ ~ I the
I L ~number
people
to
be
trained,
the
length
of
training
required,
the
need
for
follow-up
of F
trailning, and other factors.
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1.6.5 Implement a pilot training program in one region of the PA.
O u t ~ u t1.7:

Energy Efficiency Financing Facilitation

Identification of projects in need of financing and assistance in financing by: (1) finding loans,
grants, and other financial assistance from multilateral banks, export credit agencies,
foundations, and other potential funding sources; and (2) advise on loan and grant solicitation.
PEA shall be the implementing agency responsible for achieving this output through PEA'S
Financial Work group. This work group shall be assisted by international specialists in energy
efficiency finance. All analyses, documentation, and data used to prepare this assessment shall be
kept at the energy efficiency center for use both in developing incentive programs and as part of
long-term resource and system planning.
Activities for OutDut 1.7
1.7.1 Maintain a list of potential energy efficiency projects in the industrial,
commercial, and government sectors that may need capital investments of
$500,000 or more. For each project, identify the energy end-user, the size of the
project in terms of cost and energy savings, the estimated simple pay-back period,
and any equipment or service providers that have been identified.
1.7.2 Update the above list as needed and provide to multilateral development banks.
export credit agencies, private foundations, and others who might be interested in
providing energy efficiency funds to the PA.
1.7.3 Develop specifications for a financing workshop at-which those seeking grants.
loans, and other financial assistance for energy efficiency projects can receive
guidance needed to such financial assistance from export credit agencies,
multilateral development banks, foundations, and other sources on fbnding,
including:
Development of agenda
Identification of attendees
Retention of international expens In energy efficiency unilnce.
1.7.4 Present workshop covering information needed to obtain grants, loans, and other
assistance for energy efficiency projects. Topics covered should include: grant and
loan applications, project development, risk management. and credit conditions of
potential funding sources.
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1.7.5

O u t ~ u 1.8:
t

Preparation of a guide bouh UII C I I C I ~ Ycuiciency finance. drawinq from the
and oth~
seminar ;as well s1s guide books a1ready pr
er Arab
countries
-

- -

C

Power Factor Rates ancl Standards

Recommendations for power factor rates and codes and standards to regulate capacitor
installation on new energy using equipment. PEA sbe the imagency responsible for
implementing this output, through the Regulatory and Economic Work Group.
Activities for O u t ~ u 1.8
t
1.8.1 Perform international assessment by reviewing capacitor regulations and retail

power factor penalty rates used in other countries. especially in Middle East.
1.8.2

Perform 1economiic and telchnical s

-

:nt by analyzing:

the types of capacitors that would be required to achieve power factors of
at least 0.92 for major equipment types used in the PA
the retail power factor penalty rates that would both: (1) compensate
municipalities and electricity distribution companies for power factor
penalties imposed by IEC, and (2) provide sufficient disincentives to
customers to maintain low power factors.

1.8.3

Develop draft capacitor regulations and preliminary retail power factor penalty
rates based on assessments performed in Activities 1.8.1 and 1.8.2

1.8.4

Identify any equipment. customer or other barriers to the adoption of regulations
and rates developed in Activity 1.8.3. Assessment based in part upon discussions
and investigations with distribution companies and their direct service companies.
on camplaign to overcorne banier s identified in Activity 1.8.4

1.8.6

Implement promotion campaign. Work with distribution (:ompanies to resolve
technical implementation issues for both power factor rates and penalties.

1.8.7

Solicit comments on power factor regulatiions and retail power factor penalty rates
from interested parties, including equipmc:nt vend1ors, energy end-users, and
government officials.

SECTION D
1.8.8

Prepare final power factor regulations and power factor penalty rates.

1.8.9 Assist municipalities and distribution companies to implement power factor
penalty rates by providing support on an as-needed basis.

-

SECTION D
Immediate Objective 2:

-

Improve average unit effi
and lighting as follows:

:hased refrigerators

11nprove 1unit refriigerator
:y by an average of 55%;
for an
-,.
,
Iverage I YO penetration of the annual market of replaced and new refrigerators
uring years 2-4 of the refrigerator program. Expect penetration of 5% in year 2,
_ 5% in year 3, and 25% in year 4. Establi!;h markc:t support to increase
,.-,
.enetration in successive years to rise to 7 u ~ or
0 annual market by the 6th year
nniversary of the start of the refiigerator program

nprove average household lighting efficiency by 4u-~UYO
for an iinitial 20,000
ouseholds (5-6 percent of the estimated 360,000 total households in the PJest
-ank and Gaza Strip) by the end of year 3 of the lighting leasing ~ ~ U ~ L U with
I L ,
subsequent penetration of 40% of households by the 5th year anniversary of the
lighting leasing program's commencement.
educe electricity consumption by an average of 1 19,000
Together, these outputs are expec
MWh, or 7% of total 1996 electrlc consumption' by the year 2005, through a program that
expands the inventory of energy efficient equipment in stores, builds consumer awareness of
energy efficiency cost-savings opportunities, creates a system to identify the expected energy use
of individual appliances, and develops financing mechanisms that assist consumers to purchase
energy efficient eaui~me
The implementing ilgc~lr;yrcspurisible for achieving inls objective shall be PEA, under the
implementation authority of UNDP-PAPP. This activity shall be designed and managed by a
program designerlmanager based at PEA who is assisted both by other staff of PEA as well as
outside organizations and individuals that offer a range of technical, business. and consurr -marketing capabilities. This work will be p e r f mled unde:r the gelneral dirtection o:Pthe full
Project Technical Director.
Work assignments will be given to:

-

local institution outside PEA, preferably the Palestinian Energy and Environment
Research Center (PEC) or PEC personnel for field research, data gathering, and the

' ~ h e s savings
e
are calculated and compared to a base of the estimated total 1996 Palestine electric use. It
is expected that without the current power distribution system delivery constraint, and if the Palestinian economy
were to regain or surpass its previous economic health, electric use would increase (both in total and per household)
and the project savings would decrease on a percentage basis. Since there is no energy forecast available by
consumer sector, let alone correlated to possible future economic factors. electric savings can be presented only in
comparison to current electricity use. All calculations were made for the existing 365.000 households, without
estimating the number of new dwellings that might be constructed and occupied in future years.

SECTION D
design of program activities:

-

-

-

staff of the Ministry of Industry (regarding the issue or technical standards for
manufactured equipment);
staff of the Ministry of Trade and Economics regarding issues of Israeli trading
regulations for electrical appliances and equipment. and imports from Jordan and Egypt;
one or more electric distribution companies (ideally one in the West Bank and one in
Gaza Strip) that will implement the fluorescent lighting leasing program. mote that this
participation is expected to be on an in-kind basis. with project funds committed only to
modifying billing systems to add the lighting lease payment and supplying a computer to handle
payment calculation at each participating electric company.]
an international consultant with expertise in the design of efficient equipment programs:
two regional consultants (e.g. from Egypt or Jordan) with experience in technology
efficiency and consumer promotion techniques for energy efficient appliances and
equipment; and
subcontracts for market r(esearch.
promotional material.

leasing sloftware, and de.

Although no other paid assignments have been planned, it is anticipated that an association or
trade group representing retail refrigerator manufacturers and vendors association, and a similar
professional association of consumer lending institutions, will volunteer some of their staff or
members' time to help review and comment on the design for the "hire-for-purchase'' financing
program for efficient refiigerators.
The details of all these assignments are contained in the following pages of detailcu uu~putsand
activities.
Success Criteria:
By the end of this project. PEA and its supporting institutions will have:

-

-

assessed the effect of trade or regulatory restrictions on the sale of energy efficient
equipment in the Gaza strip and West Bank and begun overcoming any such restrictions
y initiating changes in Israeli or Palestinian government trade policies or regulations
,:cured the cooperation of appliance and equipment vendors to stock greater numbers of
energy efficient models suited to Palestinian consumer demand and power conditions

SECTION D

-

established consumer awareness of the availability and favorable economics of buying
and using energy efficient appliances and equipment, and demand for these products
arranged for all new and used refrigerators (aged five years or.less)
cnat are offered for
- le through commercial vendors or re-sellers to be labeleci with thle expected annual
ectricity consumption of that specific model, based on independe:nt test data

I financing mech
de
)rs and 1ighting t
re
lesser er~iciency

-

-

that can assist co
nt when these eq

;to

purc:hase ent:rgy efficient

t cost mcore than equipment of

implemented a program to promote the purchase and/or purchase-to-hire arrangements
for energy efficient refrigerators and fluorescent lighting in homes
increased sales of energy efficient refrigerators and residential lighting equioment sold in
thle Palestiinian territory an

-

dessed the merlts of extending the energy ettlclencv Drogram tes~eclallv
the enern"
.
:onsumption labeling requirement, promot ion campaign, and finan
chanism
~therelectric appliances and equipment.

.m?
,

. a

A

of Outr
sde actions that ensure more,energyefficient refrigerators and lig;hting
uipment models can be purchased from local vendors of consume:r appliances.
Output 3.2

SubstantialIly great1er numb'ers of enlergy eff icient models are stocked by appliance
and equipnnent ven:don.

Output 2.:

inform;ation czunpaign t:hat incrc:ases c onsurner
~
i%warenel
ss of the benefit:
:rgy efficient mc~delsof:refrigeraltors and lighting:,and stiimulates consum
demand for energy
t equipment, especially for refrigerators and
fluorescent lighting

utput 2.4

Output 2.5

I

enforced information or labeling system that enables consumers
:rgy use.of individual refrigerator models for refrigerators sold b:
.,;ldors and re-sellers, and to buy energy efficient models.
I

:ify the
ercial

A hire-to-purchase (installment purchase) financing mechanism that enable!
consumers to buy energy efficient equipment, beginning with refi. which may

hahigher first costs than less efficient equipment.
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Output 2.6

A self-supporting leasing program offered by one or more power distribution
, .
to assist customers to manage the initial cost of installirig compact
flu orescen't lights or fluorescent tube fixtures.
COImpanies1

Output 2.7

A plan for expanded initiatives that the PEA could undertake or support to
transfer project activities more broadly throughout the Palestinian Territories, and
to increase energy efficiency of other electric appliances and equipment. The plan
should estimate the possible reduced rate of growth in electrical demand, and any
public sector costs to achieve this, to be used in power sector resource plans.

Output 2.1:

Equipment Trading Barriers Identified and Reduced

It is essential for the work of Objectives 1 and 2 to develop a detailed understanding of Israeli
and Palestinian trade regulations and associated technical standards for equipment that could
hinder Palestinians' access to energy efficient equipment manufactured locally (in the Palestinian
Temtory and Israel), regionally (in Jordan or Egypt), and from global vendors located in Europe.
Asia, and North America. Gaining this understanding will be accomplished through an
assessment of the effect of trade or technical restrictions on the sale of energy efficient
equipment in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. This output will undertake subsequent initiatives to
overcome significant restrictions through changes in Israeli or Palestinian government trade
policies or regulations. .
Trade regulations will be reviewed and actions taken to ensure that energy efficient equipment
(such as residential refrigerators. commercia11industria1 and residential lighting, air conditioning
units, industrial motors and pumps, including water supply pumps) is available in sufficient
quantities to meet the potential Palestinian demand.
This task will be performed jointly with Objective 1. Output 1.6. Activities 1.6.1 to 1.6.8 of
regarding trade barriers to energy-consuming equipment used in commercial, industrial, and
governmental facilities. Project resources devoted to Output 2.1 will perform the analysis of
residential equipment. Output 1.6 will provide similar resources for the non-residential
technologies.
This output will be the prime responsibility of PEA. assisted on trade and regulatory issues by
assigned staff of the Ministries of Industry. and Trade and Economics. Field data collection and
an assessment of Israeli vendor stocks of energy efficient equipment will be performed under
contract by an organization such as the PEC.
Activities for Output 2.1

SECTION D
2.1.1

Compile and document the applicable technical standards, import and trade regulations.
and energy efficiency regulations applicable to major energy-using equipment
nanufactured or distributed to Palestinian
iers through Israeli, Jordanian, or
tgyptian suppliers.
'ask should be pcerformec by staf 'f from tlle Ministry of In
'rade and Econoimics.

nd the h

haseld (types
2.1.2 Determine the baseline mix of major electric-consuming equipment now p~urc
.
of equipment, new versus used purchases, equipment cost, energy efficienicy, and !sales
volumes) through interviews with equipment vendors and a review of Palestinian
Authority and Israeli government trade and customs data. Equipment should include all
those listed above in the description of Output 2.1.
n simila:r activiti.es in the:past.

:xperienc;~
"1
entity such as PEC, which has ur
,hould be drawn upon in this activity.

2.1.j Send two NPP personnel to Egypt to participate in Egypt's one-week training course
overview of appliance efficiency standards and labeling under their UNDP/GEF project.
The Palestinian participants will pay their own travel and contribute a fee (estimated at
$1,500 each) to the Egyptian training sponsor.

'ask s h o11d
~ be performed by PEA and thc
2.1.4

n desigr

Determine whither vendor ordering of energy efficient equipment for inventory is
impaired in any way by trade regulations. Document the extent o f ,vendor e:fforts to obtain
energy efficient models of equipment.
Task should be performed in conjunction with Acl
undertake the said activity, under contract to PEA.

y the en1:ity assigned to

For major electric equipment, estimate the annual volume or purcnased new~usea
equipment that would be needed to fully meet local appliance demand, identify the costbenefit of purchasing and using energy efficient equipment, and estimate the portion of
the market that would have a lower life-cycle cost from the purchase of energy eficient
quipment. Compare this estimated demand to the current volume of imports/sales of all
quipment, and the portion that is energy efficient. Identify specific regulations,
andards. or other non-demand factors constraining the availability of equipment. both
Xcient a]nd of stamdard efficiency

his should include a review of the Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreement on the West Bank and
the Gqza Strip (September 28, 1995) relevant annexes (Annex V Protocol on Economic Relations, and
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Economics. supported by PEA.
Output 2.2:

'

Vendor Commitment to Stock Energy Efficient Equipment in Inventory

Once activities are initiated to address trade or technical standard regulations that are barriers to
energy efficient equipment entering the Palestinian Territory. equipment vendors would be free
to carry energy efficient products. However, there is no guarantee these vendors would do so.
This output will ensure that vendors cany such equipment in inventory and make it readily
available for consumer purchase. This effort will focus initially on refrigerators and lighting, and
emphasize models and features that are suited to Palestinian consumer demand (e.g. size and
features) and power conditions. (e.g. lighting products suitable for variable Dower quality
conditions).
Activities for O u t ~ u2.2
t
represenrar~veequlpmenr vendors the rlnaings or activities 2.1.4-2.1.
applianc
~ denergy
,
and costs savings potential, and equipment trade reguliations
id
2.3.1
(model-specific
comparative information), and plans for 1the
md stanc
consumer campaign of Output 2.3. the refrigerator labeling of Output 2.4. and the
inancial assistance mechanisms of Outputs 2.5 and 2.6. Discussions should inthe5
rendors of the potential demand for energy efficient equipment, enlist their suppol
pursuing one or more mitigation actions, and encourage the vendors to carry more
inventory of energy efficient electric appliances and equipment, especially refrigerators
and fluorescent lighting. In return. the project will support vendors' efforts with the
activities discussed below in 2.2.2 - 2.2.4. Consultations must incllude rep1
ves of
manufacturers serving Israel. Jordan. and Egypt.

3 ~ 13 ~Discuss with

'ask should be d irected t)y PEA. with assistance obtained from the interns
quipment progrixm cons1ultant and the regional technology consultant.

Z.2.2 Provide I:endors with information on energy efficient products. specifications. and
sources tro assist vendors to order energy efficient equipment for their inventories. Include
information on fluorescent lighting products that are best suited to Palestinian conditions
of variable power quality
-ask should be performed by an entity (PEC.University, NGO, etc.. ..). UInder the general
lirection of PEA, with assistance from the international equipment program consulltant
and the regional technology consultant.

2.2.3 Compile a list of vendors who have agreed to cany energy efficient model
.. products. Include this information in both the consumer
refrigerators and lignrlng
awareness campaign of Output 2.3 and the information and outreach services of Objective
1.

I

.
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Task should be performed by PEA.
7.2.4 Develop and give participating vendors camera-reaay promor~onaiadvertis~ngmaterials
that they can place (at their own e.xpense) in appro
ledia or locations to pro1mote
energy efficient equipment.
isk should be performed by PEPL* with a:ssistance through a subcontract 1For the
:velopment of.promotional materials.
Output 2

r Awareness Campaign

An information campaign is required to increase consumer awareness of the benefits of energy
efficient equipment models of refrigerators and lighting. create consumer demand for this
equipment, and inform consumers of retail vendors that carry such equipment. The consumer
awareness campaign will inform residents about the typical monthly and annual energy cost
savings from eficient models, life cycle cost principles (in terms of total energy bill savings over
the expected live of the equipment), and names and addresses of vendors canying the products. It
is reported that Palestinians tend not to read newspapers or brochures for consumer information:
and no television stations serve the Palestinian territory exclusively. Stations come either from
Israel or Jordan. Therefor1e the be:;t media for this cam~aie
p must be ident:ified.
'

Activities for OutDut 2.3
2.3.1

Apply the knowledge gained from Outputs 2.1 and 2.2 to develop comparisons on
equipment purchase cost and annual running costs for average and efficient models of
major brands and models of refrigerators and lightiing syste
and
incandescent).

Task should be performed by an entity (PEC. University. NGO, etc.. ..), under the general
direction of PEA and with assistance from the international eauivment program
nsultant
2.3.2

conduct market ~~SearCh
through focus groups and surveys of consumers and equipment
vendors to determine their level of awareness and knowledge of energy savings
opportunities from efficient equipment, and test the best ways (through media or other
publicity measures) to present meaninghl information on this subject to consumers and
vendors.
Task should be performed by a local market research sub-contractor, with technical
guidance from international equipment program consultant and, if possible, PEC cadre.
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2.3.3
-I

Assign thc rcrs, p l ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d staff
o u t illcluvcl
r e a c h Lv aucllu L l l c uldmotion and marketing
aining program under Egypt's UNDPIGEF project (their output 21.7 in CoImponena 2),
.ith the PA project paying for travel expenses and making; a contrjibution (estimate:d at
1,500) to the Egy~tiantraining course s~c---Y

r the PEA
A proma

Task will be perfc
2.3.4

reach stiiff mem'ber.

Using the information obtained in 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, design a publicity campaign that can
overcome identified gaps in consumer and vendor awareness and knowledge. This task
iould inc:lude a selection of apprc
1:-

l----

:dia (radio, ~sraeliflordaniantelev~sionprograms ma1 appeal lo ralrsrinlan
vit:wers, newspapers, hand leaflets, bus advertising),
otller outreach mechanisms (such as information distributed through appliance
ndors using point-of-purchase displays and sales material. electric distribution
mpanies, municipal agericies, coinsumer i.nformation sources, public markets.
mmunity events, etc.), a~ad
y points
lasize through ea~ c hmethod that is choser
mt

I

Dnslaer the expecrea number of times thar consumers must receive r n ~ information
s
to
: persuaded to consider energy efficiency. Select the best communications methods after
eighing the number of contacts needed against the cost of each form of publicity. In the
, s e of refrigerators, publicity should promote the existence and value of the information
contained in energ:y consumption labels, as will be developed in 01
'~sk should be directea> Loy PEA, the regional promotiodoutreach consunanr ana me
la1 equipment pr
:onsultarkt. Techr
ut from I
rld be helpful.
---A-

2.3.5 Develop the communications materials and conduct the awareness.campaign.
tsk should be performed by PEA, with guidance from the regional promotiodoutreach
~nsultant,and specific activities assigned to apvropriate organizations. based on the
mpaign details cievelope!d in activity 2.3.

,.

"

.

.

2.3.6 Perrorm rollow-up evaluations of the effects or tne campalen (e.g. awareness, knowledge,
motivation. behavior) on consume rs and ecluipment vendor
" tsk

should be performed by the inrernatlonal equipment program consunant. together
nt of PEA.
ith a local marke!t survey researclh company. under the general ma
r
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Refrigerator Ls

Systern for Ene:rgy Con

~ u i l d i non~the vendor discussion in Activity 2.2.1. the market research of Activity 2.3.2, and
consumer demand for energy efficient equipment (especially refrigerators) prompted by the
consumer campaign of Activity 2.3.4, this output will create an enforced labeling system to allow
consumers and vendors to easily identify the energy use of individual refrigerator models
available for sale by vendors, and hopefully to buy energy efficient models.
Activities for 0
A

lnvest~gatean efrect~veand alTOrdable solutlon to providing consumers with information
on the likely energy use of specific models of equipment or, alternatively, energy
efficiency features that consumers should look for when buying a new or used
refrigerator. Options include
borrowing data that may be available fro]
ies (e.g. Egypt, Israel.
Jordan, or European Union requirements),
lsking manufacturers (or wholesale distributors, cDr retail vendors) to provide this
nformationto a Palestinian Authority organizaticIn, or
~equiringmanufacturers or retail vendors to apply.,crlcrgy labels on equipment that
is offered for sale in the Palestinian Territory or to Palestinian households.
This
task
should be performed by PEA with assistance from the Ministry of Trade and
Economits and the international equipment program consultant. Consultations will be
held witih representatives of manufacturers and government or power sector staff handling
- - - -- znergy
efficiency labeling and standards programs in nearby countries, including Egypt,
I[srael, a~ad Jofda

-

-.

.

n--?2.4.2 beciae
the types of producrs to which this labeling or information system will be applied.
4t a minimum, this should include all refrigerator models being purchased for the first
:ime (new) and that are the typical sizes of refiigerators used in residential settings. Other
ypes of refrigerators that could be included in this system are large refiigerators used in
-estaurants, food stores, or other commercial establishments; used refiigerators less than
I specific age (such as five years old) regardless of the vendor; or just used refiigerators
sold through commercial vendors (and not sold by individual households).
A

Task should be performed by PEA with assistance from the Ministry of Trade and
Economics and the international equipment program con
Consult;
ill be
held with representatives of manufacturers.
e this inlformation to consumers. Examples of methods include a
Develop a syster
r showir
rergy colnsumptic~n or ele:ctric nulning costs for specific models,
labels placed on ind~vidualequipment units reporting the same information, andfor an
energy quality mark system that uses some symbol to designate either the relative energy

.
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efficiency of products (e.g. one star, two stars. ... four stars) or only high efficiency
products (such as a 'green' mark that could be given to products that have a minimal
impact on the environment).
Assign an experience prurnotioni'outreach staff member of an appropriate ~ I I L I L ~ uritl~rlg
with these issues, to attend the promotion and marketing training program under Egypt's
UNDPIGEF project (their output 2.7 in Component 2), with the PA project paying for
mavel ex^
tribution (estimated at $1,500) tcI the Eg:yptian training c ourse
ponsor.
~

~

Include manufacturers, representatives of vendors and sales staff in discussions of
system selection. Obtain cooperation of major manufacturers of efficient refrigerators to
participate in and support the GEF project. Identifi. the specific requireme~ts2nd
activities for each party (n nanufact urers. vr
~lespersc
, PEA).
Ministry of Trade and Ecc~nomics,
ask should be lead by PEA with the participatiodimplementation of local experti!
- ~ssiblyavailable at PEC,the international equipment program consultantt and the
re
~romotiodoutreachconsultant.
2.4.4

Develop necessary regulations and enforcement mechanisms to authorize adoption of this
{stem, including an allocation of costs anlong manufactur.en, retail refrigerator vendors
~dthe PEA; identification of enfiIrcement mechanisms; a:nd specification of sanctions
.ar non-compliance.
(The GEF budget has made an allcIwance c)f 10 per'son mo1lths from the Ministry oi
Industry and 1 person month from the Min[istry of Trade arid Economics, in additio
technical and promotion staff of PEA ana local counterparts, to cover the PA's s h a ~ "
implementation and enforcement responsibilities shown for Activities 2.4.5 and 2.4
C .

.

ask should be performed by the Ministry of Industry and Ministry of Trade and
conomics, assisted by the PEA and the international equipment program consultalIt.
2.4.5

Implement the system as developed in Activities 2.4.3 and 2.4.4..
Task should be performed by manufacturers and vendors, under rules establlshed by
nistry of Industry, and writh techlical assistance (
Activity 2.4.4. overseen b
PEA.

2

nforce the syster
zed abovre, inclucling the use of s]pot chec,
~le
referred to the
chnical/consumc
ization available locally: their fin dings sh
Ministry of Industry for any further required action. such as warnings or sanctions against
manufacturers or vendors for non-compliance.
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Task should be diirected bly the M inistry of Indust:ry, with possiblr: field cllecks as:signed
to local organizations.
Output 2.5:

Installment-Purchase (or Hire-to-Purchase) Financing Mechanisms
I to Facilitate the Sales of Energy Efficient Relfrigerat
--

-

-

P

-

I

One or more runcrioning rinancing mechanisms that assist consumers to purcnase energy
efficient equipment having a higher first cost than non-efficient models. The GEF project will
focus on refrigerators. All financing mechanisms are referred to in the following text as "loans"
for the simplicity of discussion in the text. Mechanisms may inch '
market-ra.te loans not previously e
,
below-meuket-intcerest loans.
relaxed loan terms (longer borrowing period, smaller down payme
ced credit
criteria or collateral), or
lending by new types of lenders (manufacturers credit arrangemenla. V S I I U ~ ~financing,
private leinders, a1d/or ele~ctricdistributior1 utility Icompani-1
- - -

-

Financing I I I C G I ~ ~ I I S I I I Sarc IICCUCU LU get e q u i p r ~ ~[srlch
r r ~ ~as refrigerators) for which
electricity prices are sufficiently high to make efficient equipment a good consumer investment
when viewed on a life cycle cost basis. However, there may be a need for attractive financing
terms to help consumers get over the hurdle of higher first cost for energy efficient equipment.
This is especially the case for consumers deciding between new high efficiency refrigerators and
a used, less-efficient refrigerator where the first cost differential can amount to $600 with a
simple payback of 4 years. The financing mechanism will not offer any capital cost subsidy. In
the course of project activities, it will be critical to identify all vendor and lender issues that must
be overcome if attractive lending terms eventually can also be offered for other energy efficient
equipment, hopefblly without government or power sector financial support.
Note that electric distribution utility loans or leasing are not advised for high cost equipment
such as refrigerators due to the history in the PT of a significant portion of utility customers
being in arrears on their electric bills due to the difficult economic conditions. It is reported by
some power companies that customers choose electric heat (for example) because they know the
power company is very lenient if a household falls behind in paying its bill
Activities for O u t ~ u2.5
t
1.1 tope:rrorrn cc
2.5.1 Use information developed in Act
market research on the
degree of a first cost barrier that 111tly J L l l l GAIJL alter life CYLIS L U S ~information on
efficient refrigerators is made available to consumers. If there remains a first cost barrier.
identify the degree of "subsidy or soft terns" that are required to motivate consumers to
:lect efficient refrigerators.
-42

Task should be performed by a local market survev research company, under the general
direction of the PEA and/or the program design staff member, with assistance from the
nal equipment program consultaint.
A
,,,
1
oank con~urrlc~
lcllucla. UIU U L I I C ~
2.- .- -letermine the willingness of equipment vt~~uula,
consumer loan programs (such as the current Engineers Association home appliance loan
program for professional engineers that makes loans for refrigerators, water heaters, and
+?levisions)to make loans or improve loan terms to encourage the purchase of effic:--+
jr, for that matter, any) refrigerators. Provide these lenders with information aboul
:onomics of standard and efficient refrigerators. Identify loan terms that could be
- .
-.
tors. Determine if any kind of gclvernme
offered to consumers for eSicient
icipate in a program to facilitate 1the purcl
guarantee is needed to sptlr lender
efficient equipment.

udget fi~
e been provided to allow the loca1 finance specialist to attend a re;gional
- ~nferenccor iravel within the Mediterranean region to participate in an appropriatee
conference or forum addressing issues of financing techniques to support purchases
energy efficient equipment.
Task should be performed by the local finance spec
equipment program consultant.

ssisted bly the intematior

2.5.3 If it appears some fonn of government guarantee of an initial financing program wi
required, the following activities have been planned. Identify alternative mechanisn
lilkely risks, market penetration, and expected costs of offering such a guarantee. Decide
if such a guarantee is actually needed, or "merely desired as an extra insurance policy". If
ne:eded, decide if the GEF project should arrange for a guarantee to stimulate sales of
Xcient refrigerators. If so, constrain the size of the guarantee program to a pilot scale
at can produce information that offers a track record of payment and default experience
at can be used to guide subsequent private finance activities. [Note: the GEF projc-'
ldeet has not included any funds for such a guarantee.]
Task should be performed by the project finance staff. with assistance fiom the PEA
program design staff member and the international equip program consultant.
S.4

Design and implement a financing mechanism that is palatable to lenders or other
financing authorities. and is sufficient to motivate consumers to purchase efficient
refrigerators.
Task should be performed by PEA, with a
'-ternational equipment ptu-ogrcrmconsultanr.

from the local f

: and
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2.5.5

Promote the availability of financing through refrigerator manufacturers, vendors. and
lenders. Seek cost-sharing of promotional expense from all of the four parties (including
PEA). The GEF budget assumes the PEA will contribute 25% of promotional costs,
which is reflected by a publicity allowance of $20,000 in the budget.
'ask sho,uld be perfomel

Output 2.6

A promotion/outreach staff men:

Compact Fluorescent Leasing P

Design, package, and market a CFL leasing program similar to the program being considered in
Egypt (by the Alexandria EDC and EEA) to be carried out by at least one electric distribution
company in the West Bank and one in the Gaza Strip. By eliminating a financing barrier to
energy efficiency lighting purchases, and ensuring monthly lease costs are less than the electric
bill savings from using efficient lamps, the customer will experience a positive net cash flow.
This should eliminate risk, ensure savings, and stimulate market demand.

PEA shall be the agency responsible for implementing activities under this output.

Activities for OutDut 2.6
2.6.1 Review and analyze the residential CFL leasing program designed by the Alexandria,

Egypt and Egyptian Electric Authority and any other comparable programs. Schedule a
ne-week trip to Alexandria. hopefully that will coincide with a meeting of the OME
vlediterranean ring energy efficiency consortium. sponsored by the EU). Determine
nrogram marketing and implementation materials, and expectations for cost-benefit,
~arketpenetration, peak demand and energy savings estimates. Identify features that
light be similar for a Palestinian program, and what might be different (e.g. costeifectiveness of lighting technology in view of Palestinian electric prices, ability to
successfblly import efficient equipment. and/or technical specifications to ensure
equipment operates under fluctuating voltage conditions). Identify changes that would be
needed for a Palestinian program. Budget allows for one-week trip to Alexandria, Egypt.
by one person.
Task should be performed by local staff assigned (but by, but not necesssurily recnuited
from PEA), assisted by the regional technology consultant.
2.6.2 Design a Palestinian program to lease CFLs to power distribution company customers
and recover lease payments through existing billing mechanisms. Lease payments should
be designed to cover all costs of the program operations and supervision. The program
design should specify:
.eligible CFL or other fluorescent lamp technology measures
74

a

eligibility -requirements
_.111p u~llvreryand i!. tallation procedures
>wercornpanies to
:ed for any newlrevised laws or regulation to autl
3erate leasing programs
. . A:
expected costs for equipment when purchased in lhrs u u a u u u c 3 ulrectlv
fr-manufacturers
leasing payment terms to customers
cash flow projections and amount of working capital needed to support larr
purchases and possible guarantees for the financial risks of non-payments t
power distribution companies
need for financial support (if any) to the power distribution companies
implementing the program (e.g. to modify billing system software to inclucle lease
payments)
?.+,+.a"

-

:eatures of this project should include self sufficiency to (:over all prograr
ding a
. . &*- program agree to cover payment
provision by which distribution companies participar~ngin me
details in excess of 10%. Task should be performed by existing local cadre in this field, with
assistance by the international equipment program consultant and the regional technology
consultant
-

- &

-

-

~- ~-

Package the program so that it is attractive to power distribution compmes to implement.
In packaging the program, specify the program benefits to power companies and th
environment in terms of:
.voided cost of wholesale power purchases
onomic savings to power companies by reducing
e resider
ctor sales
"
customer service ana relations benlerits
reductions in peak electricity demalnd and (jeferral (~f new capitai in
the distribution system
ductions in GHG emissic

. .

_ I

Ti~h
311udld be performed by alreslur G A I J L I I I ~IUGU LUG In this fitlu l ~ u l ~ nPEC
er
:ograrn design staff member is an option), together with t
resource planner, with
isistance by the international equipment program consult;

2.6.4 Arrange to implement the leasing program with at least 2 EDCs (preferably one each in
West Bank and Gaza Strip). Develop and distribute promotional material. Publicize the
program design in public forums.
Task should be performed by the PEA. wim mr a s s ~ s m cof
; ~the regional technology
consultant, in cooperation with one or two powerdistribution companies.

.
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2.6.5 Provide implementation assistance to participating EDCs. Provide guidance based on the
experience of the program's history to date in Egypt. as well as from similar programs in
other countries. Provide suggestions for solving problems encountered by EDCs. Provide
other implementation assistance as required.

Task should be performed by The PEA. with assistance from tne region
promotionloutreach consultant.
Output 2.7

Program Impact Assess]ment and Plan 1For Exte:nsion o1~Yroject Activities to
Other Products and Thrnoughout the West Ban k and G;aza Strip

Activities for O u t ~ u2.7
t
2.7.1

Evaluate results and cost-effectiveness of consumer awareness campaign. vendor
inventory actions, energy efficiency labeling method. and financial assistance
mechanisms for retiinerators and lighting.
Task shoiild be pccrformec
cal marlLet resea
I, guidecL by the international
.
.
. . -equipment program consultant. and under the general direction of the Y k P

2.7.2 Using findings of Activity 2.7.1. determine if
a) any additional cost sharing by the government or power sector wwaru me nlgner
incremental cest of efficient equipment might be needed to spur greater market
penetration. To make this assessment, perform a cost-effectiveness analysis of the
incremental cost of efficient equipment as a demand side resource investment.
considering the benefits to generation. transmission. and distribution infrastructure
investments. Take into consideration the residential sector electric demand forecast. with
attention to the expected numbers of new households to be served by electricity,
appliance holdings, and the expected trend in intensification of electric use as appliance
holdings or household incomes could increase.
b) a Palesrln~anenergy efficiency standarc1 should
elme
level of efficiency for all new refrigerator eaalca.

landate a minimum

Recommend a course of action (if needed) to improve the program market penetration
and associated energy savings for refrigerators and lighting.
Task should be performed by the PEA, with assistance from the il
program consultant.

ma1 equiipment
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2.7.3 Assess the change in sales of other appliances and equipment with regard to their e
efficiency, and whether the refrigerator and lighting publicity activities have in any w~
-ansformed the market for other types of efficient equipment.
(

. - with Activity 2.7.1 by a local market s w ~ v
should be performed in conjuncrion
firm, under the general direction of the PEA, and with technical assistance from thc
international equipment program consultant.
1ask

-

Apply the experience from the above activities to assess whether similar activities :may be
warranted for other major electrical appliances or equipment (such as water heaters:, air
mditioners, or space heating equipment). If so, identify tlle type c)f equip1nent and action
peded (labeling, promotion, vendor technical assistance, 2mdfor fi nancing mechanisms).
..
rerform cost-benefit analysis of possible additional program actlvlties, and recommend a
course of action to the PA government, appliance vendors. and/or power companies that
identify future programs (as needed), their features. expected participants. and possible
^ mding sources.
ask should be performed by the PEA. with technical assistance from the international
:t program consu.Itant.

-
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Immediate Objective 3 :

Distribution Line Loss Reduction Project Identification

To reduce distribution line losses in the PA's four distribution companies by 2% by facilitating
the financing of distribution system projects by identifying and evaluating potential projects, and
providing technical assistance and advice on distribution svstem o~erationand maintenance.
Success Criteria
By the end of this project, PEA and the PA's distribution companies will have:

-

reduced distribution syste:m losse distribution losses would have inc
rehabilitation programs

-

the attention of the intennational donor and inves
lentified and brc
.
,~mmuniry.~ uI uu
- pr~oritydistribution system ennancemenr projects in areas with high
line losses
.-r,

-

, over antd above the amc~ u nby
t which
iue to 01lgoing dlonor-fuinded distribution system
8

.

I

developed and implemented codes of practice and standards on distribution system
operation and maintenance, for use in companies' future plans and operations for
distribution line loss reduction
developed a cadre of trained engineering staff capable of selecting and implementing
distribution system enhancement and loss reduction projects and skilled in the use of
sophisticated metering equipment, distribution system design software, ind other
techniques, and implemented a training system for enhancing this expertise on an
ongoing basis.

Output 3.1

Identification and evaluation of high priority distribution system enhancement
projects and development of a list of projects that may be financed by multilateral
and bilateral donors and other lenders

Output 3.2

Development of a code of practice and standards to be used by distribution
companies in the PA.

OutDut 3.1

Identification of Prioritv Distribution Svstem Enhancement Proiects

Identification and evaluation of 50-100 priority projects to enhance distribution systems and
reduce distribution line losses throughout the PA. The projects identified in this output shall be
brought to the attention of multilateral and bilateral donors, private foundations, and other
78
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lenders and investors that might provide funding, expertise. and other assistance for these
projects.
PEA shall be the implemenr~ngagency in charge of accomplishing this output. PEA shall receive
training and technical assistance to complete this output from international experts in distribution
line loss and distribution system optimization. PEA shall work closely with distribution
companies in identifying projects and shall provide technical training and assistance to
distribution companies based on the technical training and assistance provided by international
experts. This output provides no specific funding to distribution companies, other than travel
expenses and training.
Activities for 0
3.1.1 Specify in detail the type and amount of energy distribution system metering
equipment needed. using the equipnient list shown in Annex x as a starting points.
Need for equipment should be based on the followkg factors:

-

-

-4ssessment of accuracy of existing metering equipment
Identification of any need for energy metering equipment at major
substations in areas of high losses.
Inspections of distribution systems (on an as needed basis)

ntemational experts in distribution system analysis should review the metering
lquipment selected and confirm the need and cost-effectiveness of this equipment.

3.1.2 Conduct training program in distribution system loss measurement to train
engineers on:

-

methods for electricity line flow measurement. meter calibration. and
energy loss calculation;
arameters for electricity line loss assessments; and
rimary and secondary causes of electricity distribution line losses (e.g.
istribution system layout and design, power factors, load factors)
~ecificationof metering 1Facilities.especially those needed to evaluate
,:eas of high losses

This training program provided to PEA by an international distribution system
expert will be attended by representatives from each of the four distribution
companies. PEA will in turn provide the same training to each of the four
distribution companies, with the assistance of distribution company

SECTION D
representatives in attendance.
Install distribution system design softwareat PEA and each of the four
distribution companies, using the equipment list shown in the attached Annex as a
stking point. Prepare and issue bids for distribution system design software
packages that are capable of assessing distribution system designs that minimize
line losses in urban and rural networks. Procure appropriate software packages
and test and evaluate performance of software through distribution svstem
simulation studies.
Training shall be provided to PEA and representatives of each of the four
distribution companies by a skilled engineer (preferably from the software house
supplying the software package as part of the package's sales contract). This
training shall show how to use the software to design distribution system
modifications that can reduce losses in urban and rural areas similar to those in the
PA. Similar to Activity 3.1.2, PEA and distribution company representatives shall
in turn provide training on this software to other personnel at the four distribution
companies.
3.1.4

Identification of potential high priority of piojects on the distribution company
side of the meter that requires further evaluation. This assessment shall be based
on previously prepared reports and studies and other existing information
belonging to PEA and the distribution companies.

3.1.5

Evaluation and analysis of potential high priority projects on the distribution
company side of the meter. This evaluation shall entail installation of monitoring
and measuring instrument to identify. under actual operating conditions, the
extent of losses and to evaluate the underlying factors that may contribute to
losses (e.g., how do losses vary with changes in demand, power factor, and load
factor?).

.

This analysis should clearly indicate the-extent to which losses are due to
technical factors and the extent to which losses result fiom non-technical factors
such as theft. This analysis should also discern the extent to which losses might be
reduced through improvements in operation rather than capital investment (See
Activity 3.2.1). To the extent necessary, this analysis shall use available
information on distribution company operations (e.g., amount and timing of bulk
electricity purchases and sales by customer class).
projects that can reduce losses using the system
Based on this assessment,
design software packages prov~aedunder Activity 3.1.3 .. International experts
shall assist PEA and the distribution companies in the use of this software for the
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first 3-5 project designs, as an extension of the training provided in Activity 3.1.3.
For each project, quantify the economic value of these projects in terms of lower
line losses, greater system reliability, etc.
3.1.6 Identification of major, potential projects that are closely associated with the
electricity use of large industrial customers, that have significant benefits for
electricity system distribution losses. For each distribution company, electricity
s distributior1 substations, for a few
losses will be evaluated at: major f;eed poin~ t or
large industrial consumer:>.
.t each site, projects, metering equipment, instrumentation, appropriate computer
~ftwarewill be used to continuously monitor the energy consumption of large
consumers with large losses. The causes of losses will be evaluated based on their
interaction with customers' consumption parameters (e.g., maximum demand.
load factor, power factor). This analysis shall discern the extent to which
problems may be addressed through improvements in distribution system
operation rather than through capital investments (See Activity 3.2.1)
Bon this assessment, identify pand other investments by distribution companies
that will reduce electricity distribution losses. To the extent that losses can be
reduced by investments on the customer's side of the meter, these projects should
also be identified.
Develop and maintain a list of distribution system enhancement and other projects
that can reduce electricity system losses that can be: funded by multilateral and
bilateral donors, private foundations, and other lenders; or undertaken by private
companies specializing in distribution system enhancement on a .fee for service
basis. For each project, this list should provide the location, description, and
estimated costs of the project, as well as a description of the project's benefit in
terms of reduced losses, improved reliability, and other factors. The PEA and
distribution companies shall maintain documentation on each project based on the
evaluation and analysis conducted in Activities 3.1.4 through 3.1.6.

O u t ~ u3.2
t

Develo~mentof Distribution Svstern Codes of Practice and Standards

Development of codes of practice and standards for distribution system operation, with the
primary purpose of reduce distribution line losses and improving energy efficiency of
distribution system operation of the four distribution companies in the PA.
Codes of practice and standards will be directed towards important areas affecting distribution
system performance, including: operation of transformers; possible redirection of electricity
loads: and redistribution of consumers among major feed lines. Codes or practice and standards
81
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will be specifically directed to reducing losses and improving distribution system efficiency in
areas of high distribution losses. This output will complement the activities of Output 3.1, which
will produce a list of capital investment projects for distribution system enhancement, by finding
low cost improvements in operation that obviate the need for new capital investment.

IPEA shz111 be thc:implennenting ;agency i n charge: of accomplishing this output. PEA shall receive
and expertis;e from the same international experts in distribution line loss and
. .-- that provided support for Output 3.1. PEA shall work closely
cllsiriDutlon system opnmlzziuun
with distribution companies in identifying areas of high distribution system losses where
operational improvements might be effective. Distribution companies shall also provide
commentary on the codes of practice and standards prepared in this output. However. no specific
funding of distribution companies is provided under this output, except for travel expenses.
Distribution com~aniesshall receive benefits of technical assistance and expertise provided by
internati~
tributiori system experts
1technical assistance
.I:-._II___*

- --

----A

--

--A:-

Activities tor Output 3.2

3.2.1 Identify and assess sections of distribution networks that experience high losses.
where operational improvements may reduce losses. In part. this assessment shall
be based on the research analysis performed in Activities 3.1.5 and 3.1.6 above.
This assessment may further rely upon distribution system design and system
simulation software provided under Activity 3.1.3.
For each area analyzed, determine target values for loss reduction that may be
:hieved through the follc)wing types of operationa1 changes and low cost
nprovements:

-

arrangement of c:onsume
msformer opera1tion char
transformer sizing
installation of po\ger capa.citors
.
optimization of capacitor
location5

PEA and international consultants will work closely with distribution companies
to identifL and evaluate problems and possible solutions.

3.2.2 Have distribution companies implement operational changes and other low cost
solutions identified in Activity 3.2.1 for a subset of areas addressed in
3.2.2 (approximately 5). Compare the loss reductions experienced with thce losses
projected in Activity 3.2.1.
LLvlLy

roceed vvith further probllem evalluation c)r solution implementation. depending
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on the results of Output 3.2.2. To the extent that actual loss reductions are much
lower that projected, PEA and distribution companies should re-evaluate problem
areas and solutions addressed in Activity 3.1.1. To the extent that actual loss
reductions are approximately the same or higher as projected in Activity 3. I . I ,
'lave distribution companies continue to implement solutions.
nterpret and assess the experience of Activities 3.2.1 through 3.2.3. Based on this
experience and utilizing the expertise of international distribution system
consultants, prepare a draft manual of standards and codes of practices that can
reduce distribution system electricity line losses. These standards and codes of
practice should address electricity service to different categories of consumers,
with varying demand and voltage levels (both low voltage distribution networks
and high voltage networks up to 33 KV).

3.2.5 Have distribution companies review and comment upon the codes of practice and
standards prepared in Activity 3.2.4. Incorporate comments and release final
manual for distribution to distribution companies throughout the PA.

Immediate Objective 4:

Permanent Framework For Strategic Planning And Energy
Efficiency Information Network

'I'o facilitate the e
nent of the energy demand reductions estimated under Objectives 1-3
.
.
and therefore facilitate the realization of the estimated 265 million tons of C02per year by the
year 2010. This will be achieved through a three-year promotion program, institutionalized on a

sustainable basis through an energy efficiency center. This will aim to
1.

inczrease customer/consumer awareness of- and strategic action on energy
eflticiency issues by public and private sector energy market participants such as
potential energy service providers, equipment vendors and manufacturers, energy
industrylsector professionals and energy end users;

2.

incorporate the findings on the impacts, emissions benefits and associated costs of
end use eficiency and distribution efficiency improvements into power sector
resource and investment planning methods

PEA shall be the implementing agency responsible (under the execution authority of the
UNDPPAPP) for achieving the outputs stated under this objective. The Information and
Promotion Work Group shall be primarily responsible to the PTD for carrying out the identified
tasks for Outputs 4.1,4.2, and 4.4. The Economics and Regulatory Work Group shall have
primary responsibility for carrying out the identified tasks for Outputs 4.3,4.5, and 4.6. The
Technical Services, and Business and Finance work groups shall assist by providing the results
fiom the work under Objectives 1-3. Several international consultants (for resource planning,
public outreach and communication, data management, and program evaluation) &d a promotion
and outreach consultant from the region will assist national staf'f to perform these activities.
Success Criteria
By the end of the project PEA will have:

-

developed an information system that can produce market information fiom data
collected regarding energy efficiency market information on customer electricity use,
energy savings potential, feasibility studies, market size and potential, energy efficient
technologies, monitoring, measurement and verification.

,

developed strategies and mechanisms for distributing energy eficiency information
effectively among public and private sector energy market participants such as potential
energy service providers. equipment vendors and manufacturers, energy industrylsector
professionals and energy end users.
developed planning capabilities that allow PEA to fairly evaluate the contributions of
energy eficiency investments (as a demand side resource) and distribution system
84
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improvements relative to traditional'supply side resources. based on an objective
assessment of the costs, impacts and reliability of demand-side and distribution efficiency
projects.

-

begun using these planning capabilities strategically in policy formulation, and
development of an overall plan for efficiency initiatives, thus ensuring the proliferation of
athat reduce greenhouse emissions, while contributing to the ongoing effort to meet
demand and solving supply resource problems.

Output 4.1

Information management capabilities and dissemination strategies for providing
essential information to potential energy sel-viceproviders to help overcome
information barriers currently inhibiting the energy services industry.

Output 4.2

Information management capabilities and dissemination strategies to help service
providers and the PEA to overcome barriers of customer awareness by providing
information for consumers (end-users) on the benefits of energy efficiency.

Output 4.3

Evaluations of the performance and efficiency gains of the activities conducted in
Objectives 1-3 for use in information dissemination, national power sector policy
and power resource plank--

Output 4.4

A country-wide energy efilclency information network consisting of a national
center (and eventual regional information centers) to facilitate providing energy
information to the energy service industry and to end-use consumers.

Output 4

trategic resource planning and analysis capabilities at PEA that can incorporate
le results of efficiency projects (as well as possible load management initiatives
funded under other donor activities) into planning activities that weigh demand
side resources and distribution system improvement opportunities against supply
side resource options on equivalent terms.

Output 4

. plan for expandled initia~tivesby the PEA to transfer project activities more
~roadlythroughout the Palestinian Territory, increase energy efficiency of other
electric appliances and equipment, reduce the growth in electrical demand, and
share implementation responsibilities among the government, energy service
providers, and electric consumers.

Output 4.1: Information Management and Dissemination Capabilities to Serve Potential
Energy Services Providers (Energy Services Industry)
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Establishment of information management capabilities and dissemination strategies to provide
information on market opportunities and energy efficiency infrastructure to the energy services
industry. This service will help the energy services industry to overcome information barriers
that are currently inhibiting the industry from comprehensive and methodical exploitation of
market opportunities. Essential information will include energy efficiency industry market
opportunities; equipment cost, characteristics, reliability and availability; energy efficiency
financing; and other issues relevant to the energy services industry,
The Information and Promotion Work Group shall be primarily responsible for achieving this
output. The Technical Services, and Business and Finance Work Groups shall assist the
Information and Promotion Work Group by providing results from the work under Objectives I
through 3;
Activities for Outvut 4.1
4.1.1

Assess information gaps that currently inhibit PEA and power distribution company
resource planners from considering demand side measures and distribution system
improvements along-side supply side investments. Based upon this assessment, identity
critical information needs to be used in Output 4.5.

4.1.2

Using the findings from 2.2.1 and 4.1.1, and drawing upon international experience,
define a fiamework of common terms, definitions. units of measurement for use in data
collection, progress reporting, and evaluation activities of Objectives 1-4. Disseminate
these common rules to all project staff and consultants.

4.1.3

Compile, assess, and organize information and data on the energy efficiency market.
equipment, technology, and the infrastructure of energy service providers (e.g.
manufacturers, equipment and product vendors, consulting engineers, facility
maintenance contractors. etc.) available from Objectives 1 and 2 to understand:

-

customer electricity use by sector and end-use technologies (including studies
conducted by PEC, Birzeit University, the General Department of Statistics, and
relevant consumption and load shape data available from electric distribution
connpanies)
loped in Outputs 1.2,
I I ~deve
L I
ene'rgy savi1lgs pu~ential(in p a L used on ~ ~ I ~ U I I on
1.3. and 2.1)

-

functions, performance, and local availability of end-use energy efficiency and
load management technologies (from information that may be developed during
the course of the project from Outputs 1 and 2)
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-

estimates of the energy and monetary savings of efficient thermal and electric
technologies compared to the current types of equipment in use in the PA.

-

local implementation experience and performance data for energy efficient enduse equipment, to the extent developed in Outputs 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, and 4.3)

4.1.4

existing financing mechanisms (from Outputs 1.7 and 2.5)
other information needed by energy service providers (as identified in Outputs
1.4,2.2, and 4.1)

Develop databases and information management systems that facilitate retrieval and use
of this information. Staff should receive training in database design. data assessment.
access and management topics from international consultants. This training and work
activity will be coordinated with activities 4.4.1 and 4.4.3 regarding the development of a
national and regional information centers.
This task will include a two-week training program from an international expert in data
management for energy efficiency and power sector planning, along with a computer for
data management.

4.1.5

Identify optimal communication channels and information distribution mechanisms to
provide access to information collected and synthesized in Activities 4.1.3 and 4.1.4.
Assess possible channels for distributing information to public officials and energy
professionals that include:

-

-

decentralized information agents and forums throughout the West Bank and Gaza
Strip, the new distribution utilities (e.g. SELCo, JEDCo, NELCo and GREU)and
technical societies (e.g. the Engineers Associations of the West Bank and Gaza
Strip)
on-line computer data bases with Internet access
news media (e.g. radio, newspapers. professional publications, periodic
newsletters, television)
seminars and public forums in the energy strvlccu ~ndustry

Prepare a short memorandum report describing the advantages and disadvantages of each
information source. Present findings, conclusions. and defended recommendations for an
optimal information distribution strategy.
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This task will include assistance from a local promotion and communications consultant.
4.1.6

Develop an energy efficiency information distribution strategy that considers the above
information sources as well as the needs and requirements for energy efficiency
information in various sectors of the energy services industry. Prepare a schedule for
information distribution. The strategy should include information developed in Outputs
1.5, 1.7, 1.8, and 2.2 through 2.6.

4.1.7

Distribute information collected. assessed. and compiled in the above activities through
the optimal channels and distribution strategies identified above.

Output 4.2:

Information Management and D
End Users

ation Capabilities to Stm e Encergy

Establishment of information management and dissemination capabilities to provide information
to consumers on the benefits of energy efficiency. This program will help overcome barriers of
customer awareness that are currently inhibiting consumers from adopting economic energy
efficiency measures.
The Information and Promotion Work,Group shall be primarily responsible for achieving this
Output. The Technical Services, and Business and Finance Work Groups shall assist by
providing results from the work under Objectives 1 through 3.
Activities for O u t ~ u4.2
t
4.2.1

Identify optimal communication channels and information distribution mechanisms for
information collected,and synthesized in Activities 4.1.3. Drawing upon the information
from 4.1.3 develop a strategy for accessing the most promising channels for distributing
information to energy consumers. including:

-

decentralized information agents and forums (e.g. municipal governments,
chambers of commerce, community information centers) throughout the West
Bankand Gaza Strip. the new distribution utilities (e.g. SELCo, JEDCo. NELCo
and GREU). and relevant technical societies (e.g. the Engineering Associations of
the West Bank and Gaza Strip)

-

on-line cornputer dlata bases with 11lternet a

-

news media (e.g. radio, newspapers. professional publications. periodic
newsletters, television)
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-

seminars and public forums in the energy services industry

and dissidvantages of
the adv
Prepare a short Ireport (n
[durn)de
each information source, findings and conclusions, ana defended recommendations for an
optimal information distribution strategy. Provide these findings and recommendations to
the project personnel performing the residential consumer campaign (Activity 2.3.4),
Refigerator labeling plans (Activity 2.4.1 and 2.4.3) and fluorescent lighting leasing
plans (Activities 2.6.2 and 2.6.4).
4.2.2

Develop an energy efficiency information aistr~butionstrategy
the findings
-- that ~nc~udes
tivities
a
re advisable
from Output 2. Determine if additional consume:r information aci
beyond those identified in Activities 2.3.4-2.3.6.

4.2.3

zformation activities are warranted. undertake the most advisable
If additional con
activities, which 111;ay U G directed to other residential technologies, or to non-residential
sectors. This would be performed through in-service training and capability-building
tasks that will increase PEA's ability to develop and mobilize consumer information
initiatives. Implementation of any such activities beyond
the project's completion would
mange f
ng resoc~rces.
require I

Output

Zvaluations of the perfc
:onducted in Ot

ficiency gains o:f the acl

This output will develop objective information on the energy savings, cost-effectiveness. and
overall effectiveness of Outputs 1,2, and 4 activities. The results will be used to guide
continuing energy efficiency activities, information dissemination methods. and the
administration of national power sector 1policy a1nd power resource planning .
This task should be performed by a local market research firm through a sub-contract. TI
technical work and methodology should be guided by an international pr'ogram emvaluatio
consultant, preferably with expertise in assessing market transformation. The work will t
performed under the general direction of PEA's PTD, and with assistance with project records,
data compilation, and other related duties from the staff of the Information and Promotion Work
Group. The international consultant and the PTD will select an appropriate organization to
perform statistical analyses. Thi!s could 13e PEA, the market rese:uch contractor, 1
and Promotion Work GIsoup. or a univers i t -research grc,up.
I

-

4.3.1

v-

~ s s e s s t h effectiveness
e
of the information management program for Outputs 1 and 2 for
the individual activities for the consumer awareness campaign, efforts to increase
~endors'efficiency inventories. the enercrv efficiencv labeling method. and financial
lssistance mechanisms.

-
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Electricity Authority to review their Energy Efficiency Center activities, and their
experience with establishing national and regional information centers that support both
energy service businesses and energy end users. Drawing upon the work in Outputs 4.1
4.3, assess the current availability of information in the PA at national and regional levels
and identify any information gaps. Evaluate consumers' willingness and likelihood of
using information provided through an energy information center, compared to other
outlets, on a national and regional level. Distinguish the information needs of residential
consumers, CIG facility staff, and energy service providers.

-

Prepare a brief report addressing the need for information centers, and if needed.
recommending an overall strategy and direction for the establishment of central and
regional information sources. Develop a preliminary budget for facilities, operating costs.
and staff; identify potential fimding sources, both in-kind and cash. The budget has
provided for a one-week trip to Egypt by the PTD and the senior Informat:ion and
Promotion staff member.
4.4.2 Establish a national energy information center at PEA. Identify key information sources
that must be accessed fiom the center, using information and data developed in Outputs
4.1 .and 4.2. Identify and additional information infrastructure needed for a national
center, including information management software, computers, Internet access and/or
web site design, copiers, printers, and material storage facilities.
The budget has provided for publications, modem and Internet communications lines, and
supplies. Staff should participate in the training in database design, data assessment,
access and management topics provided in Activity 4.1.6. Technical assistance in the
development of information dissemination mechanisms appropriate to the Palestinian
situation, both with regard to how people access information, and to the physical
separation between Gaza Strip and the West Bank will be provided by a local or regional
promotion and outreach consultant, possibly from one of the universities. An
international data consultant will advise on the organization and administration of the
information center.
Output 4.5:

Power Sector Strategic Resource Planning Capabilities at PEA

Establish strategic planning capabilities at PEA for power sector planning that can readily
incorporate lessons learned fiom the energy efficiency and distribution system improvement
activities funded under this GEF initiative, as well as load management and transmission and
distribution loss reduction initiatives funded under other donor programs. and any other data or
information gathered that pertains to the power sector. Emphasis will but put on the need to
demand side resources and distribution system improvement measures on equal terms with
supply side resout'ce options. These capabilities can be applied to long-term strategic actions to
curtail greenhouse gas emissions while simultaneously helping PEA, the regional utility
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companies and other energy providers to solve their energy planning problems.
The Economic and Regulatory Work Group shall be responsible for achieving this output. They
shall be assisted by an international consultant specializing in integrated resource planning (IRP).
and will receive training in both IRP and DSM theow. as well as a ~ ~ l i c a t i oofn this theory in a
computer model.

Activities for O u t ~ u4.5
t
4.5.1

Receive training in the theory and concepts of IRP and DSM. This will be supplied by
two one-week training courses on each subject, organized and taught by international
consultants. If possible, each course should be given once in the West Bank and once in
Gaza Strip. Participants should include approximately 10 staff from PEA's Gaza and
West Bank offices, especially the project staff engineer, regulatory economist, business
and finance director, information and promotion staff, and other non-project engineering
C+nff
involved in power sector planning.

4 . . n c v l c w me methodology currently used by PEA ana tnat w111oe used by the new
regional distribution utility companies to analyze resource investment options with regard
to meeting consumer demands, reliability. capital investment and operating costs. Focus
on such specific activities as the load forecast (inclusion of efficiency, load management,
or other DSM measures; use of an end-use methodology; reflection of the impact of
energy efficiency standards for buildings or equipment); explicit strategies to reduce
demand or manage load growth (whether part of the resource plan or conducted
separately); resource planning optimization models (ability to include end use efficiency
and distribution loss improvement measures); and forms of risk analysis.

Determine if these planning methods can include energy efficiency, load management.
cogeneration. andlor distribution improvements in power project planning and analysis. If
so, identify the required data formats for analyzing these projects, and/or any
modifications that can be made to existing planning tools. If not, identify a DSM model
that will be acquired and used in Activity 4.1.3 to perform this analysis.
4.5.3

Develop data sets and an information base (as necessary) that can be used to evaluate end
use efficiency and distribution loss reduction options on equal terms to supply side
options. Draw on the data amassed in Activity 4.1.2 to analyze the impacts of the
refrigerator labeling and financing program, the lighting
" leasing program, the energ,
audit and maintenance program for CIG users, and :selected distribution system
improvement projects.

4.5.4

Apply the data sets to either PEA's existing power sector resource expansion models, or,
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if the resource expansion model cannot analyze these other options, to a separate demandside management model. Identify the economics and load shape impacts of energy
efficiency and distribution improvement options to PEA and regional utilities. Determine
to what extent these programs economically help the regional utility companies solve
their peak demand problems and benefit the global environment by reducing greenhouse
;as emissions. PI
~eresult:;to the staff performing the work in Output 4.6.
:he budget incluu~aLU~IJS
for ~ W C I - W C Cof~ ~on-site training in incorporating DSM and
listribution data sets into a resource planning model. IN the event PEA'S existing power
,lanning methods cannot perform the analysis, the budget contains an allowance for
purchasing a computer with suficient speed and memory to run the model, and a
specialized DSM software model. These funds (approximately $29,000) should be
reallocated to other project activities if not required to perform this output.

Output 4.6

Plan for Extension of Energy Efficiency in National Energy and Power
Sector Policy and Strategies

9 policy framework and action plan is essential to martial the extensive learning that will be
gained from this UNDPIGEF project and incorporate this into an ongoing institutional mandate
for PEA and the other government and private sector organizations which participate in this
project. Since the GEF project mandate to remove barriers to energy efficiency and greenhouse
gas reduction must be performed with in a finite budget, follow-on actions will be required to
ensure larger scale implementation and reaping the most promising benefits.
This output will be tlie responsibility of the Economics and Regulation Work Group, assisted in
its analysis by the Technical Services and Information and Promotion Work Groups. This work
will be closely guided by the PTD, its progress reviewed and its results scrutinized by the PEA
General Director, and the recommendations presented to the Steering Committee, PEA
Chairman, and International Donors Committee. The results should also be discussed with the
Egyptian and Syrian UNDPIGEF Project Technical Directors and their respective high level or
steering committees, as well as the UNDPIGEF Regional Bureau for Arab States to determine if
there is a basis for unified regional action on certain initiatives. .
Activities for O u t ~ u.4.6
t
4.6.1 Drawing upon the analysis performed in Output 4.5, prepare up to five brief memo
reports that provide justified arguments for a stronger role of energy efficiency within the
Palestinian National Authority's national energy strategy. Examples of issues that could
e addressed are cogeneration policy, tariff design, investment guidelines for choosing
mong competing resources, cost sharing programs where the PEA might provide
~rlcentivesto the regional utility companies to implement energy efficiency programs,
energy efficiency standards for new equipment and building construction, efficiency
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program mandates on distribution utilities, energy consumption surcharges to pay for
public-purpose efficiency programs, and government-supported technical training for
7IG facilators and mainte
ersonnel.
4.6.2

Apply the experience fiom the above acr~vitiesto assess wnetner similar promotional and
market transformation activities may be warranted for other major electrical appliances or
equipment (such as water heaters, air conditioners, space heating equipment). If so,
identify the type of equipment and action needed (labeling, promotion, vendor technical
assistance, andlor financing mechanisms). Perform cost-benefit analysis of possible
additional program activities, and recommend a course of action to the PA government,
appliance vendors, and/or power companies that ildentifie:5 future 1programs (as needed),
their features, participants, and possible fimding sources.

4.6.3

Attend one or two selected Egyptian and Syrian UNDPIGEF quarterly project meetings
to discuss each project's findings and likely future directions, and to determine if there is
a basis for unified regional action on certain initiatives. Participate in a regional forum
under the auspices of the UNDPIGEF Regional Bureau for Arab States to formulate plans
for regional action.

4

repare a
t a more explicit Palestinian Authority action'plan for energy efficiency
id greennouse gas reduction, consistent with decisions fiom Outputs 4.5 and 4.6.
. -.
Identify which ac
re limited to the PA and which should be undert
a
regional basis.
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Section E:

INPUTS

Government of Palestine Inputs

1.

The Palestinian Authority will assign or transfer to the project the staff listed below.
Such staff will be suitably qualified and experienced. The PA will be responsible for
financing the payment of salaries of in-kind administrative (given in the table below in
U.S. Dollars) and allowances commensurate with current policies and future policies
which may fiom time to time be decided by the PA. The PA is also responsible for
providing the ofice space, including utilities. for all staff. The PA shall also be
responsible for providing drivers and miscellaneous transportation expenses. as shown
below. The total in-kind contributions of the PA are valued at $250,000.
Summary of In-Kind Contributions

Total Personne

UNI!IP/GEF Inputs

GEF will provide a total of $2,490,000 to' this project. This input will be used to pay for
all but $200,000 of the total $2,690,000 required for the non-in-kind support required for
this project. This remaining amount of $200,000 will be provided by -the loca
UNDP/PAPP office. The details of the use of these funds are shown below.
Note that national personnel, and national, regional. and international consultants are
assigned to the following work groups:

E&R: Economics & Regulation
ATS: Auditing and Technical Services
B&F: Business and Finance
IV. P&O: Information and Promotion
I.

'11.
111.
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DWG: Distribution Work Group

V.

National Personnel (full time positions assigned to project)

-

D

Title

Project Technical Direct1
Director, Business & Finlance (BB
Director, Audit & Technical Services (ATS)
Audit Specialist (ATS)
Audit Assistant (ATS)
Director, Promotion & Outreach (P&O)
PEC Technical Data Specialist (P&O)
Director, Distribution (DWG)
Senio~

tion Engineer (DWG)

i

24.0

I
I
I
I
I

48.0
48-0
36.0

36.5

l
I
I
I
1
1

45,100
48,000
84,000
43,200
63.500
56,875

28.01

TOTALNATIONAL
STAFF

42,000

28.0

42,000

308.8

517,175

Consultants

-

In Title

Total Cor1sultant
Costs

Internat~ona~
~onsultant,

Project Document Preparation

2.0

5.0

1
1

I

3.5

(

I

2.0

1

7.5

1

I
International Finance specialist (B&F)
I
Energy Effic. Promotion Soecialist-International (I&P) I
lnternational ESCO Specialist (B&F)

lnternational Er

-
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4 1.000
188,000
132,000

ciency Ec

International Rrsour~rriannerISptc~rr~~sr
(c&R)
lnternational Eng. Eff. Data Specialist (P&O)
lnternational EE Evaluation Specialist (P&O)
International Program Design (E&R)

1

iI

International Distribution Consultants

I

2.0

I

40.0

1

I

Subtotal International Consultants

I

78,000
62.000
62,000
189,000

--

---,-

-
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egional Outreach (I&P)
egional Technology Specialist (ATS)

Economist/Rate Specialist (E&R)
Regulatory Specialist (E&R)

14.0

2 1,000

Resource Planning Specialist (E&R)

7.0

1 1,950

Ministry Trade Regulatory Staff (E&R)

5.0

8,750

Ministylndustry Standards Staff (E&R)

18.5

32,375

Engineer (ATS)

13.0

19,500

6.5

1 1,375

Domestic ESCO Specialist (B&F)

11.5

25,000

Domestic ESCO Specialist, (B&F)

9.0

20.000

12.0

18,000

6.0

10,500

13.5

22,750

Financial Specialist (B&F)

6.0

13,500

Market Analyst (B&F)

3.O

4,500

153.0

267,800

213.75

1,408,925

Promotion & Outreach Specialist (P&O)

Equipment Maintenance Trainer (ATS)
Engineer/Technical Analyst (ATS)
Promotion & Outreach (P&O)

TOTALNATIONAL
CONSULTANTS

Total 1

~ltants

-

Travel Costs

This GEF Project will require a total of $413,300 in travel and per diem cost. Of this, a
total of $301,500 is associated with the travel and per diem expenses of international
consultants, as shown below. An additional $85,500 in costs will be needed for travel of
regional consultants. A total of $8,500 of travel costs will be associated with national
personnel. These $395,500 in direct travel and per diem expenses are included within the
costs of international and regional consultants shown above and should not be added to

these figures to compute total costs for this GEF Project. Travel within the PA will
require another $17,800 in expenses.
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International ESCO Specialist
International Finance Specialist
Energy Effic. Promotion Specialist
International Energy Efic. Economist
International Resource Planner/Specialist
International Eng. Eff. Data Specialist
International Distribution Consultant
nternational EE Evaluation Specialist

egional Promotion & Outreach
egional Technology Specialist
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Subcontracts

GEF funds:

The following subcontracted components wil11 be paicd for by

Item
Market research-residenl:ial sector
Development of Billing Isoftware b~yEDCs f;or CFL leasing program

I

-

Promotional material creative design/develop. (Outputs 2.2.2.5-6)
Market research for overall program evaluation
Statistical analysis for overall program evalu
Publicity

OSt

I
I
I

-t

Publications
Total Sub-contracts

Training and Visits
See details in Annex 4.

~e of Tralnrng

Item
Group
Objective 1: Enc

ling*

Objective 2: Training, Study Tours, Seminars

7,334

16.000

0

16,000

0
0

100
3,000

6,000
5,000

5.000

7,500

12,000

Objective 4: IRP Training

-

See details be

Total

7,334

Objective 3: Computer Simulation

Total

aervlce

0

Objective 3: Distribution Evaluation

I

IU

2

46.834

jective 2

...

a.

narketing

2.4 Promotionlmarketing traininglPEA local counterpal
2.5 Regional conference attendance, financin g EE equi
Bes
Expense:

I
I

Equipment antd Supplies
Annex 3 provicies additional de

.

he equipment expenses s

--

Lust

National Prociurement
ComputersIPrinters (Objiectives 2 and 4)
Vehicles
Supplies
Subtotal

I
I
I

i01
100

Database, planning software (Objectlve 4)
Instrumentation & Monitoring (Objective 3)
CFL Lighting Equipment (Objective 3)
CIG Sector EE Retrofit Material (Objective 1)'

..JUU

Auditing Equipmenf

).OOO

Computer Distribution Simul. & Design equlip. (Obj. :

).OOO

Subtotal international P
Total

-

rn

-

i33
3n3.d33

lnternational Procurement

Software (Objective 4)

rn

-

nt

I

I

C

As shown above. the program will incur no expenses for compact fluorescent (CFL) elquipment over the
-.-----A
LO exactly
course of the entire three year period. Lease payments under the program have ocen srruc~umu
equal total program expenses, including the cost of lamps and program administration, and allowing for a
10% payment default. However, the program will bear expenses for CFL lighting in the first two years of
the program during which time program costs exceed revenues. It will be the responsibility of the PTD
(together with one of the International experts) to design an appropriate mechanism to channel the
collected lease payments back into the project. For example. a phase Ill (could be a continuation of Phase
I1 or a newly designed approach depending on results and outcomes of phases I and 11) follow-up auditing
program can be designed for implementation in year 3 of the project using the collected lease payments.
The PTD will, in this case design the auditing program with the help of the International ESCO specialist,
'Equipment to be specified based on assessment of potential energy efficiency projects.
net of vehicle lease expenses.
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'cost

DILLTIONE
the International Finance Specialist and the energy efficiency economist.
arter

Tot:

Project Review, Initiation, and Execution

Mid-term Evaluation

Furthermore,
,000will Ibe provided annually (S30,OC
) for the d
Pthe- proje
--- cover part of the office rent needed for the project. Moreover, US S2,800 have also been budgeted
ofice h i t uIre.

.
.
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4.

UNDP Country Programme Inputs

UNDP is contributing to the proposed GEF project. UNDPIPAPP shall also provide local
support for the execution and monitoring of this project through its Jerusalem and Ga-offices. UNDPPAPP shall contribute to this project by serving as the:respon!sible
procurement agent for all domestic, regional, and international procuirement c1f
ble
consultants, study tours, and training. UNDPIPAPP shall also be ultimately I
for all hiring and other employment decisions for national staff.
UNDPIPAPP is providing direct hnding of $200,00(
$2,690,000 of non-in-kind contributions.
5.

;t in the

of the

Other Donor and Financial

One activity in the proposed GEF project will attempr ro leverage the rmancial resour
of dcInors, financial institutions, and other entities. The proposed GEF project will
mainltain a list of energy end-use efficiency and distribution upgrade projects in need of
finar
,ice and will use this list as a basis for seeking finance form multilateral development
bank s, bilateral ggencies, and private foundations. This project will also provi 'assistance on how to obtain loans and other assistance from these agencies.

....

-
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some obstacles emerging. Equipment providers may be reluctant to offer new lines of energy
efficiency products, in spite of the work under Output 2.2.
'ourth, the political tensions between Israel and the PA will make complicate the resolution of
~radeissues that impede energy efficient equipment purchases, as envisioned under Output 2.1.
In today's difficult environment, even sensible reform proposals that benefit both the PA and
Israel will have difficulties being implemented because of complications that exist on both sides.
t would be unrealistic to assume that this or any other GEF project could completely eradicate
lese risks. This GEF project will, however, mitigate these political risks by relying upon the
nllowing four measures.

'irst, the GEF project envisions the pmiclparion of organizations that have presence throughout
the PA. PEA has staff and offices in both the West Bank and Gaza, as does PEC. Other potential
counterparts such as Birzet University that are located in the West Bank have relations with
counterparts in Gaza. The GEF project envisions contacts with municipalities and distribution
companies in both the West Bank and Gaza. The regional breadth of these organiz
,ill
reduce the interference of breaks in travel within the PA.
Second, the GEF project contains two measures to reduce the impacts of organizational chianges
that may result from political uncertainty. First, the GEF project's primary implementing
authority is the Palestinian Energy Authority (PEA), the leading energy policy organization in
the country that has been and should be the government leader in the PA's energy sector. Very
profound organizational changes would need to take place before the position of the PEA would
be altered substantially. Second, the GEF project will rely upon the UNDP's PAofice for
execution of the overall GEF program. The UNDP's local ofice will provide organizational
ontinuity in a politically uncertain environment. Even major change in the PEA or the PA as a
rhole would not affect the continued viability of the UNDP's office in the
Third, the GEF project mitigates the effect of political uncertainty on the business environment
by anticipating a continued slow-down in business investment. None of the outputs in the GEF
project rely upon a large expansion in business investment. The business advice provided under
Output 1.4 will be provided to small scale companies that exist today and that could survive
without large improvements in the political risk environment. The new lines of energy efficiency
products envisioned under Output 2.2 furthermore represent relatively low risk endeavors.
Fourth. Output 2. 1 will ex
to mitigate the chance th,at contirwed pol!itical ten
nong
...
"le PA and Israel woula interfere with trade reforms by providing for an outside, objective
jsessment of the issues by a third and neutral party that is not affiliated directly with the PA.
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Other Project Risks
programs (Output 1.3) increase the likelihood that customers will undertake energy efficiency
measures by increasing customers' awareness of potential energy efficiency savings.
However, there is no guarantee that awareness and audit programs alone will lead to
implementation of proposed energy efficiency measures. Customers may be more interested
in other types of investment that increase production or enhance quality of life rather than
saving energy. Poor availability of finance may limit energy end users' ability to afford the
initial costs of energy efficiency. Energy audit recommendations may be convincing to
technical staff but may not make a sufficient impression on decision makers to convince them
to implement energy eficiency measures. This program attempts to mitigate these risks by:
focusing attention in Outputs 1.1 through 1.3 on lowho cost energy efficiency
measures that require little or no capital investment and that typically have very
short payback periods.

-

-

emphasizing the need to provide audit reports and information in Output 1.3 that
target decision makers with persuasive information on expected impacts of energy
efficiency measures on firms' profits andlor product quality control;
initiating simultaneous activities to remove other barriers that may inhibit some
customers fiom making energy efficiency investments, including financing
barriers (under Outputs 1.6,2.5, and 2.6) and equipment availability bamers
(Outputs 1.7 and 2.1 )

The business advisory services, market information, and finance infonnation provided under
this GEF project (through Outputs 1.1
3., and 2.4, and through Objective 4) will only
effective, if:
-..

.

The services are properly focused ;md prescented in a way that is me:aningfb
real world energy market participants. Overly acadccmic reports andl inform;
will be ineffective.

-

ere is sufficient information on the part of consumers to demand energy
elficiency services. Currently energy prices are ~ ~c-:--&l-.
f i ~ r ; high
~ c ntoumotivatt
~
consumer behavior. However, in making new equipment purchases, energy
consumers typically lack the life cycle perspective necessary to motivate them to
buy low cost equipment. Until adoption of equipment standards, there may be a
suppressed demand for energy services.

SECTION F

r

To mitigate these risks. this program will:
Provide specific funding to enlist the support and participation of pri
industries and consultants that will give reports and information the
real world perspective.
includes promotional and educational activities to present a persuasive case for
energy efficiency investments to energy users for whom there are clear economic
benefits.
provided financial and other incentives (Outputs 2.3 and 2.4 to further motiv'ate
consumer behavior.
There is no guarantee that efforts under the proposed GEF project to encourage certain policy
reforms (e.g. government procurement rules in Output 1.5, trade reform under Output 2.1,
government labeling system in Output 2.4, ) will be successful. As the leading energy policy
organization in the PA, PEA is very well positioned to influence the adoption of these
reforms. However, the decision to adopt these reforms rests with officials in the PA and
Israel.
The proposed GEF project will attempt to mitigate these risks by promoting the adoption
of sensible and easy to implement procurement rules that can benefit all levels of
government as well as the PA economy as a whole. There should furthermore be strong
motivation to adopt the labeling system and trade reforms encouraged by the propos
GEF, because these policies should make economic sense to all parties..
The costs for this GEF project are very "front-loaded". The program incurs ALL BUT
$19,737 of its $2.69 million of UNDP and GEF funded expenses during the first two ye;ars.
In part, the front-loaded nature of costs results from the large amount of training and
equipment that is purchased during the first two years of this GEF project.
In part, this project incurs all of its costs during the third year of the project because of
the cost requirements of the residential CFL lighting program (Output 2.6). While the
equipment and administration cost for this output will be zero, the CFL lighting program
will incur a projected liability of about $545,788 by the end of the second year of this
program (See Section E). This liability should be paid completely during the third year of
the program. The risk to the GEF project is that payment defaults or other problems with
the lease programs could cause the GEF project to overspend budgeted funds, at least in
the short term until lease payments are made in full.
The proposed GEF project has attempted to mitigate these costs by gradually phasing in
the costs of the CFL leasing program and by designing a CFL leasing program that is
entirely self-sufficient. This GEF project further instigates payment risks from the lease
program through three risk management features:
107
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-

-

The lease program represents a win-win situation for the customers. The net total
of lease payments and electricity bills is less than electricity bills would have been
in nearly all periods of the year. Overall, benefits to customers exceed costs by a
ratio of more than three to one.
A 10% default rate has been factored in the lease program costs. As long as the
Lity during the
default rate is 10% or less, the program cannot possiibly incu
life of the GEF project.

The distribution company will cover any defaults over 10% as a pre-condition to
its participation in the program.

.

Section G:

PRIOR OBLIGATIONS AND PREREQUISITES

The prior obligations of the Palestinian National Authority to the project are as follows:

*

Agreement between PEA and UNDPPAPP for project management responsibilities
(execution. implementation, financial oversight)
Agreement to jointly with UNDPPAPP interview and select a qualified full-time Project
Technical Director, most likely to be based at PEA offices in Rarnallah

*
*

Agreement to identify appropriate staff from PEA Gaza and West Bank offices to be
assigned to the project, including designation of up to five currently trained staff in
energy efficiency and distribution efficiency analysis to be assigned in whole or in part on
in-kind basis
Agreement to commit the facility, staff. and transportation resources designated in the
PA in-kind budget of $250,000

The project document will be signed by UNDP, and UNDP assistance to the project will be
provided, only if the prior obligations stipulated above have been nnet to UlNDP's satisfaction.
Prerequisites or the project are listed as follows:
Keeping in mind the official status of PEC (what ever that may be aunng poject
implementation) within the Palestinian Authority, arrangements have to be made to
include the cadrelknow-howlexperience that already exists at PEC in Objectives 1 and 2
of the project as appears in Section D of the current project document.

*

*

Selection of the one or two regional electric distribution companies to receive technical
assistance with the distribution system improvement analysis. as outlined in Objective 3

PNA policy commitment to implement the plan for efficiency produced from Output 4.6,
to the extent financial resources can be found

The project document will be signed by UNDP. and UNDP assistance to the project will be
provided, subject to UNDP receiving satisfaction that the prerequisite listed above have been
fulfilled or are likely to be fulfilled. When anticipated fulfillment of one or more prerequisite
fails to materialize, UNDP may, at its discretion, either suspend or terminate its assistance.

Section H:

PROJECT REVIEW, REPORTING, AND EVALUATION

Ongc
iect monitoring will be provided in accordance writh UNII P established
prOCedureS and will be provided on an ongoing basis by the ZINDY/YAPPwith support
from UNDPlRl3ASlGEF.

-----

Tripartite Reviews

The project will be subject to review by representatives of the Government, the UNDP
Country Office and UNDPIGEF HQs at least once every year. The first tripartite (TPR)
meeting will take place within twelve months following project start-up. During these
review meetings, the project performance will be measured against established work
plans, expenditures will be reviewed and the overall technical performance will be
discussed.
Mid-term Review

One detailed mid-term review will be held during the second year of project
implementation depending on outcome and recommendation of the first tripartite
meeting. The review process will be undertaken through a two week mission to Syria
where the UNDPIGEF will be represented in iddition to intenlational experts in the
demand and supply side field of energy (prefelrably thce parties1 that were involived in
project design and formulation).
During this mid-term review a thorough evaluation of the performance and thc
implementation of the project in accordance with identified targets of emissions reuuction
and project outputs. Moreover, an analysis of the degree to which the project objectives
are achieved using the success criteria identified in the project document will be
undertaken.

PAPP for
The Project Technical Director will prepare and submit to the
examination three months prior to each TPR meeting, a Projecr rerrormance Evaluation
Report (PPER). Additional PPERs may requested if necessqy during the project. All
reports will produced in the English language and will be translated toI Arabic upon thc
request of the Palestinian National Authority.

-

Section J:

Budget

The budgets showing Palestinian Authority Government in-kind Contribution. UNDP Cofinancing inputs, UNDPIGEF inputs are shown on the following two tables.
- -_lmary

of In-Kind Contributions

Personnel:
Executive Assistant
Other Admin. Support
Facilities:
Operation and Maintenance
Transportation
Reporting Costs
Misc . Expenses

Total In Kind

GEF PROJECT BUDGET
PROJECT NUMBER :

. PROJECT TITLE :
"

SOURCE OF FUNDS:
EXECUTING AGENT:

BUDGET LlNE DESCRIPTION
LlNE

PAUS1/G31/BllGI31
Palestinian Authority Energy Efficiency lmprovemer
UNDPlGEF
PEA

-

PROJECT TOTAL

(1998-2000)
Wk Mos. $COST

11 lnternational personnel
11.51 Project Preparation Consultants
11.52 International ESCO
11.53 lnternational Finance Specialist
11.54 Int'l 'Prog. Design
11.55 Other lnternational Consultants
Subtotal lnterationational Consultants

11.56 Audii TrainerlRegional
11.57 Regional Outreach
11.58 OtherTechnnol. & Distrib. Consultants
Subtotal Regional Consultants
11.99 Total Infernational, RegionalConsuhnts

13 Administrative Support
13.01 Executive Assistant
13.02Adminstrative Support
13.99 Subtotal

15.00Travel
15.01 Local Travel & Per Diem
15.99 Subtotal

16 Mission costs
16.01GEFIRBAS Tripartite Review Cost
16.02 Mid-term Evaluation
16.99 Subtotal

17 National ProfessionalStaff
17.01 Project Technical Director
17.02 Director, Promotion & Outreach
17.03 Director, Business & Finance
17.04 Audii Director
17.05 PEC Audii Spedalists
17.06 Audit Assistants

I

YEAR 1

1998
Wk Mos.

$COST

enhouse Gas Reductions

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

1999
Wk Mos. $COST

2000
Wk Mos.

$COST

GEF PROJECT BUDGET
PROJECT NUMBER :
PROJECT TITLE :
SOURCE OF FUNDS:
WECUTING AGENT:
BUDGET LINE DESCRIPTION
LINE
10 PROJECT PERSONNEL
17.07 PEC Technical Data Specialist
17.08 Director, Distribution Work Group
17.09 Senior Distribution Engineers
17.51 Director, Economics & Regulation
17.52 Part-tim EBR Staff-Econ, Reg Spec, Res Plan
17.53 Part-time Staft PBO: PB0 Assistant
17.54 Part-time Staff, ATS Engineer
17.55 Minis. of Industry & Trade Staff (Econ & Reg)
17.56 Other National Consultants
17.99 Subtotal
.

-

21.00 market research
22.00 EDC billing somare
23.00 promotional material
24.00 statistical research
25.00 Publicity
26.00 Publications
29 Componant total
30.00

PAV971G311BllG131
Palestinian Authority - Energy Efficiency Improvements and Greenhouse Gas Reductions
UNDPIGEF
PEA.

-

PROJEC'T TOTAL
(1998-2uuu~
WkMos. $COST
36.50
56,875
28.0
42,000
28.0
42,000
16.0
27,600
33.0
53,950
13.5
22,750
13.00
19,500
23.5
41,125
54.0
102,875
461.7
784,975
,

25,000
8,000
7,000
5,000
65,000
23,000
133,000

mIma

31.00 Fellowships
32.00 Group Training, Energy Audits, Obj 1
32.01 TraininglStudy Tour, Objective 2
32.02 Group Training, Distribution Object. 3
32.03 Seminars, Objective 4
32.99 Subtotal, Gmup Training
33.01 In Sewice Training, Audits, Object. 1
33.02 In Sew. Train,Obj 3: DistribtutionLosses
33.03 In Sew. Train, Obj 3: Computer Simulation
33.03 In-sewice training, Objective 4
33.99 Subtotal, In Sevices Training
34.01 Project Initiation
34.02 Steering Committee Meetings
39 TRAIUIlOa SUBTOTAL

0
0
16,000
0
5,000
21,000
7,334
6,000
5,000
7,500
25,834
13,333
1,500
61,667

I

YEAR 1
YEAR 2
YEAR 3
1998
1999
2000
IWk Mos. $COST
Mos. $COST Wk Mos. $COST
9.30
15,3751
12.90
19,875
14.30
21,625
9.3
14,000
9.3
14,000
4.0
7,000
8.4
13,750
4.6
8,571
5.70 - 8,550
5.6
9,844
18.9
35,917
153.1 260,113
,

I

I

3EF PROJECT BUDGET
'ROJECT NUMBER :
'ROJECT TITLE :
;OURCE OF FUNDS:
XECUTING AGENT:
-

JAU97ffi311611G131
'alestinian Authority Energy Efficiency Improvements and Greenhouse Gas Reductions
JNDPlGEF
'EA

-

-

INE DESC
PROJECT TOTAL

YEAR 1

(1998-2000)

Wk Mos. $COST

L

40.00 BWI-

&

1998

SVPPLIES (Detail. in ~ e ~ t i oEn.or Annex 3 )

WkMos. $COST

YEAR 2
1999
Wk Mos. $COST

1

45 Local Procur: Supplies, Computers, Vehicles
45.99 Subtotal
46 Internationalprocurement
46.99 Subtotal
49 EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES SUBTOTAL

50 rnsa&mmous
51.01 Office Rental
51.02 Operation and Maint.
52.01 Reporting Costs
52.02 Communications
52.99 Subtotal
53 Sundry
53.99 Sundw Subtotal

99 m t a l w/ UUDP/QI? Expen.em
109 UUDP Comt Contribution
999

I

Input
Net Surplue/ (Shortage)

1,245,401

<A> To be made up by inkind contributions of the PA.

1,194,405

Energy Efficiency Improvements and
Greenhouse Gas Reduction
in the Palestinian Authority
ANNEXES

ENERGYEFFICIENCY
IMPROVEMENTS
AND
GREENHOUSE
GASREDUCTION

Annex 1: Greenhouse Gas Calculations

Annex 2: Incremental Cost Ana

ANNEXJ:
Greenhouse Gas Calculation

Exhibit 1:
Summary of C02 Savings from
Objective 1

Output

Total

Impacts (000 TOE)
Energy
% Savings
Consumer
Line
Total
Relative to
C02
. Energy
Loss
Energy
1996
Savings
Savings
Impact
Savings, Consumption (000 Tons)

21929.124 1 1097.282 33026.406

17.51% 81357.608

Exhibit 2:
C02 Savings from Output 1:
Energy Market Information
Assumption: Facilitate ten new energy efficiency
opportuntiy of 5 TOE per year. Savings accumulate over time.
Average Energy Use of Facility
Energy SavingslOpportunity
Annual Energy SavingsIFacility
Number of facilities
Total Energy Savings
Deterioration Factor

Year

Simple
Annual
Savings

Total Annual Savings by 2005 =
plus Energy Loss Impact
Total Annual Savings by 2005 =

C02 Equivalent

25 TOElyear
30%
8
10
75
10%

Deteriorated
Savings

Cumulative
Annual
Savings

485
48
533 TOE
1,661

Exhibit 3:
C02 Savings from Output 2:
Energy Audits
Energy Use per Facility (TOE)

100.00

Plbtential Energy Savingsffacility (I)
Potential Energy SavingslFacility (TOE)
4udit Gentsating Savings (%)
Probability Weighted Savings (TOE)
Number of Audits

Total Energy Savings (TOE)
plus Energy Loss Impact
Total Energy Savings (TOE)
C02 Equivalent

13.33
400

Exhibit 4:
CO2 Savings from Output 3:
Energy Efficiency Awareness Seminars
Energy Use'per Facility (TOE)
Potential Recommended Energy
SavingslFacility (%)
Potential Energy SavingslFacility (TOE)
Likelihood of Adopting Measures (%)
Probability Weighted Savings (TOE)
Number of Attendees:
Number of Seminars
Times:
AttendeeslSeminar

Total Energy Savings (TOE)
plus Energy Loss Impact
Total Energy Savings (TOE)

C02 Equivzl-"+

Exhibit 5:
C02 Savings from Output 4:
Energy Efficiency Business Seminars

I

Assumption: Create energy savings directly, through pilots, and, indirectly
by contributing towards the creation of two new energy efficiency-related
businesses by the year 2005. The two firms would each have
ESCOrelated businesses with $1 million in annual revenue.
Pilot Energy Savings
Energy Useffacility (TOE)

150

Energy Savings at Facility (Oh)

30%

Energy SavingslFacility (TOE)

45

Number of Pilot Faciliiies

3

Total Pilot Energy Savings

135

C02 Equivalent

42 1

Business Creatlon

Annual Business Volume (SMM)

2.00
I

Equivlent in Energy Savings ($MM) <I>

GWH Savings
TOE Equivalent

umber of ESCOs
~ o t aTOE
l
Contribution of Program to Creation '

0.67
6.7
1.667

2

3,333
40%

Net Annual TOE Contribtuion

1.333

Net Annualized TOE Contribtuion

8,615

C02 Equivalent

26,850

Total for Output'
Total TOE
plus Energy Loss Impact
Total TOE
Total C02 Saviings

8,750
97 1
9,721
27,271

Exhibit 6:
C02 Savings from Output 5:
Energy Efficiency Government Procurement
Policies
Government Procurement Due to New Equipment
New Government Facilities

18,000

Increase by Existing Government Facilities
less Increase due to Increased Activity
Net Increase by Existing Facilities Subject to
Procurement

9,000
4,500
4,500

Total Electricity Increase Subject to Procurement

22,500

Probability that Procurement Guidelines will
Influence Energy Efficiency (%)

50%

Anticipated Energy Savings (%)

20%

Probability Weighted Anticipated Energy
Efficiency Savings
plus Energy Loss Impact
Total Energy Efficiency Savings
C02 Equivalent

,

2.250
225
2,475
7,714

I

Exhibit 7:
CO2 Savings from Output 6:
Energy Efficient Equipment Maintenance
Program
Number of People Receiving Training
Average Number of Facilities Receiving Energy
Efficiency Equipment Maintenance Services per
Person Trained
Total Facilites Served
Energy Use per Facility Served (TOE)
Total Energy Use of Facilities Served (TOE)

100

10
1,000
30
30,000

Proportionof Energy Use Affected by
Maintenance Program
Net Energy Use Affected by Program

15,000

Increase in Energy Efficiency at Facilities Served

20%

Net Energy Efficiency Reduction due to Program
plus Energy Loss Impact
Total Energy Efficiency Savings

3,000
300
3,300

C02 Equivalent

10.285

Exhibit 8:
CO2 Savings from Output 7:
Energy Efficiency Finance Development
.Number of Projects Identified

100

Energy Use per Facility
Total Energy Use per Project
Energy Savings Identified (%)
Total Potentiial Energy Savings
Probabili of Receiving Financing

33%
3,333
33%

Total Potential Energy Savings
plus Energy Loss Impact
Total Energy Efficiency Savings

1,111
111
1,222

C 0 2 Equivalent

3,809

Exhibit 9:
C02 Savings from Output 8:
Power Factor Rates and Standards
Total Technical Losses (%)
'Total PotentialTechnical Losses (2)
Proportion of Losses Due to Consumer Side
Net Losses Due to Consumer Side
% of Electricity, Indust, Comm'l, Indust.

Total Electricity Demand, 2005 (GWH)
Total Electricity Losses Due to Conumer Side
(GW)
Total Electricity Losses Due to Consumer Side
(MTOE)
Electricity Losses Affected by Outputs 1-7
Remaining Losses to be Affected

% of Remianing Losses Affected by Program
Total Energy Efficiency Impact
C02 Equivalent

30%

3%

ANNEX 8:
Incremental Cost ~ r r a r ~ - : "

ANNEX 8
Incremental Cost Analysis
Broad Development Goals
After the signing of the Peace Accord with Israel in 1993, a major wave of reconstruction
has been set into motion throughout the Palestinian territories. A part of its broad
development goals, the PA is investing heavily into infrastructure and institutional
establishment. Moreover, meeting power and energy demands through efficient and
rational consumption and utilization of alternative energy source is also part of these
goals. However, at this time, many of the actions which can be taken to improve the
situation have not been undertaken due of the existence of a number of barriers of a
technological, human-resource, or legal nature. It is nevertheless crucial for the
sustainable development in the PA and the region to capitalize on the existing atmosphere
of restructuring to implement and plan activities that promote energy conservation and
energy efficiency. It is therefore an ideal time for intervention in order to influence the
development of policies at an early stage. Through the relatively high level of energy
pricing currently established in the West Bank and Gaza, many of the financial incentives
for energy conservation have been put in place. However, experience has shown that this
is a necessary, but insufficient condition needed to achieve energy efficiency
improvements of the type discussed in this proposal. This is due to the absence of
institutions and lack of efficiency standards, information and knowledge about energy
efficiency and conservation in all sectors of Palestinian society.
Global Environmental Objective

The global environmental objective being pursued through this project is the. reduction of
GHG emissions through increased efficiency of power and fuel utilization in the
Palestinian territories. As such, this project has been designed to correspond to GEF
Operational Programme # 5: Removing Barriers to Energy Eficiency and Energy
Conservation. As described in the project document, the main thrust of the activities in
this project will focus on removing different barriers to the achievement of greater energy
conservation (electricity and fuel) in the demand sides of the public and private sectors.
Baseline
With the political developments presently taking shape in the region, economic prospects
are expected to considerably improve during the next few years. With the assistance from
donors, the PA is presently building its infrastructure (including energy projects) and
improving the conditions of living for over 2.5 million people in the West Bank and
Gaza. As a result, the presently suppressed demand for energy and electricity
consumption is expected to soar. Fuel consumption is expected to increase at a rate of
6% and electricity at over 10% annually. Such an increase, unless rationalized, will
impose a heavy burden on the population and on the economy in general.

With electricity production per capita bound to rise drastically over the coming years (to
meet the growing demand prompted by the current wave of reconstruction). it is vital to
initiate activities that would guide and steer this growth in a direction that would secure
energy conservation as a means to meeting the demand. In this way, the project will also
influence this growth in a manner that would take into account global environmental
issues.
Without intervention on the part of this project, uncontrollable growth in demand is likely
to result, leading to a scenario where capacity expansion is the only accepted method of
meeting demand. Furthermore, basic energy services would not exist, ineficiencies
would dominate both public and private enterprises and the per capita consumption of
fuel and power would be unacceptably high. The present high losses of the electricity
system will continue and the utilization of the West Bank and Gaza as dumping grounds
for inefficient machinery and apparatus will proliferate.

GEF Alternative
The activities of this project will focus upon strengthening the national institutions (PEA
- primarily and PEC)who will play the important role of focusing on energy efficiency
and energy conservation. Moreover, since, at present, no energy efficiency standards or
codes exist, this project will initiate formulation starting with labeling of refrigerators.
The project will undertake extensive training programmes and raise public awareness to
energy efficiency opportunities linked to this, and other ongoing projects and the major
wave of investments and restructuring that has been initiated. With national institutions
now focusing on energy efficiency, many of the public information, training, and
regulatory obstacles to improved energy efficiency will be met. Furthermore, the project
will seek to address the shortage of skilled personnel and private-sector entities dealing
offering energy services and investments in energy services. It will also establish an
energy efficiency center which will serve to support the provision of energy services and
at the same time encourage the establishment of private sector energy service companies
(ESCOs). With the national infrastructure in support of energy services established, the
emerging private sector of the PA will be in a better position to establish ESCOs taking
advantage of the many profitable energy efficiency investments which exist.
Domestic and Global Benefits

The projected potential savings in heavy fuel oil are estimated to be 0.265 MTOEIyear in
2010. The global benefits are measured as the reduction in emissions of greenhouse
gases. The above figure is based on additional investments beyond the technical
assistance outlined in this. All of the components of this project are meant to lay the
foundation for this potential significant investment through barrier removal activities.
In order to respect the principal of incremental cost, that project is ensuring that all GEF
funds are targeted barrier removal activities and that these funds only focus on technical
assistance elements and training. Any funds to be used in follow-on investments will
have to be obtained independently fiom non-GEF sources.

'.
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Capacity expansion is only method to meet

Domestic Benefits
Unjustified high level of capacity
expansion.
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drastically
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Global Benefits
A drastic and accelerating increase
in the level of emissions of GHG from
the PA.
A reduction of GHG emissions as a
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*
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ANNEX 2
Incremental Cost Analysis
Broad Development Goals
After the sigining ofthe Peace Accord with Israel in 1993, a major wave of reconstruction
has been set into moltion throughout the Palestinian territories. A part of its broad
development goals, the PA is investing heavily into infrastructure and institutional
establishment. Moreover, meeting power and energy demands through efficient and
rational consumption and utilization of alternative energy source is also part of these
goals. However, at this time, many of the actions which can be taken to improve the
situation have not been undertaken due of the existence of a number of barriers of a
technological, human-resource, or legal nature. It is nevertheless crucial for the
sustainable development in the PA and the region to capitalize on the existing atmosphere
of restructuring to implement and plan activities that promote energy conservation and
energy efficiency. It is therefore an ideal time for intervention in order to influence the
development of policies at an early stage. Through the relatively high level of energy
pricing currently established in the West Bank and Gaza, many of the financial incentives
for energy conservation have been put in place. However, experience has shown that this
is a necessary, but indficient condition needed to achieve energy efficiency
improvements of the type discussed in this proposal. This is due to the absence of
institutions and lack of efficiency standards, information and knowlecIge about energy
efficiency and conservation in all sectors of Palestinian sociel9.
Global Environmental Objective
The global environmental objective being pursued through h a p l ~ ~ eisc the
t reduction of
GHG emissions through increased efficiency of power and fuel utilization in the
Palestinian territories. As such, this project has been designed to correspond to GEF
Operational Programme # 5: Removing Barriers to Energy Efficiency and Energy
Conservation. As described in the project document, the main thrust of the activities in
this project will focus on removing different barriers to the achievement of greater energy
conservation (electricity and fuel) in the demand sides of the public and private sectors.
Baseline
With the political developments presently taking shape in the region, economic prospects
are expected to considerably improve during the next few years. With the assistance fiom
donors, the PA is presently building its infkstmcture (including energy projects) and
improving the conditions of living for over 2.5 million people in the West Bank and
Gaza. As a result, the presently suppressed demand for energy and electricity
consumption is expected to soar. Fuel consumption is expected to increase at a rate of
6% and electricity at over 10% annually. Such an increase, unless rationalized, will
impose a heavy burden on the population and on the economy in general.

With electricity production per capita bound to rise drastically over the coming years (to
meet the growing demand prompted by the current wave of reconstruction), it is vital to
initiate activities that would,guide and steer this growth in a direction that would secure
energy conservation as a means to meeting the demand. In this way, the project will also
influence this growth in a manner that would take into account global environmental
issues.
Withou~IIILCIVCI~LIW,"11 the part of this project, uncontrollable growth in demand is likely
to result, leading to a scenario where capacity expansion is the only accepted method of
meeting demand. Furthermore, basic energy services would not exist, inefficiencies
would dominate both public and private enterprises and the per capita consumption of
fuel and power would be unacceptably high. The present high losses of the electricity
system will continue and the utilization of the West Bank and Gaza as dumping grounds
for inefficient machinery and apparatus will proliferate.

GEF Alternative
The activities of this project will focus upon strengthening the national institutions (PEA
- primarily and PEC) who will play the important role of focusing on energy efficiency
and energy conservation. Moreover, since, at present, no energy efficiency standards or
codes exist, this project will initiate formulation starting with labeling of refrigerators.
The project will undertake extensive training programmes and raise public awareness to
energy efficiency opportunities linked to this, and other ongoing projects and the major
wave of investments and restructuring that has been initiated. With national institutions
now focusing on energy efficiency, many of the public information, training, and
regulatory obstacles to improved energy efficiency will be met. Furthermore, the project
will seek to address the shortage of skilled personnel and private-sector entities dealing
offering energy services and investments in energy services. It will also establish an
energy efficiency center which will serve to support the provision of energy services and
at the same time encourage the establishment of private sector energy service companies
(ESCOs). With the national idkstmcture in support of energy services established, the
emerging private sector of the PA will be in a better position to establish ESCOs taking
advantage of the many profitable energy efficiency investments which exist.
Domestic and Global Benefits

The projected potential savings in heavy fuel oil are estimated to be 0.265 MTOEIyear in
2010. The global benefits are measured as the reduction in emissions of greenhouse
gases. The above figure is based on additional investments beyond the technical
assistance outlined in this. All of the components of this project are meant to lay the
foundation for this potential significant investment through barrier removal activities.
In order to respect the principal of incremental cost, that project is ensuring that all GEF
funds are targeted barrier removal activities and that these funds only focus on technical
assistance elements and training. Any funds to be used in follow-on investments will
have to be obtained independently fiom non-GEF sources.

This project is not intended to finance investments in energy efficiency equipment, but to
remove barriers that will, among others, enable follow-up investments to take place. Cost
recovery on barrier removal is, however, impossible and therefore GEF involvement is
needed. Once the barriers are removed, potential and anticipated follow on investments
in "win-win" projects could trigger the curtailing of as much as 0.265 MTC0,Iyear.
Domestic benefits associated with the project will be the creation of a strong national
institution that will act as an incubator for energy services companies and other
investments in energy efficiernwl
Total Project Costs

The costs of this project are estimated to be $2.94 million, of which $2.49 million is
being requested fiom GEF.As part of the baseline, $0.20 million will be obtained as cofinancing by the UNDP, while the remaining $0.25 million represents the contribution (in
kind) of the Palestinian Authority.
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